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A B S T R A C T 
THE DEMOGRAPHy OF THE OCRN BELT OF THE NORTH AMERICAN MIDDLE WEg 
The objective of research was a detailed analysis 
of the demography of the Corn Belt at the time of the l a t e s t 
availahle census. This necessitated a description of the 
sp a t i a l variation i n demographic cha r a c t e r i s t i c s together 
v/ith a consideration of the causative factors involved and 
the relationship "between demographic features and other 
socio-economic phenomena.in the d i s t i n c t i v e agricultural 
economy of the Corn Belt. 
Despite the distinctiveness of the Com Belt the 
area was shown to he i n no sense a uniform demographic region. 
I n a l l aspects of demography significant contrasts occurred 
s p a t i a l l y and these were shown to he related to numerous 
d i f f e r e n t i a l factors of which the most important were 
residence, c u l t u r a l composition, age and sex, occtqpational 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s and contrasts i n the date and nature of the 
i n i t i a l occupance. Of these the type of residence was 
found to "be the most consistent d i f f e r e n t i a l factor i n 
demographic c l i a r a c t e r i s t i c s . 
I n addition, migration was shown to he a demographic 
constant i n the evolution of the population of the Corn Belt 
and i n pa r t i c u l a r was a v i t a l factor i n the development of 
the present con^jlex pattern of distribution and density. 
The l a t t e r was shown to he a conrposite structure i n which 
an irregular urhan and suhurhan distrihution was super-
imposed on a r e l a t i v e l y uniform distrihution of r u r a l 
population composed of the agr i c u l t u r a l lahour force 
and r u r a l service centres. 
The evolution of thi s composite pattern was 
related to the d i f f e r e n t i a l growth of urhan and r u r a l 
population and involved considerable redistribution by 
in t e r n a l migration. The res u l t has been a concentration 
of the majority of the population i n urban centres i n 
a c t i v i t i e s unrelated d i r e c t l y to the agr i c u l t u r a l econcany» 
while i n the basic r u r a l distribution r i i r a l depopiaation was 
shown to have regional significance. 
I.B. THOMPSON,. 
December, 1960. 
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XVII. 
I N T R O B U C T I O H 
The value of a geographical approach to the study 
Of human populations has become firmly reeo£^sed and has 
given v a l i d i t y to the concept of ppp\aatlon geography. I t 
i s the purpose of population geography not only to describe 
the areal variations i n the demographic characteristics of 
a population but also to atteispt an interpretation of the 
organic relationships between a given population and the 
f eatiires of the physical and cultural environment In which 
i t i s distributed. 
There has been a tendency among social scientists 
to treat census data I n an abstract, theoretical and purely 
e t a t l a t l o a l manner without reference to the r e a l i t i e s of 
the geographical setting and i t s Influence on population 
eharaoterlstics. Moreover i n the attespt to establish 
demoffpapbio principles there has been a reliance on 
enunciation frora census data at the national level, represent* 
ing the averaging of a great nuniber of contrasted socio-
economic environments, rather than an anxiety to test the 
v a l i d i t y of theoi?etioal situations by reference to the 
detailed characteristics of the oonponent parts of a given 
XVIII. 
t o t a l population. I t i s the Writer ^s contention that the 
study of the population geograqphy of a distinctive sooio-
economio environment Is a corrective to hoth these deficiencies 
and i s the contrlhution that the geographer i s most f i t t e d 
to make ^0 the deeper understanding of demographic phenomena. 
Despite the a v a i l a b i l i t y of the most ooi^rehensive 
census enumeration i n the world, thelaok of regional 
population studies i n the United States i s remarkable. I n 
fact a systematic detailed description of the national 
population was not achieved u n t i l 1959 with the puhllcatlon 
of **The Population of the United states'*, by D.J. Bogus, 
Associate Director of the Scripps Foundation for Research i n 
Population pi s t r i h u t l o n at Miami University at Oxford, Ohlo.^ 
Even th i s publication, s&m nine hundred pages i n content, 
contained only eleven maps of iriilch three alone achieved 
a fi n e r areal breakdown than the State. The lack of 
detailed regicmal studies i s a real obstacle to the f u l l e r 
imderstanding of the demographic characteristics of the 
t ^ t e d States and attention has been drawn to t h i s situation 
by Bogue himself. 
1. Bogue, D»J. "The Population of_the United States". Free press of dlencoe, -1 l l l n o i s , 1959« — r - r 
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"The demographers who w i l l place the most v a l i d 
and l a s t i n g interpretation upon t h i s remarkable set of 
population changes w i l l not be those who operate at 
the national l e v e l , but those who i n s i s t upon breaking 
the nation ixp into i t s parts and who relate popiilatlon 
changes to environmental changes. 
I t was with t i l l s lack of detailed regional population 
study I n mind tliat the Writer cooBiienced research into the 
demography of the Corn Belt of the fiddle West i n the b e l i e f 
that i t s o r i g i n a l i t y l a y i n the contribution towards the 
removal of a serious omission i n the literatxire on the 
population of the United States. Moreover, the approach 
adopted was designed to further the argument for interpret-
ing demographic material I n the context of i t s environmental 
setting. The Corn Belt was selected for demographic 
research by virtue of i t s distinctiveness as a socio-economic 
environment a r i s i n g from the degree of consistency i n the 
baslo agrlcultur>al economy. However, within t h i s structure 
of a c h a r a c t e r i s t i c agriculture considerable variety e x i s t s 
i n the Com Belt i n physical features and economic a c t i v i t y 
and therefore afforded an Ideal case study for research into 
the relationship between population c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s and the 
factors of the environment. 
2. Bogue, D.J. **The Geography of Recent Population Changes i n 
the United Stales". Annals of the Association of American 
Geographers, Volume kkt 195M-* 
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For convenience of arrangement the thesis has been 
subdivided Into three sections but t h i s dees not i]iQ>ly a 
r i g i d division of material or treatment. On the contrary, 
a continuum of inter-related and inter-acting factors i s 
im p l i c i t i n the mechanism of population growth. The three 
major sections are howeVe<> contrasted i n emphasis and a 
statement of the purpose and content precedes each section. 
The essential approach i n demogc'^ cihlc research must be 
to elaborate, stage by stage, the conditions which have 
determined the characteristics of population evolution 
ci^ystalllsed i n the present day distribution and density, 
and to this extent the analysia must be a oimilatlve process. 
Accordingly each chapter includes a summary of the major 
findings i ^ e h most be ''carried forward" to snbsequent 
chapters. 
The latest available census material was the 1950 
enumeration which formed the primary s t a t i s t i c a l reference 
f o r the entire work.^ Obviously, since 1950 important 
demographic changes have occurred since population i s by no 
means static. Rather than consider subseguent population 
estimates which did not f a c i l i t a t e a detailed breakdown and 
were based on extrapolation and sampling techniques. I t has 
U.S. Bureau of the Census, Census of Population, 1950. 
Volume 11. "Charaoteristios of the Population". Parts 
1»13,l4#15,l6,17t22,23*25,27,35,41,49. Washington D.C.1952. 
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been considered that a more valuable contribution to the 
understanding of the denographie characteristics of the 
Corn Belt would by made by a detailed analysis of the 1950 
situation. Xn this way a more complete cooiparlson with 
the 1960 census data may be f a c i l i t a t e d when i t becomes 
available. 
I n an area as extensive as the Com Belt the 
amount of de t a i l that can be described within the scope 
of a dissertation i s limited* To alleviate this limitation 
maps were constructed and tables eoiqplled i n the f u l l e s t 
possible detail f o r the sake of completeness even though 
generalisation was inevitable i n the written analysis. 
Further, although the basis of the thsals was the Writer's 
personal calculations, running to some eooires of thousands 
and for HMoh he must take f u l l responsibility, a considerable 
volume of li t e r a t u r e was available on the Middle West i n 
general, on i^>eclfio demographic topics and on related matters. 
Reference was made to published material and has been 
indicated n&ere appropriate i n the text and i n concise form 
a© a Bibliography* 
That there are inadequacies i n the content and 
presentation the Writer i s well aware and this partly stems 
from iimitatlons Imposed by the nature of the a v a l l ^ l e 
census material and also probl^ns inherent i n the treatment 
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of so extensive an area# Consolation Is gained from the 
fact that to the Writer's personal knowledge no comprehensive 
treatment of the evolution of the dmographie characteristics 
of t h i s heart land of the North American continent exists 
and the present work i s ooneidered a rapdest contribution 
to the f u l l e r understandiiig Of the regional geography of 
the Unite^t states. 
Department of Qeography, 
Leeds University, 
NOVEMBER, 1960. 
8 E C T I 0 K OK E 
BAGKORQUiq) STUDIES IN THE EVOLUTIOK OP THE POPULATION GEOCBAPHY 
I t i s the purpose of the primary section of the 
t h e s i s to present a aeries of background etudles to provide en 
introduction and control to sia>8equ€nt detailed analysis. 
Chapter 1 seeks to establish the basic control 
of d e f i n i t i o n and sub-division of the Com Belt. The precise 
a r e a l extent of the Corn Belt Ifi defined and various sub" 
div i s i o n s proposed. I n addition the most In^ortant census 
de f i n i t i o n s are c l a r i f i e d i n terms of th e i r geographical 
expressions. 
Chaptei?. 2 expands the particular sub-division 
into geographical regions so as to provide a detailed referenee 
framework based on the ma^or contrasts i n the physical and 
socio-econoioio environments; 
The Corn B e l t has been settled i n entirety for 
l e s s than a century and many of the present c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s 
of population are d i r e c t l y related to the i n i t i a l settlement 
phase* Accordingly Chapter 3 describes the evolution of the 
Corn Belt population from the f i r s t pioneer s e t t l e r s u n t i l 
1900. The objective i s not a completeness of h i s t o r i c a l 
d e t a i l but an assessment of the h i s t o r i c a l influences relevant 
to the understanding of the present population situation* 
Finally i t i s considered necessary to provide 
a general regLoHal description and density of population at the 
latest census as a framework for analysis i n finer detail* 
This i s provided by the closing chapter of the f i r s t section* 
C H A P T E R O N E 
THE IffiFINITIONS AND SUBDIVISIONS OP THE CORN BELT 
C H A P T E R O N E 
THE DEFINITION AND SUBDIVISION OP THE CORN BELT 
The large scope of the di s c i p l i n e of demography 
and the immense areal extent of the Com Belt necessitate 
that i n the following analysis a consistent and precise 
s e r i e s of definitions and subdivisions be employed. I t 
i s the aim of t h i s f i r s t chapter to provide these basic 
controls. 
A. PROBLEMS OP DEFINITION 
I n an analysis of the population geography of 
the Corn B e l t the problem of d e f i n i t i o n a r i s e s i n two quite 
d i s t i n c t aspects. F i r s t l y i t i s necessary to define the 
physical extent of the "Corn Belt", and secondly i n view 
of the s t a t i s t i c a l b a sis of the source material i t i s 
necessary to examine the geographical expression of the 
more s i g n i f i c a n t census definitions. 
1. The d e f i n i t i o n of the Corn Belt i n 1950 
The term "Com Belt** has a Variety of definitions 
and connotations. Many of those who use the term would 
f i n d i t d i f f i c u l t to determine i t s geographical extent 
2. 
and others would question the msnjr boundaries that hav« 
been p3?opo««d, Warnt« ^  ha* traced ih$ orlglnJi of the 
Uso 0t the words "corn" and '*Cora Belt", and finds «o»» 
evidence for the use of the tepm "Corn Belt" before 1900 
but notos that i n the 1900 U.S. Census of Agriculture 
t l ^ r e W i l l i no reference to a ^ Cora Belt". Althoui^ by 
1910 the term "Corn Belt" waa i n eeaoKsn use to denote 
the ajroa of «^ eato»t corn production i n the American 
Ifiddla te$t i t waa not pi^olsoiy defined u n t i l 192$ ^•n 
Bakex^  produced hia oXaaaio "AgrloulturBX Regions of 
North Amerl^'% ^ the major problem was, and a t l l l 
remains^ t h ^ determination of the c r i t e r i a by which a 
boundary oa;i be drawn. Theaa problems have been 
dlBoussed recently i n relation to the Corn Belt and 
Other regiona by Buohanan ^  but the problem of dellal t i n g 
agrlcu3,tural ro^ons i s s t i l l unsolved.^ Xn the ease 
Warnt9, W* "An Hietorioal Geasldeiraitlen ef the terms 
Agricultural aistory, Y&mm 31 > 1957* 
2# Baker« PJi:. "Affl;icu3,tural ^ 9^otm gf Merth Amerlea. 
^ Part IV. The Corn l i i p # leemomlc (aeegrsphy# 
Volume 3$ 1927> PP. 44S^5f 
Buohensiii a.E. "gome Refleotlona on Ai 
geogranBjr% geography. Ria 
XLLV, Fart 1> January, 1959, pp. 1-13. 
4f Viae Weaver,30, "Crop Oomalaatien leaionfl In^the Middle 
lagi*** f o r a oonaideration of the d i f f i c u l t i e s of exactly delimitinff agricultural regions, espeoiaS^ I n the oaa* of the Com Belt. 
Economic Geography, Volume 30 195I4. 
of tfet Corn Belt most wpit©r« have attenipted to justltly 
boundaries on a s t a t l s t l o a l basis by «*«eaeing the 
dominance ^  oom i n the acreage of crops and thiie 
delimiting the area of major produeti^nf St 1» the 
w r i t e r v i e w that Although this 1« a r e a l i s t i c approaeh, 
9 vapiety of tmt&pn ma»t bo oea»id«?«d i n order to arrive 
a% a system of agrloulttPi»aX produotion rather than the 
maxiaaua eoncentjfatlon of the particular orop* Xt !• 
alto held that the arbitrary nature of boundaries drawn 
on ^ t a t i a t i c a l o r i t e r i a must be aeoeptcd and that t h i s 
does not en^irsly disorsdit their vaXust Since Baker 
f i r a t dttorlbed the agricultural regions of the United 
States t h i r t y years have elapsed during which time 
oonsiderable researcsh has been achieved i n the Depsrtntnt 
of A p i c u l t u r e <m the problem of dslimlting the bouA&sries 
of such regions* The work culmiJjAted i n 1950 i n a 
ft 
BuUetin which reetated the generalised types of faming 
i n the United States* In the Intreduotien to this work 
the writer, I'.F* B l l l o t t t states* 
"Investigations conoernlag types of farming have 
brought into focus a strong tendeney toward 
regional speclelieatlon*'. $ 
5* B l l i o t t , F,F» 
U*3* l ^ a r t i i t n t of Agrlculturo, 
Washington D«C., 1950* 
6* E l l i o t t , F*F* Qp.Oit* # 5 supra. Forward, 
%n a subsequent seotion the Corn Belt i s treated as sueh 
an area of regional specialisation. Aoeerdin^^ this 
study Offers the siDst useful souroo of guidaneo on the 
problem of delimiting the Com Belt* ThO method of 
de f i n i t i o n i s f u l l y desoribod i n the Jntroduotion of the 
b u l l e t i n and i t w i l l suffice at th i s stags to s i t e sons 
ot the advantages offered to our pros«it study by the 
methods p l o y e d i n the preparation of this b u l l e t i n * 
1. The o r i t o r l a adopted are very wide and 
oonslder physical^ biologloal and economlo conditions* 
This f u l f i l l s the writOF^s contention that the Oom Belt 
must be defined as an area with a uniform system of 
agriculture i n relation to these factors* 
Ths study i s baaed on f i f t y years of researeh 
and 0!{lbodie^ refinements of previous studies. 
3* Reoognising that within the nine major 
regions defined there are oonslderablft variations these 
regions are sta»divided into sub*reglozis based on the 
varying conditions of edaphio and b l o t l e factors, systems 
of land*4iolding and the nature of ooamerelal enterprise. 
This affords an ossential breskdowa within the corn Bolt 
into "typo of farming siflj-rogloas'', whieh i s of groat 
value as a baokground to regional analysis within the Com 
Beit. 
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^imlOy, th6 ^oitt)dariea sr^ Os^ ftvn with 
msfSi^Gt to somty l i M t ^ and although such lln«fi era 
fii?%itrary, tfliey are defiiaitlve and ai?e aaienable to «eourat« 
plotting. lidz'sov«r^  the etatidtics ufted i n thd d^tcr-
tvim'ti&n th« "bounderies were these for 1950 and thus 
th$B lioimdarr i» tli« fflost appropriate ©»« t6 u»9 In 
condunotlon idth 1950 O^ nsue flgur«tt. Blnsc, V ^« 
adoption of statistical CM>lt#ria to draw hQundarioa, th« 
actual 'bouiJdary w i l l fluctuate slliyhtly from year t© 
yea^ thle is e etgnlflcant conalderation. 
For the alcove reasona the writer haa adopted 
the "bouMary for the Corn Belt that as defined "by the 
United States Department of Agriculture i n their Bulletin 
''Oeneralised Types of Agriculture i n the Uhited States** ^, 
as t)eing the m»t realletio and relia'ble. Thia heundary 
i s adppted without any further Bodifioatlen and for 
detail conecrx^iing the method of delimitatlen reference 
Should he tr%de to this publication* 
^ ^^e Pefmit^on of; Oenaue yerws, 1950. 
f h 9 prlneipal statistical hasis of this research 
i s tm 1930 Oensua of population, Toluzse li«"Oharaeteriatios 
7. m i o t t i F.?* ,/fifW^^^M ^ f yargdnff 1^ m BnitM~Btates*. AgrieulturaX Znfomation Sulietin» ISUa^ er 3t tl«^8. Department ef Agriculture |» Waehington D.C» > 1950. 
tfeis Q9mm InimtaUljr 3J»esults i n « coi^plejEity of def-
It i l t l o j u fflio <a?itej?ia imolvsd i n «aoh d«fiiiltloa are 
stated i n -feh^  introduction to th# toltflwif I t i s the 
purpose of this present amotion to oXarify two niain 
p0int9« p%t&il9 (HQPtain oranges of definition "betvien 
the eeneus^s of 19^0 and 1950 orw of gi?eat iB5)#rtaned 
and m»t tie Btr«aB9iU Secondly i t i d nseetsary to ^tm 
attention to thf$ axaot g^ogpaphioal expz^88ion of ocrtain 
oensu0 tftAQH enpeeially those involTing partiouiai? fomt 
pt j^aid^c** 
1» *^B!yfeiga** teaidenet 
0;>?>ban popiftiation i n th« census oonsisted 
of th<i inhoDitants oft 
(a) Plaoei of 2^500 iahaMtaata OF mr9 i n -
oovporatttd a« oitiaa^ 'boceughs and TiXlagta* 
(la) JEncox*porated to«na of Z$3^ inhabitants 
( 9 ) The danaeiy ««ttX«d '*^r^an frince**. inciudinff t ) 0 ^ ineoi*3l^rated and unin* oerpprabel ai^aa, «:>0md citiea of 30»000 inhabitants or iiar«ft 
&4 ^ t o d States Bureau of th« Osnsus, Oensns ef 
^•opuiatim* 1950, rolm$ 2, •'ghayaetepistiaa of the P^ulation^. taeWUagtoa ^ ,0*, li$2»— 
(d) Unlncorpsrated plaeeii ef 2,500 inhaHtants 
or saoro outsida any Wbm fringe. 9* 
thB ipmmSMi^ pikpuiatien i s eiesslfied as '*RuraX**« 
gi^an Placa 
@ineo iSM distinotien physieaixy lietveen incor-
porated and uninoorporatod towns i s nagUgil»i«» a useful 
eoileotiva oategory i s the ^ nis^an piaee^. This i n tha 
1950 Oenaus rafara to anr piaee of erar 2^500 inhabitants» 
whether iaeOrporated m not* 
[^yaqsuaff. 
$ig(iifieant ohangas i n the definition of *'urban*' 
popuiation iiera introduced i n the 1950 Oensus. In the 19^ 0 
Oenaus the ux^an oatago^y imludad a l l population l i r i n g 
i n inoorp^ated plaoes of 2,30$ or mt«$ and inhabit ant a 
i n dlsasif ied as wfiim, m&w apeeiel rules relating 
to population sise and denaity* AXX definitions ef 
**u]C>han** 3?e!]?ulati@n i n previous eensuses were suhstantially 
i n aocerdejusa with this definition end are therefore 
odsparahle* Sowever, i n the case of the 1950 definition 
Goma ra*^oaloulation i s neoasaary to faeilitate aoourate 
cofii^ariaon* A furthar diYarganoe i a i n the oeiae of the 
gote o^ ^ o y i j o r ^ t i o n . An «Iaaerporated** plaee refara to a o€aioentrat£oiEi of population within l e ^ U y praao^iUed liiaito and with i^rapriate local powera and functions* An "trnlncorporated'* place hears identical 
thyaical gfs^nblanQe hut does not hare legally defined .g2#«f»V J^e^J^6t«d Pl*aes are tsuoh l e s s n i r o ^ i n 1950 i n tha entlr© Iftsited States there were sona 17.118 In^orpetmtad placos> hut only 1,1*30 unincorporated. 
8. 
aUoeatien ^ f residence of uniirersity populations. Za 
1950 Census these were allocated t ^ the plasi ef study, 
whereas i n previous enu^ratisas they were allocated 
to their hmm residence* this affeats eeunties 
containing large educational institutions and ths 
sppropriatt eorz*eations mm% he aade to faeilitate 
accurate ooi^arison* 
i*. SuMjtwl^on of ^ han ^eisulata^on 
In the ease of s&iali uz^an settlements the 
definition of »»urhan plaoe*^ i s satisfaetory i n that the 
geograi^osa. escpression i s sis^ly a small tewnship. 
In the ease of larfer cities and urhan agglesterations 
a inore so^Stleated enumeration i s required. The 
1900 Census recognises the oon^slte nature of the large 
city and i n partieular the geographical distinotioii 
hetween the populous core and the less densely populated 
3^ inge» to this getgraphioal coacopt the Oensus gives 
the i&clusito term of urhanised area^ within which 
there i s a s)lh«diyision into ••Central City" end "Urban 
j-ringe*** 
(a) grt>anieed Area* 
An urhanieed area eonsists of a "central 
city** togother with the iWhan frinfO** surrounding itn 
8y definition each urhanised area contains at least one 
central «ity of 50#000 inhahitants or aore*. fhe urban 
9. 
fringO consists of the sorroundlng closely settled vieinity, 
^fhioh i s demographioally and geographically related to 
the city and may include hoth incorporated or «nine^ [*porated 
places* th« 'boundaries of eaeh isuHtidual uz^aa fringe 
were plotted W fioldworiK to coincide as closely as possible 
with the houndary of the thiclsly settled territory around 
the central cityf 
the concept of the urbanised area with the 
statistical 'breakdown into central city and urban fringe 
is extremely valuable i n view of the strict goographieal 
connotation* Sarlier census onumerations of largo 
cities had l i t t l e relevance to their eomposito structure* 
An extension of the ooncept Of the uTbsnised area 
i s made %y the oensus ljureau i n the definition of the 
Standard Ifetropoliten Area^ which i s an attempt to 
numerate the population of the large city together 
with that of i t s tributary area or hinterland* 
10* details Of the eriteria adopted i n plotting the urban fringe appe»> i n the United States Bureau of the Census, "Oeasus Areas of 1950". Series 0,E,O,, lfuj*er 1, Washington p. G., 1951 * 
11. Mark Jeff«?8on was c r i t i c a l of the discrepancies i n the previous censuses i n failiiag to distingoish between the "po l i t i c a l " city and the gsographioal extent of the densely settled area,^  thus making quantitive comparison impossible* Vide. (Jefferson, M,, "The 
the American seographicax iooiety, yoiume h1» 1909* 
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(h) Standard Metropolitan Areas 
A •'Standard llctrt^olitaa Area" i s defined as 
a oounty# or grot^ of oontiguoua countiest which contain 
at least ona city of 50|000 inhahitants or aora« In 
addition to the county or counties containing suoh a 
city^ or cities, contigaous oountiea are included i n a 
Standard Hetropolltan Area i f according to definite 
oritoria- they are assontiaUy »*initropolitan*» i n 
cheraotax* and socially and eoonoaiioally integrated with 
tha oantj^al city . Although there Maay he aoTeral oitiea 
within the Standard Katropolitan Area of aare than 50,000 
inhahitants, not a l l are naoeaaa^ily central eitiea. 
a*ha largest city i n tha Standard Xatropolitan Area is 
tersiad tha *^principal central city*' and any other city 
of 25#000 or nore inhahitants haYing a population aaounting 
to laora than one third of that of the principal central 
city i s also considered a ^ central oity^. 
12« tide OlOTO, E.O., "XI:*' ^ " g ^ ^ l ^ * ^ ff^L y itatgopolitan Area** a Sooneoio Oeograpny, YoiuiM 28, 
f l l l ! ^ o r a daMied dcaer^tion of the ' l950 definition Of the Btealard Metropolitan Area with oriticiam of tha eriteria eiq^loyad^ 
13* Vide Von StruTO, A.W.« *»(^ flyaphy i n the Cenaus Bureau** Boonesai© aeography, Voluaa 1ft, 1940, for notes on praviouo dafi^tiona of leatropolltan eharactor. 
Ilw An earlier study of tha criteria of aatropftlitan atatus was iBsde hy Dickinson, vide Diakinaon, R.E., **lha Matyowftlltan Readona Of the Ihiited States". Geographical 
data to f a c i l i t a t e eoi^ariaon* 
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fho «MPiteria involved i n the definition are 
extremely involved. The oriteria determlniag the "mttro-
politat^" character of contiguous counties ooneern both 
populati^ densltyf and physical contiguity to the central 
city# and also tho n u i ^ r of agricultural workers resident 
i n the county* The criteria tOr deteminiag the integ^ 
gration of contiguous counties to the central city are as 
varied as for instancOt the nui0er of |>ooplo employed 
i n the central oityy and the n ^ e r of telephone calls 
to the county obtaining the central city* 
^he geographioa^l expression of the standard 
Mdtropolitea Area i s loss precise t ^ that of the Urbanissd 
Area, hut aa^roxiffiates to the hinterland of the central 
c i t y conoemed* As an illustration of the spatial 
rolationships imrolved i n those census definitions, Kap 
1 shows the Urbanised Area and Standard Metropolitan Area 
of Indianapolis, Indiana. The Metropolitan Area of 
Indians^lis includes the i ^ l e of lto*ion Oouaty, Indiana^ 
hut none of the contiguous counties. In the eaae of the 
Ih^anised Area, the distinction between the central city 
and urban ^ P^ingo i s shown« I t i s ovident that many large 
residential aroas are unincorporated idiilo several 
incorporated p^aoes, for instance Lawrence and Southport, 
have h e ^ indiitded i n the tTrhanised Area* The population 
s t a t i s t i c s f o r the various components i n 1950 were as belowt 
MAP 
I N D I A N A P O L I S . I N D I A N A 1 9 5 0 
BOONE CO H A M I L T O N CO 
L a w r e n c e 
B e e c h Popk 
MARION CO 
" o m e c r a f t 
Southport 
S H E L B Y CO 
M O R G A N CO J O H N S O N CO 
UR B A N I S E D 4 R E A 
S T A N D A R D M E T R O P O L I T A N 
A R E A 
C e n t r a l C i t y 
Unincor po 
I n c o r p o 
)Orated Urbon F r l n g 
r a t e d 
12. 
The jPopulation of IndignaT^olis. Indiana. 1950 
Stanflard Metropolitan Area 551 »777 
Total Urbanised Area 502*375 
Oeatral oity U27>473 
m»m 3Priago 75t202 
The distribution of other Standard Metropolitan 
Areas of the Oom Belt end their central cities la 
illustrated hy Magp 
5. "Riaral" Population 
A l l population which was resident outside centres 
of more than 2,500 inhabitants and which was not resident 
i n the ut%<a^  fringe of an tirbanlsed area was defined i n 
1950 as "rur^". A further distinction was made between 
population r<}sident i n farms and that reaid«it outside 
farms* To these two categories the tex«8 ••Rural farm" 
and "aural HOn«S'srm" were ^ l i e d . 
(a) Rural gann 
the rural farm greiiv i n 1950 included a l l 
rural persons resident on farms irrespective of their 
actual ooei^atlon. Virtually a l l the farm population of 
the M t e d States i s "rural farm", however some farms do 
exist within the limits of urban places and to these 
rosidents the term "urban farm" i s applied. In the United 
States i n 195© 1.2?S of the farm population f e l l into this 
M A P 2. 
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oatogopy, The urhan farm oatagory hais l i t t l e functional 
valua as neat of the reeidonte are not conoarned with 
agriculture and are related damographioally to the urhan 
plaoo* 
(h) ^ u r ^ yon-^g^ 
tha I'ural nonr^fam group oonaista ef rural 
population i n a variety of raaideneaa^ as for instance 
isolated non-fara houses i n nn*al araaa« villagea and 
haialets and mem i n tha fringe areaa surrounding tha 
smaller incorporated places^ Sosia ohangea have heen 
isade i n the 1950 cenaua dafinition %y n^oh raaidenta 
i n the fiUbiJ^*9S of urhin areas, proTiously anoBiarated 
as rural ttmf*ieam, are now olasaified as urban. Aeeord-
ingly corrections for this hava to he »ade to coa^ariaon 
with prarioua oensuses. Although not rosident on fams 
15* Heyarthalaaa, the *'url)dn fam** elaaMnt adda to the dif f i c u l t y of defining tha rural-iirhan frihge. !|!he prohlaias of SKUcing an edai^uatt dafinition were discussed >y Wehrwein with reference to Indianapelia. Vide lahrwain, O.S., ^ghy g u r a l ^ r ^ yyi>Wi"> SeonoRdo geography. Volume i€, I 9 i^ * 
16. Vide elao Dickinson, R.B., *»Qity^  Raaioji and RegioiiBllm". Routladi^, Kagan faui, ImTiohapter 1^ 1^  pp. lto-123 for turthar diaauasien of the concept of rural««ttrhan fringt* 
1U. 
a signlfieant proportion of th« naral s^n-farm population 
i s enga^d i n agrieulture hut i n mahy wayOf i n terms et 
funotlon^ this spm^ i s more olosely related to urban 
oentroa^ 
Thf oensus termo discussed i a this section are 
thoio imcax ^ lavo a pmXc geographical expression and those 
^ t ^ c h most oosiuitant ref erenoo w i l l ho made* In the 
detailed dosiographio analysis there i s a oonsideralblo 
ooi^loxity of definition hut roferenoe to these mere 
opeoifio definitions i s deferred to the appropriate 
chapter* 
35» ^ ^ ( ^ i i ^ fl^ THH; s^B^m^iBXon m THE QORM BBLT 
The total area of the Gom Bait as defined i n 
this study i s 27^ »98a square miles, within iriiieh over 
16 ndlllon persons resided l a 19S0. In m. area so huge, 
i t i s inevitfible that* despite a certain geographical 
uniformity, there should bO contrasts i n detail i n the 
physical and eeoaomic characteristics of the region* 
the detailed variation of environmental and economic 
17« The proi$lom of the definition and description of the rural n<m^t*m element has heen atteaptod by Bart i n relatiott to Indiana. Vide tot, J*p*, "The Runal 
i^»^n,Pm^^^K®f ,^ >y4«^ ^ l^rooeediags^oTthe Indiana Acaden^ of Soienco, Volume 65^ 1955* 
15. 
factors, together with the influenea of historical ayanta, 
has a eignifioant effect on damographie isattera. To 
fa c i l i t a t e analyaie ef deiDOgraphio aharactariatiea i n 
relation to oausativa faotori^ i t i s neeessary to sub-
divide t h i 00?n Belt into valid regional coiqponents. I t 
i s the writap's opinion that no aingle regional aUb-
division ie ^ctuato i n Order to inveatigate tha detail 
of evayy aap»ot 0f tha population geography. Aoeordingly, 
i t i s prapoaad to conBidar several suh«divisions on 
varying haaaa, applied wh^e e^ropriato and where tha 
rosultant analysis ia laos:^  aocurate a i ^ raaliatie. 
I t i t suggested that a suh-diYision into 
OaogiPaQphioal Regions i s the aiost oonraniant and useful 
tjf&mwosk m which to haso a description of the regional 
distrihution of population. Purther i t ia oonaidered 
that w i a t i o n i n the type of farming i s a aignifieant 
hreakdown i n relation to rural population charaoteriatiea. 
l^thersBora^ althoui^ i n tertns of araal extent agriculture 
dotidnates the Com Belt» there ia considerahle rariation i n 
the nature of oconoiBic a c t i v i t y , especially i n the eastern 
aeetora of tha M«(lt. ?he vai^iations i n population 
charaoteristics related to thesa eoononia oonsiderationa 
host analysed by ref erenoo to Soonosio Suh-Hegions. 
t% i s the p\)rpese of this f i n a l section to deaoribe 
16. 
the various a«i^ «diTisions of the Oom Bolt that are propossd 
and t o state the criteria "by which they have boon sdopted. 
The j»lmip^m^% area of reformoo throughout this 
study i s the county* The oouhty unit i s ideal l a that 
i t i o suffioiontly small i n order to record greet detail 
and minor irariation i n detail, but i s not too minute to 
J^ U^idor oaytogjfcg^hio representation* I t i s a feature of the 
Ooni Bolt that idisre there l a the greatest ooneontratioa 
Of population ml eoa iJ lex i t y of economie activity the 
county unit i s conveniently small m& facilitates a 
detailed analysis* Whero^  on the othor hand, thero Is 
a sparse dlstrihution of population and a uniformity of 
economic actiirity the county siao tends to bo much larger, 
thus iatroduoiag an economy i n statistical operations without 
unduO genaralisation* 
1* The gQOjgraphieal Rofniejns of the Gem Belt 
I t i s not considered necessary to define i n 
detail tho theory of the Oeogri^^cal Xegion beyond the 
consideration that i t i s an area with a general ualfermity 
of physical environment: and economic activity, since i t 
i s only intended that such a iub«division should be ussd 
Vide WOaver 3[r.O* "The County as a Snatial Averaso l a - --noulturalgeoia^a^ 
1$ 195*. fOr a diseussioa of the county unit aa a basis for statistical analysis* 
17* 
as a referanoo froBsawork for general deacription rather 
than detailed analyaia. In tha case Of the Oom Belt a 
partieulaj^ d i f f i c u l t y arisea duo to the peripheral nature 
of lai^go areas^ eapeoially i n the ^aatarn aeetws where, 
althoui^ the agrioulture i s typically f'Gorn Belt** i n 
charaotojp, the eaan$B)y ie doadnated hy taanufacturing 
and the ian&Joapo hy industt»ial urhiA centres. Sueh a 
region i s that to the i ^ t h of iiaka Michigan which 
althoui^ i n tenoa of i t s egriculture i s part of tha 
Corn Belt9 i t s ece^o^y i a tagm directly influenced by 
pr^xinity to Ohio&go* Such areas as this aaust he 
deliaaited hy realistic houndar^es and considered as haing 
i n laany re^;>eots peripheral to the Oom Belt ani having 
a r e g i ^ i ^ axtent heyond that 0f tha C&m Belt. 8uah 
fo^ inatraioo i s the area of the confluenee of the Ohio and Wabash 
Rivers^ which althoujfh within the dem Belt^ helonga 
geographically to the Ohio Valley region. 7he inclusion 
of peripheral areas within the study loada to difficultiaa 
hut has the advantage of offering eonipariaon with tha 
iBore purely •^ Oorn Belt** regions. 
f ahle 1 holow iniUoates the area and population 
Of tha ^ographical Regiona of the Oom Belt and Map 3 
indioates thJir relative location. 
M A P 3. 
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l a s t 0<mt]!>«X tQ^OMA U3$Si5 >^85S»3(1 99 
tQ««l* O^ftt ( l ) 1S»329 1«8g3#064 26 
<Mo muy (15 3*iaf5 litfs.iaf i s 
fOSfAI. cam BSI^ 276,982 l6t€%9,710 k9k' 
• . . . • _ .  . n7 , 
Souyottt 0«d«iul«%«d trm i7nlt0d States B)3P«am ef OniauSy 
0«l^e iC Population, 1930, TQliaao 11, "Ohar^of p -
ia^ios eg t^a PepiOatfon*** tabla 12. 
( n f f : 
fhm 4|ataijlcd ^araataplatlaa af tha deegraphleal 
Rsiglons 0^ tiha Gam Bait ara daaeii'bad l a this foXloaiBg 
ohagptap, 0a©i!^ 'a®lileal Regions". 
A at^iMU.vlaian «^ tha Ck>m BaXt inta agploultiiFal 
Fagieita aan lia Kada a l t l i ooaeldarably nsra praoialoa thaii 
i n tha aasa of taa^^^P??; ftag^^iaa* Siaea th* )»ouniary 
adqptad m thia atud^ fa? tha Gem Salt l a that ppopoaad 
"bjr tha Bepaptmaat of Agi^ictatura tha a ^ - d l t l a i e n p r ^ a a d 
i n tha aaBia vwrt ail3. Isa uaad. fhe sathed uaed waa tha 
sasEta aa i n th9 d i t i a l o n in^o mjw aftrioultural ragiona / 
19 
ana toj^ dctai3.8 ttm IndlTicluea typ^c Of famdng areas 
larithm th« C#m Belt the reader i s referred to the 
De^artmetst t>t Agrleultore BuXletiii. In the cane 
va^ r that d i t f e r i n g eonditiona emrirdsiBent and eo@neagr 
tteeeaaitated the desareatioti 0S peripheral areas i n the 
sudd-divisieji i a t ^ Oeographioal E«giona# BO i n the ease 
&t trp^ &t fartoing regidne there i s considerable variation 
itm the a^slt eharaoteristie eoiiditi0ns» The nest 
^haraoterist^e *^ 6@m Belt" regions are these eceupied 
%y the Oattle feeding and BOgSi @ash Oomt Oats and 
So^eanif Bogs and ®Qit ffinter wheat t^m of faming 
areas* the a i ^ i e u l t i ^ a l soib^regions of ^ e Oem Belt are 
i l l u s t r a t e d ]tap and the i r area and population i s 
i l l u s t r a t e d te[fele 2 Ijelow^ 
19* B l l i o t t , Qp> Cit> 5. « ^ a , pp*6-7 
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3« ghe Econooiic Sub*Reglons and State Economic 
Areas of the Oom Belt 
The geographical and agricultural regions of the . 
Corn Belt are essentially generalised and the areas that 
they delimit are extremely large and use of thesa sub-
divisions w i l l be restricted to purposes of general 
description as a fraraevrork for more detailed analysis. 
A further sub-division which has been rauoh used by tha 
Census Bureau i s that of the Eoonomie 3ia>«fiegion. The 
Economic Sub"«egion i s a relatively large iarea of 
homogeneous economic a c t i v i t y . ' As i n th© case of 
geographical and agricultural regions they represent only 
20 
the major contrasts and submerge the detailed rariations. 
However the Economic Sub-Regions themselves are sub-divided 
into State Economic Areas. The State Economic Area 
represents the sub-division of a state into areas of 
distinctive economic a c t i v i t y which differentiate thm 
21 
from contrasted areas within the Economic Sub-Region. ^ 
I n general they consist of two types, non-metr<^olitan areas 
(which coincide jrith variations i n the type of farming), and 
.1 . >o«ae. P... " I ^ S f f i ^ ^ M ^ 
grouping Of tna eountlea of the United 
States".U.S. Bureau of the Census, 
Washington, D.C. 1951. 
22. 
n^tropolltan areas (which coincide with the distrihution 
of Standard Metrcjpolitan Areas). 
Within the general framework of Econoiuio Suh-
Regions, the State Economic Area affords a useful and 
reliable breakdown into distinctiire units which are 
su f f i c i e n t l y detailed often to obviate the need to refer 
to the county unit. Much s t a t i s t i c a l census material 
i s presented on the basis of State Economic Areas i n the 
Census Repoi-ts of both Agriculture and Population, and i n 
the Special Reports of both* The State Economic Area 
and the Economic Sub-Region w i l l be used i n this study i n 
two main circumstances. F i r s t l y i n the case of Special 
Census Reports relating to the entire nation the smallest 
unit for ^ nhich s t a t i s t i c s are preennted i s frequently the 
State Economic Area and the use of this breakdown i s 
Tinavoideible, and i n any case usually quite j u s t i f i a b l e . 
Secondly i n the consideration of population matters i n 
relation to economic characteristics the State Economic 
Area i s most valuable. 
The thirteen Economic Sub-Regions of the Corn Belt 
are i l l u s t r a t e d i n Map 5. Since the chief c i i t e r i o n i n 
delimiting the State Economic Areas i s the type of farming 
i t w i l l be noticed that there i s conplete coincidence with 
the boundary of the Corn Belt with the exception of two 
M A P 5. 
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23. 
areas, shaded i n the map, wdiich come within the Economic 
Sub-Regions of Chicago and Detroit. The numerical 
denominations are those used by the Census Bureau i n 
their tabulations of s t a t i s t i c s , and they are l i s t e d 
below with the names suggested for their description 
22 
by Bogus. 
THE BCONOMIG SUB-REGIOWS OP THE CORK BELT. 
Il7. West Central Ohio-Central Indiana 
Ud. Hiohigan-Ohio-Indiana T r i State 
51. Lower Wabash Valley 
63. Bast Central I l l i n o i s 
69. Com Belt - Dairy Transition 70* Eastern Iowa-West I l l i n o i s 
71. Southern lowa-lforthem Missouri-West Central 
I l l i n o i s 
8k» Kansas-Missouri Com Belt Border 
85* Central Missouri River Valley 
86. Hopth Central Iowa-South West Minnesota 
87« Minnesota-South Dakota Corn Belt Margin 
92. ifebraska-South Dakota Com Belt Margin 
93. Kansas-Nebraska Corn Belt - Winter Wheat Transition 
6h* Chicago and Environs ( I ) 
1^ 9* South Eastern Michigan ( I ) 
( i ) Only the southern extremities of these regions extend into the Com Belt 
The definitions set out i n this ch^ter have 
been used consistently throughout the thesis and further 
specific matters of def i n i t i o n have been included iriiere 
22, Vide Bogue, D.J,, Op. Cit. 20 Supra 
2li. 
necessary in. subsequent chapters. The sub-divisiona 
outlined have also been used consistently where mst 
appropriate or where dictated by the nature of the 
s t a t i s t i c a l brealcdown of available material. 
I n the case of geographical regions some 
further expansion i s considered essential since at a l l 
times reference to geographical space relationshlpa i s 
in5)licit i n descriptive analysis. Accordingly, Chapter 
2 i s devoted to an elaboration of the geographical 
regions proposed above^ 
C H A P T E R TWO 
THE CEOCBAPHICAli REGIONS OP THE CORK BELT 
25. 
C H A P T E R TWO 
THE gEOORAPHIGAL REGIOWS OP THE CORN BELT 
The purpose of this chapter i s to provide a 
detailed reference framework on a geographical basis 
for subsequent analysis of the spatial variations i n 
population characteristics., I t i s not Intended as a 
con5)lete geography of the Oom Belt but rather to provide 
a description of the major regional contrasts i n the 
geographic background. The regional division i s based 
on the major variations and although i t i s considered 
that the regions described are distinctive the boundaries 
selected are eseentialiy aifbitrary and have been drawn 
to coincide with county administrativa boundaries for 
s t a t i s t i c a l purposes. Since so much published work 
on the geography of the Middle West, i s available the 
present description has been reduced to a minimum and 
references are indicated as to sources of more detailed 
information.^^ ^ 
23.. The most recent and con5)rehensive geography of the 
Middle West, Including a l l of the Com Belt as defined 
i n 1950, i s that edited by John Garland - "The North 
American Middle West".. Wiley, New York, 19357^ 
21u A more general study i s the section on the Com Belt i n 
26. 
Map 3 indicated the looation and extent of the 
geographical regions and Maps 6, 7 and 8 i l l u s t r a t e greater 
d e t a i l within the individual regions. 
The greater part of the Com Belt i s made up 
of three enormous regions distingpiished from each other 
by virtue of physical and economio contrasts. These 
are the East Central Lowland, the West Central Lowland, 
and the Hpper Missouri Valley. These regions represent 
the heart of the Corn Belt and . i n particular have 
developed the most distinctive and charaoteristic "Corn 
Belt" landscape* North and SOuth of t h i s linear belt 
are four smaller regions which a l t h o u ^ s t i l l part of 
the Corn Belt as f a r as their type of agriculture are 
concerned must be regarded geographically as peripheral to 
the Corn Belt proper, and transitionary i n economy to 
quite different economic and physical provinces, These 
include the Upper Mississippi Valley, the Lower Great 
Lakes Region, the Lower Missouri Valley and the Lower 
Ohio Valley. I t i s convenient f i r s t l y to describe the 
three major regions of the Com Belt. 
i. The East Central Lowland 
This region occupies the East Central f«xsiion 
of the Com Belt including most of Western Ohio, a l l of 
Central Indiana and protruding as a narrow belt aeross 
M A P 6. 
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Central I l l i n o i s to the Mississippi, covering i n a l l an 
area of h3»k35 square miles. The lowland Is essentially 
an undulating t i l l p lain with an elevation varying 
between 500 and 1,000 feet, bounded to the isouth i n 
Indiana and Ohio by the more rtigged topograpliy of the 
f o o t h i l l s of the Apallachlans. Almost a l l the drainage 
i s southwards by tributaries of the Ohio, of which the 
Wabash and White rivers i n Indiana, the Miami and Scioto 
i n Ohio and the Easkaskia i n I l l i n o i s are the most 
significant. The region has a mantle of glacial d r i f t , 
^ c h more especially east of tha Wabash yields s l l t y 
loams of high f e r t i l i t y . 
Within the East Central Lowland are parts of 
25 
three types of farming regions. ^ On the better soils 
of Northern Indiana and North West Ohio, livestock, 
dairy and cash grain enterprises characterise the agricult-
ure. South of t h i s , i n South West Ohio, and Central 
Indiana, the l i f t e r soils are more suited to soft winter 
wheat and the chief ehterprise i s a conibinatlon of soft 
winter wheat and hog rearing. Plnally, to tha west 
of the Wabash, the East Central Lowland io^lnges on the 
Cash Grain area of the Grand Prairie of I l l i n o i s where 
cash grain, oaits and soybeans are grown on large, highly-
25. The regional variations i n farming are described i n U.S. Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Information Bulletin No.3. '^Generalised Types of Parming i n the United 
States", Washington D.C., 1950. 
28. 
mechanised farms. 
The East Central Lowland i s the most populous 
of the geo^aphical regions and has experienced the highest 
degree of urbanisation. The region had a t o t a l population 
of 1*1852,361 i n 1950 of whioh nearly three m i l l i o n 
persons live d i n urban places. . The region had 
30.25S of the t o t a l population of the Corn Belt and 
Of the t o t a l urban population. This high urban 
proportion was related to the inclusion i n the region 
of the western extensions of the "American Manufacturing 
Belt", ^ i n Indiana and Ohio, and to a lesser 
degree the looation of part of the Eastern Interior 
Coalfield i n Central I l l i n o i s . The in^iact of t h i s 
industrialisation and urban development on population 
characteristics distinguishes the regions demograph^^i^ly] 
from the i(>entral and western areas of the Corn Belt 
and accounts for the chief contrast i n the popxilation 
geogreqDhy of the entire Corn Belt. 
2 . The West Central Lowland 
I n most senses this region can be regarded as 
26. Vide White, O.L. and Poscue, E.J. "Regional Qeography of Anglo-America". Second Edition, i9bo» Map on page 34 ror an xxiustration of the extension of the manufacturing bel t i n the Corn Belt. 
27. Vide also Garland, Op.Cit.. 23, Chapter 5, "The Structure of Industry**, for a detailed description of industry wiTsnin iBe com Belt. 
28. For further d e t a i l of the extent of the coalfield Vide Roepke, H.G. "Changing Patterns of Coal I^oduction i n the 
Eaaj^CT g g t a y l Q T * W l e - ^ ^ " . Rr^nnmnlr. aAnpi«»phv, vm.^l^ 
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thQ heairt of the Oom Belt. Extending from the vestern 
boundary of Indiana to Western Iowa and from Oentral 
Missouri 3?orthwards to Southern Minnesota, i t i s th© 
largest of the geographical regions and has an area of 
85r362 square miles. 
Physically i t consists of three clearly 
differentiated components^ Oontiguous to the East Central 
lowland* occupying the eastern quarter of the region I s 
the arand Prairie of East Qentral I l l i n o i s . The western 
and southem "boundaries of the Grand Prairie are demarcated 
by the Shelbyville Moraine marking the most southerly 
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extension of the Wisconsin d r i f t * The entire prairie 
i s covered by this new d r i f t and the deep black s o i l 
developed on th i s d r i f t has contributed to making the 
Grand Prairie one of the chief areas of cash grain 
production i n the Gom Belt. I n the north western quarter 
of the West Oentral Lowland i s a second similar prairie 
area covered by Wisconsin d r i f t and drained by tributaries 
of the Mississippi, chiefly the Dee Moines River,, and ' 
usually termed the Iowa Prairie. Here despite certain 
similarities with the Grand Prairie, livestock farming! 
assumes more importance^ Finally, between the two i 
29. For a discussion of this and other signlfioanceo of 
the Wisconsin glaolation Vide l^tbeckJEL"Econoinlo 
Aspects_ Of the Wisconsin Glaelatlon^. Annals of the 
Association of American Geographers, Vol.11, 1513. 
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prairies, overlain with Wisconsin d r i f t , i s situated a 
nnioli larger area of older d r i f t , drained and deeply 
dissected by the Mississippi and i t s trilsutaries. This 
area, vhioh may be tenosd the Middle Mississippi Borders 
includes muoh of Central Iowa, West Central I l l i n o i s and 
Korthem Missouri. The cultivation of fodder crops 
i s characteristic of the agriculture of the lowan and 
I l l i n o i s sections, and southwards the quality of the 
cropland pasture deteriorates and more eiqphasis i s 
placed on grazing than on cattle fattening. 
Although twice the areal extent of the East 
Central Lowland the West Central Lowland had over one 
mi l l i o n fewer inhabitants i n 1950, The proportion 
of urban population was much smaller and was concentrated 
i n a small nusiber of large towns which were regional 
centres located i n a primarily r u r a l area. The Grand 
Prairie had the largest nunSber of towns, the highest 
density of population and the greatest amoimt of 
industry. To this extent the Grand Prairie marks the 
trnnsition which occurs i n the region between the densely 
peopled urbanised eestern section of the Corn Belt and 
the less densely populated primarily rural areas of 
the Central and Western Corn Belt, 
3t. 
3« The Ppper Missouri Valley 
The l^psr Missouri Valley i s the most Western 
of the three major regions df the Corn Belt and marks 
the transition to a changed agricultural economy oonsiating 
of cattle grazing and extensive wheat cultivation. The 
Missouri Valley and i t s borderlands has ejctensive loess 
deposits and a r o l l i n g topography so that much of the 
ar€ia i s devoted to pasttire and protective forage crops. 
Accordingly much of this eastern section of the region 
i s characterised by cattle feeding and hog rearing. 
W0st of the Missouri River, low and unreliable 
ii*ainfall results i n a low productivity of hay and pasture 
and a reduced carrying capacity, while the lower yields 
of corn results i n a decrease i n the nuniber of hogs 
reared. The nu]ifi>ers of livestock raised are accordingly 
lower than i n the West Central Lowland and a higher 
proportion of the grain cultivated, especially corn, i s 
sold o f f the farm. 
The region i s only s l i g h t l y smaller i n area than 
the West Central Lowland and covers some 6k,355 sq\}ai>.e 
miles. the region i s moreover almost entirely rural 
ax^ agricultural i n character aod had the lii^^eet 
proportion of rura l farm tp t o t a l population i n the whole 
of the Corn Belt, Several very large regional centres 
are located i n tiie region, as for instance, Lincoln and 
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Omaha, but despite this the urban proportion of the t o t a l 
population was the lowest of a l l the geographical regions. 
The Peripheral Regionfl 
lu. The Lower Missouri Valley 
The section of the Corn Belt bordering the Lower 
I^ssouri Valley and drained by the Missouri and I t s 
tributaries the Osage and Kansas Rivers i s distlngulehed 
geographically from the Oppej? Missouri Valley by contrasted 
physical conditions^ a different type of agricultural 
economy and by the dominance i n the region of Kansas City, 
I t I s a region of undulating topography and 
brown prai r i e soils of lower f e r t i l i t y than the black 
soils of the Grand and Iowa prairies. Accordingly, 
dairying and poultry raising are important and large 
acreages of hay are cojDiblned with sorghum and vheat. 
Livestock enterprises are essential I n order to Improve 
and maintain the s o i l f e r t i l i t y . 
The area Of the region I s 2k$909 square miles 
and i n 1950 the population numbered 1,U83,975 persons. 
The location of ?:ansas City within the region resulted 
i n the highest urban proportion i n a l l the regions of the 
Cor^ Belt, with 67»k% of the t o t a l population. Kansas 
C^ity dominates the region as a marketing and distributing 
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centre and Topeka, i n the west of the region has a lesser 
significance as a marketing centre f c r the livestock 
rearing areas to the west. The region was one of low 
population density and one of the few areas of the Com 
Belt with a high proportion of negro population i n rural 
areas. The southernmost sections of Missouri mark the 
transition to the less favoured environment of the Ozark 
provlncei 
5* The Upper Mississippi Valley 
The chief factors distinguishing the Upper 
Mississippi Valley are the abrupt change i n ths physical 
geography and an equally es^phatic change i n the typs 
of farming* 
The area of 15^33^ square miles i s almost equally 
divided between a d r i f t covered area i n the east, and a 
rugged, dissected d r i f t l e s s area of leached acid soils 
i n the west. The d r i f t covered area of Northern I l l i n o i s 
i s distinguished from the West Central Lowland by the 
greater amplitude of r e l i e f as a result of the dissection 
b3? the Rook River, and by i t s poorly drained 4Jid ston^^y 
soils. Both areas of the region are poorly suited to 
mechanised and intensive agriculture and accordingly 
dairying i s more iilgnifloant than cattle feeding as a 
result of the high r a t i o of pasture and roughage to 
concentrated feed crops. Corn andOats are the chief 
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cfops and are \xsed for hog rearing, but the predominant 
enterprise i s dairying and much of the milk i s delivered 
to the local creameries and condensaries for transhipment 
out of the region* ^ 
This region i s essentially transitional to the 
Dairy Belt of the Northern states, tvhlch at this point 
i s rather abrupt because of the changes i n r e l i e f end 
soils. The region had a population of 1,11^ 6,60U persons, 
of vidilch 55^ were urban residents, i n 1950. The chief 
urban centres are Davenport, Rock Island-4Iollne, Dubuque, 
and Ollntoh on the Mississippi and Rookford on the Rook 
River. They are a l l regional trade centres with l i ^ o r t a n t 
commimlbations and with significant agricultural and 
engineering industries. 
6» The I^wer Ohio Valley 
l a most respects this email region of scmie 
5thk5 square miles and only half a million population, i s 
an extension of the l a s t Oentral Lowland. I t occupies 
15 counties i n I l l i n o i s , Indiana and Kentucky marking 
the transition from hog and winter wheat farming of the 
£ast Central Lowland, to the general farming, mainly small 
grains and truck farming of the more rugged landscape of 
the Ohio Valley and the West Koituclsy Coalfield. 
Physically the region consists of the dissected 
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uplands of the unglaclated area of Southern Indiana and 
North West Kentuclcy bordering the Ohio Valley and the 
a l l u v i a l lowlands of Indiana and I l l i n o i s at the 
confluence of the Wabash and Ohio Valleys. 
The high proportion of urban population, 53^ 
of the t o t a l i ^ partly accounted for by the location of 
SJvansville and to a lesser extent Owensboro within the 
region. 
Bespite i t s small size i t i s geograpMcally 
di s t i n c t from the East Central Lowland as a result of I t s 
Very rugged r e l i e f and poor soils except i n the valley 
bottoms, and i n economic matters i s influenced by i t s 
location on the gr»eat rputeway of the Olilo Valley. I n 
cultural matters i t marks the transition to a more 
"southern** province i n the dialect, the proportion of 
negt^o population and i n the farming landscape. 
7* The Lower Qreat Lakes 
Tjhe Lower (h>eat Lakes region i s the name given 
to the area of North East I l l i n o i s , Northern Indiana, North 
West Ohio and Southern Michigan extending from the base of 
Lake Michigan east to the western shores of Lake Erie at 
Toledo. The region does not include the Chicago 
Conurbation. Althoiig^ i t i s located i n the Com Belt 
from the point of view of i t s agriculture the econanlo 
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a c t i v i t y of the region i s dominated by a nmiiber of large 
industrial towns. 
The chief geographical feature of the region, 
extending i n t o four states and with an area of 18,229 
square miles I s the high degree of urbanisation. 
€0M6% of the t o t a l populatloh of 1,823,06l|. was vafbsn. In 
residence I n 1950. The region as well as containing large 
industrial c i t i e s , as Toledo, South Bend, Mishawaka, i s 
situated astride one of the nation's routeways of comn»rce 
and industry, connecting the Eastern United States 
industrial region via Detroit and Toledo with Chicago. 
I t l a obvious that i n this region economic forces exerted 
from outside the region are stronger than those that are 
internal. I n particular the focus of routes on Chicago 
and the external influence of Chicago and Detroit affect 
economic enterprise, including agriculture. 
Agricult\u:>e tends to be h i ^ i l y specialised i n 
the region. The proximity of large c i t i e s has 
encouraged the production of milk aM dairy produce and 
livestock and pasture assume more significance than 
i n the East Central Lowland. I n consequence of this 
the Lower Great Lakes Region Is I n a sense the most 
peripheral region of the Com 9elt. ^ 
/over. 
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30. Further sources of information of a general nature 
on the geography and econonv of the Com Belt may 
be indicated* For the significance of com , 
production i n the Corn Belt i n the national production 
Vide Orotewold, A. ^^ Regg-onal Changes i n Corn Production 
i n the United States from 1909H9i^.9y University of 
Chicago, Research Papers i n Oeography, Nuniber I4O, 
University of Chicago, 1955. 
31. For a description of the agricultural economy of the 
Corn Belt Vide, flaystead and Fyte, **Agrlcultural 
legions of the United States j' University of Oklahoma 
Press, Norman, 1955* 
32* For a well written description of the social 
characteristics of the Mid-West, enibracing the 
Com Belt area, Vide 2uf;ton, G., •'Mid-West at 
Noon". University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 19U6. 
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C H A P T E R T H R E E 
THE PEOPLING OP THE CORN BELT. 1790-1900 
A hi s t o r i c a l background i s not always relevant 
i n a regicmal population study, but i n the case of the 
Corn Belt i t I s lii5)erative since many of the characteristics 
of the present pattern were evolved mans decades ago, 
and under vastly different physical and social conditions 
from those of the present. The treatment wMch follows 
i s partly historico-geographlcal and i s selective, i n 
that the f^jtyn i s not for completeness of historical detail 
but the description of the most relevant historical 
circumstances which have had a strong influence i n 
population matters. Nevertheless i t has been found 
necessary to preserve a his t o r i c a l chronology. 
The starting point of this study i s 1790, the 
year i n which the f i r s t federal census was taken, though 
t i l l s census did not inclxide any of the present Com Belt. 
1790 has been selected as post-dating the War of Independence 
and marking the approximate time vdien interest i n the area 
occupied by the Corn Belt i n 1950 began to heighten. By 
1790 the fron t i e r had already crossed the Alleghenny 
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Mountains and there were enclaves of settled land to the 
south and east of the present Com Belt and a few tiny 
isolated settlements within i t s l i m i t s . By 1860 a l l but 
the most northern and western binges of the Com Belt 
had been settled. Moreover, by 1860 what had been a 
wilderness had been pioneered and supported a stable 
agriculture i n vdilch com was the dominant crop. This 
movement of the f r o n t i e r was not continuous. By 18U0 the 
pioneers had moved out of the woodlands into the t o t a l l y 
unfamiliar environment of the prairies, and ironi c a l l y 
the p r a i r i e environment, eventually the most f e r t i l e i n 
the Corn Belt, was, for a decade or more, a barrier 
u n t i l innovation i n agricultural practices and transport 
f a c i l i t a t e d i t s subordination. The period from 18U0 
to 1860 witnessed a re-appraisal of the environment and 
eventually a resurgence as i t became understood. I f the 
period 1790 to 1860 marked the b i r t h of the Corn Belt, then 
the period 1860 to 1900 marked i t s growth. The C i v i l War 
was an in^etus to the commerical development of the economy 
and the radlT'oads crossing the continent established the 
Com Belt as the heart of the nation rather than the 
periphery* The period 1860 to 1900 was one of vast 
population increase, both by natural increase and to an 
unprecendented extent, by immigration. Buring the f i f t y 
years from 1900 u n t i l the last census there has been 
continued nomerical ^owth but this may be regarded as a 
period of trends on a basic pattern that already existed. 
I n t h i s outline of the evolution of the Corn Belt 
a basic sub-division into two contrasted periods I s proposed, 
with 1860 as the c r i t i c a l date* The selected- of the year 
1860 i s considered amply j u s t i f i e d by the following 
considerations. 
F i r s t l y , i t marks the onset of the C i v i l War, 
which was a slgnlflcant stimulus to agricultural development 
to maintain the war e f f o r t , and at a later date, to aid 
the rehabilitation of the Southern states diu>lng the 
Reconstruction* 
Secondly, during after the war there was 
a va.8t expansion i n railroad construction which transformed 
the level plains of the Corn Belt from one of the most 
d i f f i c u l t environments i n terms of access into one of 
almost unrestricted ease of movement. 
Thirdly, the year 1860 marks the v i r t u a l conpletion 
of the pioneer settlement of the Corn Belt after which 
date settlement took the fom of an increased density of 
population on land that had already been pioneered. 
Fourthly, although foreign immigration into the 
Ooi?ri Belt was by no means Insignificant before 1860, 
the real inrush of foreign settlers began after the 
close of the C i v i l War. 
Finally, by 1860 corn had been esteiblled as 
the predominant crop i n the farming economy* Wamtz^"' 
has shown that by I86O "a definite continuous region of 
concentrated corn production existed i n the Middle 
West", which by the close of the C i v i l War had essentially 
the same dis t r i b u t i o n as the Corn Belt of today. 
The chronological sequence which w i l l be 
followed i n t i l l s ohapter i s indicated below, and the 
source materials cdnsulted i n the preparation of this 
33. Warhtz, W. '^An Historical consideration of the terms 
"Corn" and "Corn Belt" m the United States." 
Agricultural History, Vol.31» N0.I, 
h2. 
chapter are indicated i n a footnote^. 
"J • 179QH8U0 A period of frontier expansion over the 
Alleghenny Mountains and into the Com Belt during 
which the frontier moved from the Ohio to the 
Mississippi excluding the prairies. Essentially i t 
was a phase of woodland agriculture and slow 
development due mainly to the poor state of 
connmnicatlons* 
3I+. Notes on source material i n Cliapter Three 
(a) Literary Source Material 
Due to the efforts of numerous distinguished 
historians the history of the Middle West i s well 
documented and understood. In particular considerable 
reference was made to the works of Turner, Paxston, Bond, 
Alvord, Buck, Esarey, Abernethy, Barnhart, Pox and Hulbert. 
Reference was made to the works of these writers and the 
references are included i n the general bibliography. On 
particular topics reference was made to several specialised 
studies. 
(b) S t a t i s t i c a l Sources The primary reference for stati s t i c s of population was the various censuses and census reports of the United States Bureau of the Census. 
(o) lectures and Pleldwork 
The writer was privileged to receive t u i t i o n 
from John D. Barnhart, Professor of History i n the 
University of Inilana. Dr. Barnhart Is a protagonist of 
the "Frontier Theory" as propounded by P.J. Turner, and 
i s author of "Valley of Democracy", The writer i s indebted 
to Dr. Barnhart for much information concerning sources 
and for the approach i n this chapter, t h o u ^ he i s i n no 
way responsible for the opinions held. 
Finally the writer had the opportunity of v i s i t i n g the area of early settlement whl<5h gave some insight into the $lgnlflcance of physical geography i n the ezpanslon of settlement into the Com Belt. 
2* i8l;OH860 A period of re-appraisal and then r^^urgence 
as p r a i r i e agriculture evolved and Qonmunications 
iEproved f i r s t l y with the development of canals 
and l a t e r , railroads, 
3. 1860H 900 A period of growth and expansion. By 1860 
the Corn B e l t had appeared i n ^ sbryo and the economy 
assumed many of i t s present c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s i n t h i s 
period. I n the growth of population the contribution 
of f o r e l m immigi'^ants was conspicuous. 
1. 179Q*18U0. m OGOUPATION OP THE SOUTH 
EASTERN WOdPIANDS 
(a) The P o l i t i c a l framework of early frontier 
expansion 
The s i g n i f i c a n t f a c t about the occupation of 
the area "between the Ohio and the Mississippi Rivers, that 
i s present day Ohio, Indiana and I l l i n o i s , i s that i t was 
planned t y federal authority. I n order to appreciate the 
effects of t h i s i t i s necessary to understand the p o l i t i c a l 
situations.'^'^ 
I n 1783 the area now occupied "by the Com Be l t was 
located p a r t l y i n the t e r r i t o r y of the United States and 
pa r t l y i n Louisiana Territory, claimed by Spain. This 
33* An appreciation of the p o l i t i c a l aspects of population 
expansion i s aided "by reference to rasps of the t e r r i t o r i a l extent of the states and the date of their creation. Such maps are to be found i n J 
P a u l l i n , 0.0. "An Atlas of H i s t o r i c a l QeOfg>aphy". 
r — j w r s — - • of Population 
BUFS%U or the 
P^X^tical diohotoioy waa of l i t t l e real ^ignifioanoe eine« 
isith th« exception of IDij^anidf ndsslonazpl^i ecoA fut> traders» 
the urea WG0 un«et'^ l^ed* The Uiilted States eeotlon fomed 
pax^ <tf tlie Hdrth Weat !territory, t2iat i s North axid West 
of the Ohio Rivei^# and i t vas i n this seotioa that the 
firiBt intrusion of settlement into the Corn Belt oocurred* 
Bar i7^k$ nhen Virginia ceded her clains hased 
on the ^ j^peditions of Oeorgs Sogers OlarlCi the Rorth West 
Territory heoame federal land azid the f i r s t puiblio domain* 
In relation to i t s siise the population «as Tery small 
and oirenidieliBingly tMm* In the f i r s t national oensus 
of i79Q there was no enumeration of the population of 
the Horth West territory* hut several estiioates are availeible* 
Vi/hite SQttlODsent was restricted to a nusflber of tiny settle-
ments^ a l l of iMoh were looated on the hanks of rivers, 
and contained mie Nonaries» fur traders and ooureurs des 
hold, i l l i c i t traders* isho lived partly i n association 
with and pai^tly ixi spite of the Indians* These settlements 
included gaslcasicia. at the confluence of the Mississippi and 
Kaskaalcia Rivers# Oahokia. situated on the site of present 
day St» Iiouis* and Prairie Bu Boohers. St. Phillip and 
Qrand, Ruisseau. a l l further VQpstream en the Mississippi* 
I n a«3dition« Vinoennes e l a t e d close to i t s present site 
on the Wahash i n Indiana^^* Two other are^s of significant 
geofgaiahers"* Yoluae h7t 1957* 
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89ttl«^nt were Xoo&ted i n %im Qhi& Valley* 7heat were 
the l»nda purchased "by the Ohio Ooopexiy of Aesooiatei et 
MasLgSIs* and by Qolenel John Syamee^  loeated furthejp ieet» 
These represent the chief ereae of idilte settXesent 
%M the H^rth West territory whloh was otherwise giwen over 
to Xz^ens of the l»elaware» Wyandottf maid, Shavrsee, 
petawotaaii %&^i(lcim^ Kiokepoo, Xese&utea and Hankishaw 
t^ibeis^^* fh# feipXoii» eatinates «f the population ef the 
Itorth West terr i t o r y are worthy of eezisideration* 
ieterl<»7 Bond has estimated that the Indian 
peptization at the time of OXarloi* e:xpedition i n 1783 was 
U.$,000*^ A rather higher fSgore was given by a oonteap-
orary writer» Winterbothsffl^ who considered that there were 
65,000 Insane i n the territory i n 1792?^ The dcrverner 
ot the ferritory^ Stt OXairp estimated that i n 1790 there 
were il4.,000 white inhabitants^ a figure whieh Xater mstorians 
37» ^hese represent onXy the jasre Ifflgportent tribes and t^se vstiieh dcetipied the greatest ge€»0?aphieaX extent. There i s oonsiderable variation i n the speXXlng of the tribal 
nameSf The distributien df these tribes and ef irta.te 
s e t t l e r s i s ahom i n Map 9* 
38* Bondp Bf, *$he Oiyilisatien of the o;Ld Horthwest". 
p*3* ISew torkt 193if« 
39« WlJjterbothaa, mew of the Uhited States". 1796. 
have considered conservative* The most detailed estimate 
i s that provided by Jedediah Morse, writing i n 1797*^ 
HQHSE^ S B^IMATE ^  i.Tas P p P ^ T ™ Qg TBS HCHTH WEST 
Indiana (si^postl) Ohi0 0eMpany^ s Purehss* 2t50O Coleml Sysnes* Settlements atOOO 9alli<^elis (rrsneh s#ttlement,oppo«ite tlss mouth of the Kanaiha Siver) 1»pOO 1792 Vinoennes sa^ vicinity on the WiJbash River 1*$00 Ruisseau* St. Phillip and Prairie 
Ea^ scB«lsia and qohokia ^0 1790 
TOTAt* miTB POFOIATIOR GJROA 1790 2 
trsa the conflicting estimates available i t ia 
dear that some doulst attaches to the actual population of 
the |7orth West Territory i n 1790^  I t seems certain that 
the mhite population was centred on some five or six 
localities and totalled hetween six end eight thousands 
and that the Indian population was seven or eight tlmss 
as large* What i s ohvious i s that the area now occupied 
by ovoi? 20 millions only held a population of some 70,000 
i n 179P of idiom the ovorwhelming majority were Indians* 
The f i r s t p o l i t i c a l events i n the North West 
Territory had t&t reaching ©ffeots ©a settlement, and their 
influenee i s s t i H apparent i n the present population 
pattern* In 179^ there was l i t t l e nMte settlement i n the 
ItOt 4"edediah l«orse, "American Qaseteer**. Boston^ 1797» 
U7-
5e#ra?itory| but the cainpaigna of the previous decade had 
aroused oonsiderabXe interest i n tiie area and several 
tidewater states had olaima to Xas^ beyond the Appalachian 
divide* With the aeoeasion of tha last state elalm i n 
i7$k the Territory e^oeioe federal property and Qongress 
aateminsd thftt n tlgorous land poXlcor «as repaired. 
Ao$^ing2y the ordine^oe of 1782^  was drafted eenoerning 
%im settXemftnt of the Horth West Territory and the ereation 
0f new atatei idthin i t s Ximits* The terms of this aet 
hs^ great oonBtitutionaX significanee»^ ^ 1>ttt the ehief 
interest from a geographioal standpoint was the introduction 
of the rectangoXar land survey system*^ In the revised 
Qrdinanoe «f i7dS the same ayetera with i t s oharaoteristie 
grid pattern was retained^ n^th the "Township" as the 
ohief exempt. By the terms of these Ordinances the most 
charaoteristie feature of the Corn BeXt was initiated^ 
the iroA pettem of f ieldSi oommunioations and 
seitXement distribution* 30 emphatio a cuXturaX feature 
i s th<^  reotanguXar pattern^ and so signifieant i t s influence 
i n population soatterSi that some further description i s 
neoesaaj^jr* 
1*1 • A fnax diSGUsaien of the terms of the 1784, 1785 and 17^7 Ordinances %» given by Barnhart* Tide Barnltart, «r.D, galley of j)eaoeraey"* p.12U et 8eq,ua. Indiana University mss, 1953* 
42* A oooprehensive study 0t the ReotangoXar Land Survey 
Ohi^ago tTniversity, I l l i n o i s , 1957* 
U8, 
f h * tesTOS of thd 1785 Ordinance involved the 
surveying of land into **Townshlps» six miles square which 
were %& h i subdivided int0 ^Seotions^ mt mils sauare* 
fhie OiPdinaaoe of 11^5 was concerned sislely with the so-
called Seyen 1lan$e* i n south east of ^esent^ay 
0hi&# but ^ e systea was subsequently extended to the shole 
of the M t e ^ States public domain as the frontier receded 
W9stwai?*dst The effects ^  this survey system were far 
'fmiMmt ^ the reotangular disposition sf fields# roads 
and rural s ^ t t l ^ n t i s the wos^ striking feature i n the 
cultural landsoi^e 0f the Oom Belt* 
The t<€iwnsbi^  was sold i n sections of 6U0 acres, 
whioh i n turn were subdivided and generally sold as quarter-
sootions^ that i s units of 160 aorss* When the land was 
#c<^ied the s e e t i ^ lines were preserved as f i e l d 
boundaries* many of which were followed by roads, and the 
rQ<?tilinear' patt^ni was erystallised* The effect en 
settl^iment m^ p^1^»m&$ In general i t tended to disperse 
settlement with & farmstead i n each quarter-section* This 
Was not always the ease hottev^i^l the need for oOQBunal 
l i f e ant inutual assistance among the early settlers often 
resulted i n the |p?o^ing of a nuai&er of farmsteads i n 
clustti^St for instance at the intersection of contiguous 
quarter sections* The relationships of range, township^ 
D l A G . I. 
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seetien and auarter^seetion* and some <>t the effeets on 
settiement patterns are indioated by Biagraa 1* Frequently 
ok^ 0f the elusters descZMbed above wouXd form the nuelens 
of a usuaXXy o^c^pying a eentraX position i n the 
toims^p* The gans^ia ruXe <xf one famstead 160 or 80 
aeres r«»iuXted i n a lew unifemi donsity 0C poptaatlon* 
Iiatei> oiro%»BStanees loive dozjt mck to obliterate this 
eXeownt as a deteraiinant of population density, but ever 
vast aaseas @if the corn Belt th^ reetanipaar pattern i s 
stiXX d@i9inant i n the IBMMS^ end exerts a consistent 
infXuenee m popuXati^n distllbutien and density* 
A further poXitioaX d@veXo!pii»nt with geegraphioaX 
iiri>Xioatima wss the XegiaXation of the ITorth west Ordlnanee 
(^t I7^7ii This Cirdinance provided for the oreatien @f ns 
mere than five and m Xess than three new states i n the 
territ0ry* Meridians were to be drawn from tha oenfXuenee 
of the HiaiBi m& the Ohio and from the Weibash at Vineennes. 
A ^ araXXeX was t« be drawn through the southern t i p of 
loB^ ICiohigan* B;^  ppodnelng this Xine west ^  the Mississippi 
the outXinas ef the future states eoT Ohie^ XXXineis and 
Inlliana were substantiaXXy drawn* Oongress aXso reserved 
the r i i ^ t t& epeate one or two states n^th of the parallel, 
subse^entXy Michi@£tn and Wtsoonsin* The Ordinance stated 
that the t i i f r l t o r i e s wouXd be eligibXe for statehood on 
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attaining a population of ^0,000 free inbabitants. A 
further section of this same ordinance was to prove of 
national significanoe half a century later* and s t i l l 
rema^ ins a majoa? factor i n population characteristics today; 
this was the f ox'biddlng of slavery i n the newly*-oreated 
states* this hJtd two major effects on population matters* 
Firstly* i n part i t aceountf for ths low propertien of 
negroes i n the pifesent Oom Belt population* Secondly* 
i t discous'a^ tA0 id.gration of slsre-owning southerners 
into the GmfA $9XU The statistics below indieats the 
effeotiveness of the legislation i n the period 1767*1860* 
mmm m mjmA xs mmm> ocm mm STATES ieoo»n6o 
1800 1S10 1620 ISltO ^650 Iflft) 
Ohio 6 3 
I l l i n o i s 107 ( i ) tB8 917 7£7 331 Kiohigan 2k 1 WioooniSin , , 31(3) 11 Miesouri 2,873(2) 
10*222 25,091 5«*1*t0 87*h22 11h,931 
16 
nebriiska 15 ICannas 2 Sourest 0*3* Bureau of the Oeneus* **A century of Populatiea i i ^ 1790-1900"* Washington 1>*C i f i l . IxtracteT 
trm t^U 6©, p,13i3 
[i^ SEben part of l ^ a n a Torritory ,21 ^en part ^ ItOuieiana Territorjr 3) Then part of MiohigsdEi Territory 
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f «^ le 3 indieates the reXatiTS insignif ieanee 
of aiaves i n tbe Com ^ X t states with the exoeptlon 
of Uiasouri whioh was a "slave" state, and. stiXl has a 
hii^er proportion of negro pottuXation t i m em ether Com 
Beit states 
the oontinuous hostiXi ^  of the Iniians to 
aettXers i n tho Old Herth west and their aXXeglanee 
with the British, i^o, aXthoui^ tedmloalXy defeated 
stiXX heXd seteraX fo^ts m Ameriean soil i n 1790, Xed to 
eonfXiet with the federal power* By the end of the 
century, by a series of voXtmtary seoessions and infXioted 
treatiear^^ the Indians had been pushed baelc beyond the 
Ximits of present<*day Ohio* In particuXar the viotory 
of $eneraX Wayne at ^ aXXen Tii^ibers i n 179^ and the resultant 
Treaty of 0reen^lXo exeXuded the Indians from ths lord 
f i r s t su} vvi'edl ^ 4|der the new ordinance* 
9^ the eXose of the century the politicaX framewer]^ 
for the aettXing of the Xand whioh i s now the Com BeXt had 
been det€9?s(ined* ^ e ordinanees of 17SI^  and 1785 had 
ini^timoted the way i n ntkioh the Xand was to be occupied. 
il3* These treaties were Ft* Mointosh, 1785* ?t* Finney, 1786, and Ft# ^enviXXOi 17^^. The terns of these treatiea are dlsoussed i n Barnharti Op. Pit, hi and a map of i n Pattinsen Qp»Oit U2* p. 12 the tVBAtf Xineo appears 
5a* 
liaile the 1787 had outlinsd the futuro. state boundaries 
and exoluded slavery from '^ em* towroui treaties had 
excluded the liyiians fr<»> the lands to be f i r s t settlod* 
W 1T90 the way was olea;^ f01^ settlomsnt to spread 
t h r o u ^ %im mountain passes and into the Old Forth West 
and tho detoMno^ eottlassnt of the Oom Belt had begun* 
The routes of entry ant oarly settleaent nuelei 
By the Treaty of P0i*t Stani«Lx* 1768, the boundary 
vhito settlement had been fixed at the Ohio River* 
north essei w$st of i ^ o h had been designated as Indian 
feriPitory,^ ^euth and oast of the Ohio iiMte sottleaent 
beoasao increasing significant after 1775* faeilitated 
by the developmiut of t r a i l s tbroui^ the Appalachians into 
the Ohio Valley, which was to aot as the sprinfitt^oard for 
the settl^sent of the Corn Belt regioa i t s e l f * The pioneers 
trafvelled via tlu^ee main routes to the trans^Appalachian 
sOttl^ents south of the Ohio, while the Ohio River i t s e l f 
was for nivement despite tho hazards of Indians snd the 
river i t s e l f * fheso routes werot-
BraddOol^ s^ and yotbe's Trails 
These two t r a i l s were of military origin aad fonaed 
Uk* Vide Bond, &p. Oit«?8* Chapter 1, p*2l^3, for a discussion of tlds and later treaties with the Indians i n the North-west Territory* 
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i n ett^&i o single channel of movement from the northern 
l i m i t of the ^^reat Appalachian VaXXoy to the forks of 
tho Ohio west ef Pittabui'g. By 1790 this latter area 
kB& beoome a moXeus of settlement and A dispersal 
centi?o for iaov«m«it dowii the Ohio VaXXey to iJlentuelsy* 
Boone ^ fl WiXdeme^a Soad 
This had been pioneered by 9«nieX Bo<me on 
behalf of the Transylvania 0<^ i^ s>any to i t s land i n the 
KOntuelqr Bluegrass Region* From the (lx«at VaXXey south 
of the aoeufioiEe the t r a i i orossed the A^alaohlan 
^dges "^a the Qiodberland ^ and on reaching the Bluegrass 
Basin divided, one branch reaching l^exington via Boonesbore 
and the oths]^ tes^ minat^ '^ ^ further south at Barrodsburg* 
This route gave rise to a ee^ Mmd nneXeus of settXement 
i n Eentu^* 
The yeBneaeee Boute 
A thirds more southerly, route developed after 1780 
v i a ^ headwaters of the Tmnessee to i t s confluence with 
the Ohio and the OuBfiberXand Biver to the HashvlXXe Basin, 
whioh was setiXed as a third nucleus, the precurser of the 
State of Tcamessee. 
These oarXy routeo of settXetteat, the nuclei of 
aettXemait end pioneer towns are iXXustrated i n Map 9* 
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Suirgag>ry of .^otl^leiaent i n t790 
florae iwolel of early eottlesient have been 
denoted south of the Ohio River* from idiioh population was 
latest to moto into the Corn Belt* The population of 
these nucloi has been estimated by Barnhart*^^ 
lionongah*la«02)io Re^on 100,000 
Sentuciiy Bluegrasa Region* 73,000 
Hashvillo Basin of Tennessee* 70,000 
I n additioni under the terms of the 1785 Ordinance 
suxtoying beg«n north of the Ohio i n the ^ 8even Ranges'* snd 
this was followed by two significant land purchases north 
of the OhiQ« The f i r s t of these was the Ohio Oos^ iany of 
Aadooiates C i ^ t extending from the Xuekingum River westwards 
to the Sevm Ranges* This land was developed by the Ohio 
0<»^ any and marietta devoloped as sn urbsn oositre at the 
fflouth of the IbJUijfingQn* This was followed by a siailar 
grant to John Oleves Synnes of Hew Jersey located on 
the ^hio and ext finding between the L i t t l e and Oreat Ifiaoi 
Rivers and Icnown as the Miaai Purchase* This oeooi^ 
tract contained the town of Oincinnatti which was to develop 
as the largest city of the Ohio Valley*^ 
Ut^, VideBamiiart.Op. Pit M . pp, h 3 - ^ Wgures are based on ^ ^Tweith Qeasus of the tJnited St^tefi. 1900**. Table 
, ^ ^  pp^ 9-44.7* 
i t ^ * Vide PattllSson, OP^ Qit.h2* HP* 169-171 for details of the Ohio Coai^ any and Miami Puv^iases* 
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F i n a l l y , as was described e a r l i e r , there e:?iBted 
a small number of isolated v i l l a g e s i n the Old North West 
of whioh Kaslcaekla, Oahokia and Vinoennes were the most 
algnlfleant. The population of the two land grants 
and the v i l l a g e s has been calculated by Morse as 7,800. 
This gives a t o t a l white population west of the Appalachians 
i n 1790 of over a quarter of a million. The composition 
of t h i s population was extremely varied i n origin. Through 
Braddock's and Forbe*e T r a i l s came Fennsylvanians and 
Virginians while to Kentucky and Tennessee came a Southern 
element. 
The Environment of E a r l y Settlement 
After the ordeal of ores sing the mountains the 
earl y s e t t l e r s of the Ohio Valley were rewarded with an 
environment generally favourable to agriculture. The 
abundant r a i n f a l l and long summers suited the cultivation 
of cereals, e s p e c i a l l y maize, but there was considerable 
va r i a t i o n i n s o i l conditions. I n Eastern Kentucky and 
Tennessee the rugged t e r r a i n made t i l l a g e practicable 
only i n the v a l l e y bottoms. In the unglaciated area south 
of the Ohio, the coal measures of Eastern Kentucky and 
Central Tennessee yielded poor s o i l s , but the limestones of 
the Kentucky Bluegrasa offered a much more f e r t i l e s o i l 
and supported excellent pasture. North of the Ohio, i n the 
glaciated area of the North West Territory a thick mantle 
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Of s i l t and boulder clay provided the best s o i l s of a l l 
the new land. On crossing the Appalachians the s e t t l e r s 
emerged onto t h i c k l y wooded plateaus dipping gently to 
the B/[ississippi. The presence of woodland was of great 
significance since i t represented an environment with 
which the pioneers were accustomed and i n wtiich t h e i r 
a g r i c u l t u r a l techniques had evolved. The wooded, dissected 
plateaus of Southern Indiana and Southern Ohio were the 
f i t s t s i t e of agriculture i n the Com Belt. This phase 
of woodland agricultxire l a s t e d u n t i l 18U0 by whioh time 
the f r o n t i e r of settlement had reached the p r a i r i e s i n 
I l l i n o i s . 
The form of agriculture practised i n the f i r s t 
i n t r u s i o n into tiie present Com Belt was l i t t l e different 
from that which the s e t t l e r s had practised east of the 
mountains. The chief crops were wheat and corn, the former 
being a cash crop, wtiile corn i f marketed at a l l , was sold 
i n the f o m of pork or whisky. The woodlands of t h i s 
V i r g i n land were not without clearings but these were 
generally l e f t for grazing and the newly cleared land 
was cultivated. Although the economy was i n i t i a l l y pioneer 
and subsistence, i n time agricultural surpluses were 
transported to the markets of the Eastern Seaboard and to 
New Orleans. The pioneer farmer had serious d i f f i c u l t i e s . 
Although land was cheap and environmental conditions favoureible 
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transport was extreraely costly and laborious to the 
distant markets. 
By 1810 the fron t i e r of settlement had advanced 
into the area defined as the Corn Belt i n 1950* The 
approximate position of the se t t l e d area i n 1810 i s indicated 
i n Map 10 Ijy the d i s t r i b u t i o n of the area with a density 
of more than 2 persons per square mile,^^ I n 1810 the 
fr o n t i e r , thus demarcated, extended i n an arc from Lake 
E r i e , through Central OhJLo and Southern Indiana to the 
Mis s i s s i p p i . A further tongue of settlement extended along 
the Mississippi and included the old v i l l a g e s of Easkaakia 
and Gahokia. As yet urban centres were few, small, and 
e s s e n t i a l l y rivetfine i n thei r distribution. Cincinnati was 
the largest settlement i n 1810 north of the Ohio but had 
only 2 j 5 ¥ ) Inhabitants. Dayton, the only town i n the 
present Com B e l t , had only 383 inhabitants. Nevertheless, 
a considerable expansion of settlement had taken place since 
1790. Ohio had gained statehood under the terras of the North 
West Ordinance i n 1803 and by 1810 i t s population reached 
230 ,760 . By 1810 the t e r r i t o r i e s of Indiana, I l l i n o i s and 
Michigan were organised and were to achieve statehood within 
the next decade. 
k?* This ^•frentier" l i n e and that of subsequent meps has been 
derived frcm P a u l l i n , Op. P i t . , 35 plates 76-78. 
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Woodland garraing and the expansion of the Frontier. 1610''19140 
By 1830 the f r o n t i e r of settlement had reached the 
edge of the p r a i r i e s i n I l l i n o i s ^ and the period 1810 - 181;© 
saw the coiii>letion of the settlement of the woodland zone* 
By t h i s time Indiana (1816)^ I l l i n o i s ( I 8 I 8 ) , and Missouri 
(1821) had joined Ohio i n statehood* Travel was s t i l l very 
d i f f i c u l t , though as the fr o n t i e r advanced t r a i l s of 
varying quality were demarcated. I n the decade i820 - I83O 
there was an increasing Hee of the steaniboat and the 
pioneers advanced up the Mississippi and Missouri to the 
edge Of the woodland, but halted at the unfamiliar environ-
ment of the p r a i r i e s . The main settlements were s t i l l 
r e s t r i c t e d to r i v e r locations and the interfluves were 
only l i g h t l y s e t t l e d . 
Map 11 indicates the extent of settlement i n 1830. 
By t h i s time the frontier had penetrated to the edge of 
the p r a i r i e s i n Central I l l i n o i s and North West Indiana, 
1/tMle Central Missouri was s e t t l e d along the Missouri 
Valley. A s i g n i f i c a n t " o u t l i e r " of settlement existed i n 
the lead mining region of North West I l l i n o i s and South 
West Wisconsin (then part of Michigan T e r r i t o r y ) . The 
ear l y settlement of t h i s region has been described by 
Dr. f>.H. Smith:-
"A few miners had reached Wisconsin by 1820, but 
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i t was not u n t i l after 1825 that the frenzied movement 
began. As the f r o n t i e r of settlement approached the Lead 
Region the pioneers attracted by the prospect of wealth, 
threw out a s a l i e n t i n advance of the a g r i c u l t u r a l frontier". 
Urban settlemsnt was s t i l l r e s t r i c t e d i n I830 and 
lagged f a r behind the advance of the f r o n t i e r . The only 
areas of s i g n i f i c a n t urban settlement t n the Corn Belt 
were the Miami and Scioto Valleys of Ohio, where the chief 
towns were Columbus (2 ,1^35), Chillicothe (2,1^26), on the 
Scioto, and Dayton (2 , 9 5 0 ) , on the Miami. Far more 
sig n i f i c a n t centres were located on the Southern fringe 
of the present Corn Belt. These were St. Louis (l+,97 l )» 
L o u i s v i l l e ( 1 0 , 3 W ) , and Cincinnati (2i | , 8 3 l ) a l l situated 
on lDs>ortant r i v e r conBminications. Not u n t i l the construction 
of canals and more es p e c i a l l y railroads was there any 
s i g n i f i c a n t development of urban centres on the plains. 
U n t i l 1830 the s e t t l e r s had practised woodland 
agriculture, but as the woodland zone f i l l e d up and new 
land became scarce, and as more s e t t l e r s poured into the 
Corn Belt a f t e r the con^jletion of the E r i e Canal, i t became 
evident that a determined atten5)t to s e t t l e the p r a i r i e s 
was inevitable. The reasons for the lack of settlement on 
U8* Smith, G.H, "The Populating of Wisconsin". American 
Geographical Review, Volume 16, p. 1^05, 1928, 
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the pjpalries before 1830 may be sunraarised b r i e f l y j 
1. The greatest single deterrent was probably 
the l a c k of wood and water, e s s e n t i a l commodities to the 
fr o n t i e r farmer. Moreover on the thick mantle of g l a c i a l 
t i l l there was an absence of stone as an alternative 
building material for wood. 
2. The heavy p r a i r i e s o i l , with i t s thick sod 
and grass cover was almost iixpossible to t i l l with the 
wooden mouldboard plough or even the cast iron, plough 
that had been used i n the forest s o i l s . 
3* The l a ( ^ of adequate communications on the 
p r a i r i e s made the p o s s i b i l i t y of marketing extremely 
d i f f i c u l t . Not only were extensive areas r^note from 
navigable water> but the spring rains made the roads 
in^assable due to moid. 
There was considerable antipathy on the part 
of the earl y farmers to the unfamiliar environmentt The 
f i r s t y i e l d s proved to be low and some doubt was cast as 
to the f e r t i l i t y of p r a i r i e s o i l s as evinced by these 
low y i e l d s and the absence of trees* 
Despite these considerable deterrents the settle-
ment of the p r a i r i e s was well advanced by IdUO, although 
the c h a r a c t e r i s t i c p r a i r i e agriculture did not evolve 
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u n t i l after I8I4O. 
The Early Settlement of the P r a i r i e s 1830 - 18U0 
The mador in^petus for the s e t t l i n g of the p r a i r i e 
grasslands after I830 was expediency. The opening of the 
E r i e Canal I n 1823 heralded a fresh surge of immigration, 
t h i s time from the Northern States. I n fact up u n t i l 
I 830 the E r i e Canal was more significant for imroigration 
than as an outlet for trade. The volume of trade down 
the Mississippi to New Orleans exceeded that On the E r i e 
Canal u n t i l t h i s date. The effect of t h i s increase i n 
inmigration into the present Corn Belt was to f i l l up 
the l i t t l e woodland s t i l l unsettled i n North West Ohio and 
Northern Indiana, and to channel the new s e t t l e r s i n 
to the p r a i r i e s of I l l i n o i s . Two major advances i n 
the decade I83O - I8lt0 f a c i l i t a t e d the settlement of the 
p r a i r i e s . The f i r s t of these was the introduction of the 
s t e e l plough which rendered the p r a i r i e s o i l as workable as 
those of the woodlands. This coincided with a period i n 
which the price of wheat was at a high l e v e l on the eastern 
seaboard markets which encouraged an extension of wheat 
growing on the p r a i r i e s . Secondly, the improvement of 
communications by I8I4O f a c i l i t a t e d the transport of v i t a l 
materials especi a l l y f u e l and building materials to the 
p r a i r i e s and the lack of natural woodland was no longer 
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an obstaold to Qottlen»nt. The extent of settlement by 
181*0 i s shorn i n Map 12. 
By I8ij0 throughout the Com Belt the frontier had 
crossed the Mississippi. Missouri was almost completely 
se t t l e d and the f r o n t i e r had moved into Eastern Iowa. 
Indiana and I l l i n o i s were completely settled but for 
the l a s t remnants of the p r a i r i e s . There was an extension 
i n the growth of towns t h o u ^ as yet most were small* 
I t was symptomatic of changing conditions that the largest 
town on the p r a i r i e s , Springfield (2,579)» was not located 
on a large navigable r i v e r . The largest towns were 
located i n the e a r l i e s t s e t t l e d areas of the Miami and 
Scioto Valleys, where Dayton and Columbus had,populations 
exceeding 6,000% These towns were in s i g n i f i c a n t however 
con5)area with Cincinnati (li6,338), and L o u i s v i l l e (21,210), 
Some two thirds of the present Corn Belt had 
been se t t l e d by ISI^O. However, the Corn Belt form of 
agriculture had not evolved by t h i s date and the largest 
towns i n the Middle West were situated outside the present 
belt« Wheat was the p r i n c i p a l cash crop i n 18U0, especially 
on the p r a i r i e s , and corn was grown as a subsistence and 
fodder crop. The production of com was f a r nore 
si g n i f i c a n t i n the areas of woodland agriculture south of 
the Ohio and i n 1839 North Carolina produced almost as 
M A P 12, 
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much corn as Indiana, as i s shown i n Table k* 
TABIS U 
PRODUCTION OF INDIAN CORN IN 1 8 3 9 FOR THE TEN LEADING STATES 
( i n millions of Bushels) 
1. Tennessee h5 
2 . Kentucky UO 
3 . V i r g i n i a 3k»5 
k* Ohio 3 3 . 5 
5» Indiana 2 8 
6 . North Carolina 2k 
7 . I l l i n o i s 2 2 . 5 
8 . Alabama 21 
9 . Georgia 21 
1 0 . Missouri 1 7 
TOTAL NATIONAL PRODUCTION 3 3 7 » 5 3 1 , 8 7 5 bushels 
Source I "Agriculture of the United States i n 1 8 6 0 " . Washington b.0.-18611., Vol.-t. 
2 . THE COMPLETION OP THE OGCUPANCE OF THE CORN 
W!^ 18UD " l^jgD 
I n the twenty year from 181+0 - 1 8 6 0 , a l l but the 
most western sections of the present Com Belt had been 
se t t l e d . This f i n a l stage of settlement was f a c i l i t a t e d 
by three major consideratitais;- the expansion and improvement 
of corrarainications, the evolution of conanercial agriculture 
on the p r a i r i e s , and the continued entry of s e t t l e r s from the 
E a s t , which by 1 8 6 0 included an increasing proportion of 
foreign immigrants 
k$* Quoted by Warntz, OP. Git. 3 3 . p. 2 6 . 
6U. 
The expansion and improvement of communications 
The expansion of consnunications during t h i s 
period consisted of two phases; a canal building period 
followed by a r a i l r o a d building period when the canal 
system proved inadequate. During the decade 18U0 - 1850 
there was a vast increase i n waterbome transport. Since 
1825 the E r i e Canal had provided an outlet for a g r i c u l t u r a l 
produce to the eastern sieaboard. To t h i s route was added 
an internal, network of canals and canalised divers Miioh 
greatly increased transport f a c i l i t i e s and reduced costs. 
Moreover, t h i s network gave the agricultural producer 
some f l e x i b i l i t y i n h i s choice of^  market since the eastern 
aik southern seaboards were now equally accessibly even 
from the p r a i r i e s . The chief developments were the Miami, 
Wabash, I l l i n o i s and Michigan and Chicago canals lihlob. 
together with the navigable waters of the Mississippi, 
MissoTiri, I l l i n o i s , Wabash and Ohio Rivers afforded north-
south communications, and v i a the Great Lakes - E r i e Canal, 
a route to the A t l a n t i c coast. The location of these 
canals i s indicated on Map 13* 
By 1850 the canal system had proved inadequate 
for the needs of the expanding production of the present 
corn B e l t and i n the next decade many f e l l into disuse. 
They were replaced by one of the most remarkable developments 
M A P 13, 
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Of r a i l r o a d construction ever undertaken. I n 1850 the 
r a i l r o a d s of the Com B e l t were largely r e s t r i c t e d to 
Ohio and Michigan* where they connected Cincinnati, Dayton 
and Coluidbiis with I<ake E r i e ^ vhlle farther l i n e s served 
the hinterland of Detroit. The only other construction was 
l o c a l i s e d on Chicago, Springfield, ( I l l i n o i s ) , and Indianapolis. 
^ 1 8 6 0 some 9*500 miles of r a i l r o a d had been constructed 
i n Ohio, Indiana, I l U n o i s , Michigan and Wisconsin. 
The implications of the provision of a r a i l net within 
ten years were numerous but the chief e f f e c t was the 
confirmation of a commercial agriculture. Moreover the labour 
involved i n the construction of railroads was a factor i n 
the entry into the area of many foreign immigrants while 
the f a t e of many enibryo towns was determined by the routes 
followed by the new r a i l r o a d s . The distribution of r a i l -
roads i s indicated i n Map ll*.* below. 
The Dfcifelopment of Commercial Agriculture. IQUO — $860 
The decade 18U0 - 1850 was e s s e n t i a l l y one of 
establishment during which the settlement of the I l l i n o i s 
p r a i r i e s WEIS completed and attention focussed on the 
problems of c u l t i v a t i o n i n the new environments. U n t i l 
1850 the surplus production on the p r a i r i e s was con?>aratively 
s n a i l and y i e l d s were low. This acted as a stimulus to 
Improvements which came to f r u i t i o n i n the next decade. 
66. 
Despite the abi^ndance of cheap land there was a shortage 
of labour on the p r a i r i e farms, especially i n the 
laborious task of harvesting, which acted as an iva^etvji for 
the development of machinery. The innovations of the 
decade 1850 ^' I 860 i n the f i e l d of agricultural machinery 
brought about a vast increase i n production on the 
p r a i r i e s . ^ Chief of these was the introduction of the 
s t e e l plough and the medianical harvester; the l a t t e r 
I 
to a large degree ale v i a t i n g the problem of labour shortage 
and f a c i l i t a t i n g an expansion i n the acreage under cereals. 
Further developments within the system of 
husbandry were to prove si g n i f i c a n t . Although ;dieat 
remained the chief cash crop by virtue of consistent high 
p r i c e s , i n terms of the acreage planted by I860 corn had 
established i t s e l f as the primary crop, with ten times the 
acreage planted to wheat i n most Corn B e l t states. Com 
was fed to livestock and marketed i n the form of c a t t l e 
and hogs; a pattern that has persisted for a century. 
Moreover the nation's corn production was centred i n the 
present Corn Belt by 1860 as i s shown by Tables 5 and 6* 
I t remains to describe the completion of the settlement to 
j u s t i f y 1860 as marking the £5)proximate date i n vbich the 
Corn B e l t had appeared i n essence. 
50# The d e t a i l s of the technical developments i n agriculture sferred to Euro i n the 
for a detailed account. 
et segua 
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TABLE 5 
PRODUCTION <m INDIAN CORN IN 18U9; THE TEN LEADIHg STATES 
(millions of Buahielg) 
Ohio 59 
Kentucky 58 . 5 
I l l l n D l s 57*5 
Indiana 53 
Tennessee 52 
Missouri 36 
V i r g i n i a 35 
Georgia 30 
Alabama 2d«5 
N. Carolina 28 
TOTAL NATIONAL PRODUCTION 592,071,10U 
TABLE 6 
PRODUCTION OF INDIAN CORN IN 1859? THE TEN LEADim STATES 
(millions of Bustoels) 
I l l i n o i s 115 
Ohio 7 3 . 5 
Missouri 73 
Indiana 71*5 
Kentucky 6li. 
Tennessee 52 
Xowa U2 .5 
V i r g i n i a 38 
Alabama 33 
Georgia 30 
TOTAL HATIOllAL PRODUCTION 838,792,71*0 
Source »W vide Table 1 and 2 
The Expansion of Settlement 18U0 * I66O 
J^rom Map 13 I t i s seen that i n 1850 the fr o n t i e r 
had advanced into Southern and Central Iowa, idiioh had 
68. 
gained statehood i n I8i{.6. The state of Missouri had been 
e n t i r e l y s e t t l e d as had much of Southern Wisconsin. Moreover 
urban centres had developed west of the Mississippi and 
i n p a r t i c u l a r along the Mississippi Valley route lihloh 
by 1851 was connected by canal with the Great Lakes. The 
c o r r e l a t i o n between the di s t r i b u t i o n of in»ban centres 
and that of r i v e r and canal routes was s t i l l marked, 
espe c i a l l y i n the Mississippi, Wabash, Miami, and Scioto 
v a l l e y s , thougih the significance of urban settlement on 
the p l a i n s of the p r a i r i e s of I l l i n o i s and Northern Indiana 
had Increased. Columbus and Dayton experienced a doubling 
of t h e i r population i n the decade 18U0 ^ 1850 but were 
s t i l l the only towns of the present Com Belt with more 
than 10,000 inhabitants. Cincinnati, was s t i l l the 
metropolis of the Eastern Corn Belt with a population of 
115*1+35 and was the chief marketing centre. St, Louis 
with a population of 77,860 occupied a similar position 
further west. 
By 1860 (map 1i+), a l l but North West Iowa was 
s e t t l e d and the f r o n t i e r had advanced into Kansas and Nebraska. 
The f r o n t i e r had extended up the Missouri Valley i n to 
South Dakota and i n Kansas the f r o n t i e r liad reached the 
Great Plains, Significant developments had occurred also 
i n the d i s t r i b u t i o n of urban centres, though the contrast 
east and west of the MisBissippl was profound. East of 
M A P 14. 
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the Mississippi eom f i f t y wctan centres had developed 
integrated "by a railroad network focussing on Chicago, 
t y t h i s time r i v a l l i n g Cincinnati as a marketing centre. 
West of the Mississippi the distrihutlon of urhan centres 
was much less dense, "but already the railroad routes were 
penetrating Into the heart of the Corn Belt and had 
reached the Missouri at St* Joseph. A line of urhan 
centred ooi^parahle to that which had existed i n the 
Mississippi Valley a decade before had developed i n the 
Missouri Valley hy 1860, 
The Growth of Prhan Population i n the Corn Belt 1610 - 1660 
Since few "towns** i n the early phase of the 
settlement of the Com Belt totalled 2^300 inhahitants the 
1950 Census def i n i t i o n of "urhan** popTilation i s obviously 
Inapplicable, and i t has been replaced by a consideration 
of those settlemsnts which were later to achieve urban 
status. The calculations below are s^plioable to those 
parts of the individual states which constituted the Corn 
Belt i n 1950 and not to the entire states. Table 7 indicates 
the grovKth of tirban population of the Corn Belt trom 1810 
• 1060 and the trend i s i l l u s t r a t e d graphically by Diagram 2. 
51. This table indicates the increase i n population since the 
earliest census of towns with a population exceeding 10,000 
i n 1950. This therefore does not represent an absolutely 
complete enumeration of urban population, but the under-
enumeration i s probably very small. 
70. 
m ^pmM <^ mm f9?vmm m m 9m s m . im ig«> 
mm leiQ isao 1830 im igJo i/<go V 
583 6tj23 ii^eg^ 25*065 70,982 99,i<u 
299 1105 2i990 4 ,805 tmmti 7 ,176 U8,930 107 , f38 ailinoi* 10 ,€79 30,389 1 0 8 , 6 i § gmm^ 1,703 €,3Sk 19,180 
ssoSjpi 2 ,«71 25,251 
lm& 17,10*0 69,63< 
KeJ^Mi 12,611 
Vftibtmm 1 ,883 
TOAi. 583 12*128 110*127 179,806 10*8,831^ 
6f Popula t l^ ia , 1950* Voliflflft i i , Q l M g a o t » g l s t i e » o f 
from fa t i le 7 and Biagpem 2 I t i « srpparcnt that 
W^m mttl^mnt was i n s i g n l f i o a a t i n the area tiiam o o o ^ l e d 
bjr tht» B e l t t }« for« 18I40# H o w m r , 1)y 1 8 ^ th« t o t a l 
had iivjz^a09d l»y 1,000^ to alniost h a l f a n i l l i Q n * T h i s 
per i led i s ooindj.4«sit w i t h the develo|)8ient d f eanaXa a n d 
ipa$3j?oad» aad t h ^ aattlaoiBnt o f tha pralj*ji«8 i n ^ l l i n o l a , 
bu t i t 9lae r<sp79aantB a Vaat r a t a o f i a c r a a a a i n t h t u r h a a 
p&pv£lni.t%m o f Ohio and l a d i a i u u I n p a r t i e u i a r t h a vast 
i t i o z ^ a a i s t h e tip^aa p o p u i a t i o a ^ f t h a p r a i r i a a t a t e a o f 
I l l i n o i s and Iowa i n t h a daoade 1830 H$60 i « i n d i o a t e d * 
She ^hanging o h a r a o t o r i a t i o a o f i irban cat t lemant 
d u r i n g tha h a l f oentupy am h a shoffn i n ]?e la t ion to the 
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d i s t r i b u t i o n of urban population by town size. TtdB i s 
indicated i n Table 8 below, and ill u s t r a t e d i n Diagrams 
3 end U* 
Fran Diagram 3 i s seen that u n t i l 1820 the 
"urban"popiaation of the Com Belt was exclusively located 
i l l towns of less than 2,500 inhabitants. By I83O there 
was an even distribution between the population i n towns 
of under 2,500 and that i n towns of from 2,500 to 5*000. 
I n the period 1850 - I86O there was a rapid decline i n 
the proportion i n towns under 5 >000 ^ ^ich was balanced by a 
rapid increase i n the proportion residing i n towns of 
5,000- 10,000 and by the category residing i n towns of 
over 10,000, the l a t t e r category accounting for ^ 0,3% of the 
t o t a l urbaii population by 1860* 
Diagram k i l l u s t r a t e s the sbsolute values of these 
proportions, and from this the numerical insignlfioance of 
the population resident i n towns of less than 2,500 
inhabitants i s apparent* The greatest numerical significance 
of t h i s group was e^erienced i n 1850 at a time irtien many 
new settlements were developing on the prairies, but they 
rapidly passed the 2,500 figure to swell the values of the 
larger categories* 
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Dl A G . 3 . 
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tables 9 and 10 i n the Appendix, show the 
actual niiniber of settlements and the population i n each 
size category by states. From Table 9 the rapid increase 
i n urban settlement after 1850 i s apparent while Table 10 
indicates the trend towa3?ds concentration i n larger 
settlements, occurring f i r s t i n Ohio and by 1860, i n 
Indiana and I l l i n o i s . 
Finally, Table 11, i n the Appendix, indioates 
for reference the growth of selected larger urban centres 
i n the Oom Belt which are conpared with the growth of 
four c i t i e s perdpheral to the present Corn Belt but i n 
1860 dominating the urban distribution west of the 
Appalachians. 
Summary of Prban DeveloTgnent 1810 «- 1860 
In the f i r s t half-century of settlement within 
the present dom Belt the characteristics of urban 
developaent may be summarised as follows!-
1* There was no significant urban development 
before 18UG, 
2. There was a considerable increase I n the 
nuxriber of towns and amount 6f urban population between 
18U0 and 1860* 
7k. 
3. ITiiis Increase coincided with an expansion of 
doznmunidations and the settling of the praipiesi 
l4.» The early towns were very anall and consequently 
their rate of increase was very great, hut t h i s doea not 
represent a large numerical g3*owth u n t i l after 18U0* 
5» The trend i n the dlBtrihution of population i n 
relation to town size was for more and more population 
proportionately ancl ahsolutely to he concentrated i n larger 
and larger towns* This coincided v/ith the rapid growth 
i n town size after 181*0 and represented the passing of the 
f|?ontler pioneer stage and the entry Into the development 
phase* 
6* By i360 there were 10lj. towns i n the present 
Corn Belt of wMoh 59 had populations of over 2,500, that 
iB "urhan" according to the present census definitlont In 
an areas as immense as the Corn Belt tMs represents a very 
low degree of urbanisation. This la indicated by Table 
.12» This table i s based on the 1950 census definition and 
therefore does not include settlements i n the under 2,500 
category but gives a r e a l i s t i c suMnary of the low degree of 
urbanisation. The highest proportion of urban population 
was found i n Ohio, dominated by Oincinnati and Missouri, 
dominated by St* iyauls, and i n a l l the Oorn Belt states the 
urban proportion was less than 20% 
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The Settlement of the Corn Belt 1790 ~ 1860. Summary of 
Influences on the Present Pattern 
1. By 1860 the area defined as the Com Belt 
i n 1950 had been settled and the basis of the present 
settlement pattern was i n existence; that i s , a 
dispersed pattern of ru r a l settlement with small towns 
and scattered farmsteads over which was sirperl!ii|)Osed: a 
less regular \irban distribution. 
2. The rural distribution and density pattern 
which has survived u n t i l the present has as i t s roots 
the Range and Township system of survey as embodied i n 
the 1785 Land Act and this forms a principal factor i n 
the extremely regular distribution of rural settlement 
over large areas of the Oorn Belt. 
3. ^he contrast i n urban settlment between 
the relatively dense xirban net east of the Mississippi 
and the relatively sparse distribution west of the 
Mississippi existed by 1860 and ta i n part related to 
the earlier date of settlement of the eastern seotiona 
of the Oom Belt, thou£^ this contrast was confirmed 
and exaggerated by factors of economic geography after 1860. 
!*• The legislation under the North West 
Ordinance which forbade slavery i n the statet6 constituted 
i n the North West Territory i s i n large- measure the reason 
77. 
for the small proportion of negro population i n the Corn 
Belt as coii5)ared with the states InBiiedlately to the south. 
An equally cou^jelling factor was the nature of occupance 
i n that the settlers were landholders of comparatively 
small farm© which i n the pioneer stage were subsistence. 
Nevertheless, the fact that u n t i l approximately I8I4O there 
was a severe shortage cf labour I n the newly settled lands 
suggests that some degree of slavery might have been 
introduced had not tlie southern landowner class been 
discouraged from p\irchasing land i n the new t e r r / i t o r y 
by the anti-slavery terms of the North Itest Ordinance. 
5f Although the negro peculation i n 1660 was 
insignificant, the cultural composition of the area was 
extremely complex and represented a fusing of northern 
and southern tidewater settlers together with an increasing 
nuiriber of foreign immigrant a, ThlB cultural complexity 
was increased i n the next decades by a rapid increase i n 
the immigration of foreign settlers, and this i s the 
background of the present diversity of cultural elements 
described i n a later chapter. 
6. Although the general pattern of settlement was 
established i n ^ bryo by 1860, the degree of urbanisation 
was low and the period I86O - 19OO witnessed the f i n a l stage 
i n the evolution of the settlement pattern - the spread of 
78-
urbanisation into the Corn Belt irtilch by 19$0 accounted for 
over half of the t o t a l population i n terms of residence. 
3, THE GROWTH OF THE CORN BELT POPUIATION. 
1860 - 1905"^ 
The previous sections of this chapter have been 
relatively detailed since no con5>rehenslve study of the 
early s e t t l i n g of the Corn Belt i n i t s geographical context 
was available for reference. However, the same does 
not apply to the growth of the Com Belt from 1860 r 1900. 
A wealth of s t a t i s t i c a l and l i t e r a r y material related to 
thi s period i s available and i t i s therefore possible to 
concentrate purely on the demographic aspects of this 
growth period. Nevertheless sane methodological problems 
previously encountered s t i l l obtain. F i r s t l y the problem 
of defining the Corn Belt at any ^ ven time s t i l l remains, 
and t h i s w i l l be dealt with by reference to selected states. 
Secondly, i n relation to foreign immigration there are 
very real s t a t i s t i c a l problems. The t o t a l immigration 
into the United States during this period i s known with 
some accuracy but the dispersion of the Immigrants i n the 
nation i s less well documented, and the dispersion of the 
inanigrant settlers according to their national origins i s 
especially d i f f i c u l t to study precisely. 
The h i s t o r i c a l , p o l i t i c a l and eoonoraio background 
79. 
to population growth after the C i v i l War i s well documented 
and l i t t l e reference i s necessary. %t i s the purpose of 
this f i n a l section to state the general demographic 
features of population growth and to assess the significance 
of immigration as a factor i n this population increase. 
The Increase of Population 1860 - 1900 
The st a t i s t i c s used i n th i s section are f o r 
selected states so that the whole of the heart of the Oom 
Belt i s included and the general trends are inferred. 
TABLE ,13 
INCREAgE m POPULATION P? 8EI.E0TED CORN BEIfl? STATES. 1660-
1900 
STATE 1860 1870 1880 1890 1900 
Ohio 2,339,511 2,665,260 3,198,062 3,627,329 U.157,5U5 
Indiana 1,350,1*28 1,680,(537 1*97^,301 2,192,1*01; 2,516,1*62 
I l l i n o i s 1,711,951 2,539,891 3,077#871 3,826,352 1*,821,550 
Nebraska 28,8M 122,993 1+52^ 1*02 1,062,656 1,066,300 
Idissourl 1,182,012 1,721,295 2,168,380 2,679,189 3,106,665 
towa 67l*,913 1,19U,020 1,621^,615 1,912,297 2,231,853 
TOTAL 7,287,656 9,921|,096 12^97,631 15^ 3U5,223 17,900,375 
Soarce: U.S. Census of the Population, 1950, Volume 11* 
Characteristics of Populatlen. Table 1. 
80* 
TABLE 1h 
RATE OF POPUIATION INCREASE. 1860 -> 1900, SELECTED CORN 
BELT STATES 
liicrease 95 over preceding census 
STATE 1860 1870 1880 1890 1900 
Ohio 18.1 13.9 20.0 1i**8 13.2 
Indiana 36*6 2k* 5 17#7 10*8 1i*.8 
I l l i n o i s 101*1 kB.k 21.2 21**3 26*0 
Nebraska 326.5 267.8 13i*.9 0.3 
Missouri 73.3 k5*6 264O 23.6 16.0 
Iowa 251*1 76.9 36*1 17.7 16*7 
Source; Calculated from Table 13 above 
Table 13 indloatee the numerical increase i n 
selected Oorn Belt states during the period from 1860 
to 1900* The trend i s Ill u s t r a t e d by Diagram 5- I n 
the kQ year period a l l the states witnessed great nunerieal 
increases* This increase was greatest I n I l l i n o i s , Iowa 
and Missouri, a l l of which added more than two i B l l l i o n a 
to their populations. When the rate of increase i s 
considered (Table 11*^  Diagram 6), some marked contrasts 
occur* Wrom Diagram 6 i t i s apparent that the rate of 
increase was b l u e s t i n the preceding years o f early 
settlement after wliich there was a decline to a constant 
rate of from 10 - 259S per decade. There was therefore a 
discrepancy at any given census, on a basis of the stage 
of settlement i n the rates of increase, between the earlier 
Dl A G . 5 . 
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settled states such as Ohio*^ (with a rate of Increas* from 
1860 - 70 of 13«9^)» and those states s t i l l i n th« earlier 
stages of settlement, as He"braska (with a rate of increase 
of 326.595 from 1860 - 70)v 
For, the entire area occupied "by these selected 
Corn Belt states the populatioh increased from 7 millions 
to almost 18 millions "between 1860 * 1900, though i t i s 
significant that included i n this area are large sections 
outside the present Com Belt containing many larg<i cities» 
chiefly Chicago* I t i s suggested that i n the area now 
defined as the Com Belt, the population doubled i n the 
period 1860 - 1900, and that the rate of increase was 
greatest i n the newly settled western lands of Nehraska aal 
Iowa "but that the greatest numerical increase was i n the 
imp.e urhanised sectors of I l l i n o i s , Indiana and Ohio. 
This l a t t e r contrast between lirban aaid rural growth can be 
considered further. 
Urban and &ural Population Growth 
- I t has been shown i n a previous section that 
u n t i l I86O the settlement of the present Oom Belt was 
overwhelmingly rur a l i n character* The forty years from 
1860 ^ 1900 witnessed drastic changes i n the proportions of 
\irban, and rural populationf t h i s i s indicated i n Table 
15 and i n Diagram 7* 
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The period 1860 - 1900 witnessed a substantial 
increase i n the iirban proportion, i n the selected Corn Belt 
States. This was most marked i n Indiana, Ohio anl I l l i n o i s 
with ^k»3%t U8.195 and 5k»3% of their popiaatlon urban i n 
1900. I n Missouri a t h i r d of the population was urban by 
1900 and i n Iowa and Nebraska one quarter. I n the period 
therefore there was a strengthening of the contrast i n 
urbanisation between the sectors of the Com Belt east 
and west of the Mississippi. Diagram 7 ixilicates the 
significance of 1860 as the year i n which the rsgoid urban 
increase began sad after which rural population increase 
became stable with the exception of the newly settled 
western states. 
Diagram 7 indicates the changes i n the rural and 
urban coc^josition by the trend of the relative rates of 
increaBe. I n particular the trend towards increased 
larbanism since I81i0 u n t i l 1900 i s characteristic of each 
of the states t h o u ^ the time leg between the earlier 
ax9d later settled states i s apparent* 
Poreigjtt Immigration to the Com Belt. 1660 - 1900 
A small nuRiber of foreign immigrants had settled 
i n the Com Belt before 1860, but the real inrush was 
delayed u n t i l after the C i v i l War. By tli;ts time the greater 
part of the Com Belt had been pioneered but after the 
D I A G. 7. 
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C i v i l War the cjheap land available under the Homestead Act 
was an incentive for foreign Immigranta to settle i n the 
northern and vsreatern fringes of the Corn Belt. Many 
Other Innnlgrants were attracted "by the posslhillty of 
eni)loyment on the railroads as constructional labourers 
while pther sou^t industrial einplo;inent i n the expanding 
towns* 
DeiQO^aphers recognise two phases i n the foreign 
immigration into the United States, the "old" and the "new".^ ^ 
The "old" immigration from I83O to approximately 1885 had 
as i t s source North Western Europe. However, after 1885 
the "new*' iiraaigrants were preponderantly frrai Eastern and 
Southern Europe. The reasons for the s h i f t i n the source 
of liranlgrants and the ensuing quota system are not relevant 
to t h i s present study "^-^  since the immigrants that 
settled i n the Oorn Belt were almost exclusively of the "old" 
32« For a f u l l description of immigration and a guide to 
relevant material Vide Bogue, D.J., "The Population of the United States". Chapter 14, free Press* I l l i n o i s , 1959 
53. and Vide Hanson, M.L. "The Immigrants i n American History"« 
Harvard University Press, 19U0. 
5U. Vide also "The American Melting Pot . f850H 950". 
Editor Rohert 0. Cook, Population Bulletin, Volume 
Number 7, Novemljer, 1957, for a discussion of trexids 
i n Immigx^tlon cultural implications of regional 
redistrihutlon and the si^iiflcance of legislation aiA 
quota restrictions. 
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phase. The reasoi^s for this chiefly concern the date of 
settlement of.the Corn Belt i n that the areas had been 
completely settled by the time this change in. national 
eonsjosition of imndgrants occurred. fhe nuniber of "new" 
immigrants that settled i n the Corn Belt before 1900 were 
coB^aratively small and almost exoliusively iirban mhere 
they formed small minority groupa. 
Some idea of the relative distribution of the 
foreign immigrants can be gained from Table 1 6 . 
TABLE 16 
rmi OF PEAK ENTRY OP FOREICW BCSN WHITE POPULATION INTO 
CORN BELT STATES 
STATE rmL OP PEAK 
ENTRT 
% PORElON-BOHN 
0P:T05?AL POPUL-
ATION 
% POREIGN-fiORN WHITE IN 1950 
Minnesota 1870 35f 7.0 
Indiana 1660 10 - 2k»9 2.5 
Ohio 1870 ti 5.6 
Blissouri 1860 tt 2.3 
I l l i n o i s 1890 II 9.0 
Iowa 1870 n 3.2 
Kansas 1870 • «? . 2.0 
Nebraska 1870 25 - 3iu9 k*3 
3. Dakota 1890 It 4.7 
Wisconsi]^ 1850 11 6.U 
Source: Taeuber and Taeiiber, "The Changing Population of the 
United States". Census Mongraph Series, 1958. 
ahs5>ter 3» page 35. 
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The peak year ©f entry of forelgn-'bom i ^ t e 
Immlgi^^antfi was earlier I n the eastern than the western 
states. I l l i n o i s i s an exceptional case i n that the peak 
year was delayed u n t i l 1890 and this i s related to the 
fact that Chicago continued to attract iiraiilgE'ants i n the 
second "new" phase of immifipfation from Southern and Eastern 
Europe. I t I s s l g n i f i c ^ t that the foreign-horn element 
constituted a grc^ater proportion of the t o t a l population 
at the year of peak entry i n the h6rth western states of 
Wisconsin, Minnesota, 3. Dakota and Nebraska, than I n the 
case of the eastern states, although liumerioally they were 
less significjant. Tills Is related to the fact that these 
states were i n the early years of occupance and one result 
has heen the preservation of pronounced national cultural 
groups i n these sectors of the Com Belt viiile i n the eastern 
states the foreign-horn white element has been absorbed 
culturally or forms tiny minority groi^ps cshiefly i n the 
c i t i e s . 
|*urther d e t a i l of the national origin and the 
numerical significance of foreign immigrants i s given i n 
Table 17* 
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The above table indicates the proportion of forelga-
born whit© by national origins for selected Corn Belt states 
for the year 1910, that 16, after the f i r s t phase of the 
predominance of North West Eurcjpean iraralgratldn had 
©nded^  In particular Oemanywas prominent as a source 
nation, followed by thei B r i t i s h Ssles ax^ Ireland as 
consistent contributors to Immigration. The Scandinavian 
0lement was also signifioant but varied regionally, 
being particularly donAhaht i n the north western states where 
as pioneer farmers a considerable niuiber of Scandinavians 
occupied new land unde?? the ijanwatead Act. 
The topic of the cultural significance of t h i s , 
and later immigration^ i s tx'eated i n a later chapter devoted 
to the cultural con5>osition of the Oorn Belt population. 
I t remains to cjcanplete this survey of immigration with an 
assessntent of the significance of foreign immigration aa a 
factor I n the t o t a l population growch. Table 18 i s an 
atteni)t to enumerate the t o t a l immigration i n this period* 
Teible 18 indicates the t o t a l foreign-bom white 
Stipulation for selected Corn Beit states from 1880 - 1900, 
and also the proportion of foreigi-born i n the t o t a l 
population. By 1900 the t o t a l foreign-born white population 
was almost three millions^ or 15.1:?S of the t o t a l population. 
A large amount of the area included i n these states l i e s 
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outside the Oorn Belt as defined i n 1950, (especially this 
involves Chicago and some of the large towns of Ohio, irtiloh 
have large foreign-born poipulatlons), but when those 
states almost entirely within the present Oorn Belt are 
considered the significance of immigration i s seen to be 
great. Iowa for instance i n 1900 had 305,782 f o r e i ^ -
born whites, 13*7^ of her t o t a l pcypulatlon, while Nebraska, 
\7ith a l l of i t s more densely settled sectors situated 
within the Oorn Belt had a foreign-*orn viilte proportion 
of 16.6^. 
I n the absence of precise s t a t i s t i c a l information 
amSL i n view of problems of defining the Corn Belt at any 
particular time, no accurate statement i s possible as to 
the exact significance of immigration i n the growth of the 
Corn Belt aZid only generalisation i s possible. I t i s apparent 
that immigration into the Middle West by the close of the 
^ 19th century had exceeded thxree millions, and that a large 
prcxportion of t h i s was located within the present Com 
Belt. I n fact the t o t a l population growth within the states 
selected i n Table 18 from 1880 to 1900 ma almost exactly 
5 millions; of this 1,006,579 was accounted for by 
immigration. I t seems va l i d to suggest that i n the area 
under consideration, constituting most of the present Corn 
Belt, the immigration i n . the period trm. 1880 - 1900 
accounted for some 20% of the t o t a l population growth. 
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i t has been shown i n this chapter that by 1860 
the jarea now cracprising the Com Belt had been pioneered and 
settled and the dominance of com i n the agricultural 
economy established. The period 1860 - 19D0 was one of 
population iP^owth on this established pattern and particularly 
a period of urban growth. I t I s suggested that the period 
of population growth from 1900 - 1950 was one of trends on 
an established pattern but which consisted of an increase 
i n the degree of lurbanisation and scsse concommitant 
redistribution of population, especially i n the rural 
sector. Accordingly this period i s treated as a separate 
topic i n a later c h^ter. i t i s now necessary to complete 
th i s study of the background to detailed analysis of the 
population geography of the Corn Belt at the last census with 
a b r i e f description of the regional distribution and density 
Of population i n 195^ 
C H A P T E R gOUR 
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C H A P T E R POUR 
THE REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION AND DENSITY OP POPULATION. 1950 
I t i s the purpose of this chapter to provide a concise 
factual • description of the regional distribution and 
density of population i n the Com Belt at the last census. 
The object i s to provide a base and an Introduction for 
the analysis of thosd causative factors which have brought 
about the detailed variation i n distribution and density. 
Accordingly, only general conclusions have been inferred 
and detailed analysis i s deferred u n t i l a later chapter. 
The regional description has been based on the geographical 
and agriculturfel regions of the Com Belt as defined i n 
Chapter One and the d i f f e r e n t i a l distribution of the major 
residential groups as defined i n the same chapter has been 
attenpted. 
I n 1950 the t o t a l population of the Corn Belt was 
16,01+9,210 persons, resident i n k9k counties of parts of 
twelve states of the Middle West, occupying an area of 
276,982 square miles. 
The Distribution of Population by Gteographioal Regions. 1950 
The distribution of poptilation by geographical 
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regions I n 1950 i s Indicated i n 131)16819 and 20, and 
I l l u s t r a t e d "by proportional synlbols i n Map 15« 
TABLE 19 
momAPKLGAL REGION RUIIAL PAHM RURAL HOH- ORBAlt TOTAL 
. , . FARM POPULATION 
Bast Oentral Lowland 807,012 1,139,156 2,906,193 U,852,36l 
West qentral Lowland 1,085,090 979,9U7 1,775,158 3,QUO,195 
tapper Missouri 
Va l l e y 809,320 587,875 1,01^0,887 2,14-38,082 
tower '» » 2k7p75k 236,278 999,9^3 1,l|83,975 
Upper Mississippi 
Valley 253,630 255,820 637,15U 1,1U6,60U 
Lower Ohio Valley 90^6ii7 126,51*5 21*7,737 l465,U29 
Lower Great Lakes 26l*,137 .141+9,31*9 ;V109,578 1,823,061* 
TOTAL OORW BELT 3,357,590 3,771*,970 8,716,650 16,0^9,210 
Source; Calculated from U. Bureau of the Oensus, Census of Population, 1950j Vol, i i . C h aracteristics of the Population. Table 12. — -
M A P 15. 
9Ui 
fABm 20 
DISTRIBUTION OF/POPULATION Bt QEOQHAPHlGAL REGIONS. 1950 
QeogPiiphloal Region RURAI. FARM % RURAL ?S URBAN % TOTAL 
East Oentral Lowland 22.7 30.2 33»5 30.2 
We9t Oeiitr'al Lowland 26.1^  2Q.U 23.9 
Upper Mlsaim?! Valley 22*6 15*7 11.5 15.3 
Lower MisBewi Valley 6.9 6.k 11.5 9.1 
Upper Mississippi Valley 7.2 6.9 7.3 7.2 
iiOwei' Oliio Valley 2.7 3.5 2.a 2.9 
I«pwer Qreat Ziakes 7*5 11.9 12.7 11.i^ 
TOTAL OOHN BEIfl? 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Source: Calculated from Table 11^  supra 1/ 
Prom TaDles 19 and 20 i t i s evident that i n 1950 
the highest proportion of the population of the qom Belt 
was located i n the East Central Lowland Region of Western 
OhiOf Indiana and Oentral Zllinoie. Within t i l l s region 
resided almost 5 m i l l i o n inhalsitants, 30 .^ of the total 
population of tlie Corn Belt. 
I n the West Oentral J*owland, the geographical 
heart of the Com Belt^ with twice the area of the East 
Central Lowland, resided, over one m i l l i o n less inhabitants. 
Continuing westwards, the l^per Missouri Valley, again 
with alrnoet twice the area of the East Oentral Lowland had 
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only half as much population i n 1950* 
Thus, within the three major geographical regions 
above resided 69»h% of the t o t a l population of the Corn 
Belt i n 1950, leaving 3 0 . ^ i n the peripheral regions. 
The smaller popxilations of the peripheral region* were 
chiefly a function of t h e i r rmioh smaller size. Ifowever, 
i n relation to their areal extait their populations were 
i n fact very large as a result of the location i n the 
peripheral regions of many of the largest urhan eoncentrat* 
ions of the Oora Belt. 
Considering the regional distribution on a basis 
of the three ma;Jor residential groups, urban, rural farm 
and rur a l non-farm, further regional contrasts emerge, 
fable 21 adds further information of the ooiis)osition of the 
•geographical regions on a basis of residence. 
TABLE 21. 
COMPOSITION Og THE POPUIATION OP THE CORN BELT BY OEOCSAPHIGAL 
REQI0N8. 1950 
Geographical Region RtJRAL FARM RURAL NON- UWN TOTAL 
East Oejitral Lowland 16.6 23.5 59.9 100.0 West Oentral Lowland 28.3 25*1* 1*6.3 100.0 Upper Missouri Valley 33.2 2U.1 1*2.7 100.0 Lower Missouri Valley 16.7 15.9 67.1* 100.0 Upper Mississippi Valley 22.0 22.5 55.5 100.0 Lower Ohio Valley 19.5 27.3 53.2 100.0 Lower Great Lakes 1i*.5 21**7 60.8 100.0 TOTAL ocm mm 22.2 23.3 51*. 5 100.0 
gource; Calculated from Table 19 above. 
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1. URBAN PQPUIAa?ION 
I'rom Tattle 21 i t i s apparent that oC the t o t a l 
poptalatlon of the Corn Belt,, Just over l i a l f , 51^ .5^  resided 
i n urtoan oentres I n 1950, "but there were considerable 
variations regionally* Considering the three largest 
regions there was a decrease i n the proportion of the t o t a l 
urtjan population of the Com Belt from 33.5^ i n the East 
Central Lowland, 30.It^ i n the West Oentral Lowland,to 
11.8^ i n the Upper Missouri Valley coinciding with the 
westwaji^ decrease i n t o t a l population (Table 20). From 
Table 21 i t i s seen that this decrease i n the proportion 
of the t o t a l urban population foi^ the Corn Belt was 
paralleled "by a westward decrease i n the urban proportion 
of the regions themselves from 59*9^ ^^ast Oentral 
Lowland, kS*3% I n the West Central Lowlanl and 42.7^ I n 
the Upper Missouri Valley. 
I n the case of the peripheral regions, there was 
a contrast i n terms of the proportion of the t o t a l urban 
population of the Com Belt between the Upper Mississippi 
Valley and Lower Ohio Valley on the caie hand viMch together 
2iad only 10*1^ of the t o t a l \irban popiilation of the Com 
Belt, and on the other hand, the Lower Oreat Lakes and 
Lower Missouri Valley whidi together had 20.59S of the 
t o t a l urban population, tn the case of the urban proportion 
within these regions however I t I s seen from Table 21 
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that i n a i l four oases the urban pr(portion was high, and the 
Lower Missouri Valley had the highest urban proportion of 
a l l the re^ons Of the Com Belt at 67.U95* TMs was du» 
however to the location of Kansas City, the largest city 
of the Corn Belt within the region and illu s t r a t e s the 
danger inherent i n regional generalisation, 
2, RURAL FARM POPULATION 
Table 19 indicates that the rural population of 
the Corn Belt i n 1950 wae almost equally divided between 
farm and non^fam by residence? for the t o t a l population 
the difference was only 1.1^. 
Considering the entire raraX farm population of the 
Qorn Belt i t I s seen from Table 20 that 30»h% of the 
t o t a l was resident i n the West Oentral Lowl^d, To the^ 
west the lower^ proportion of 22.^ reflected an overall 
decrease i n t o t a l population, while to the east, the lower 
proportion of 22* 75^  i n the East Central Lowland represented 
a proportionate increase i n the urban and rural non-farm 
groups. Together, these three regions accounted for over 
75^ of the rural farm population of the Corn Belt# In 
the individual regions i t i s seen from Tstole 21 that the 
Upper Missouri Valley andl West Central Lowland had a marked 
predominance of rural farm population as opposed toairal 
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non-fariTu I n the case of the Lower Missouri Valley and 
the Upper Mississippi Valley the proportions were 
approximately equal vtklle i n the remaining regions there 
was a heavy preponderance of the rural non-farm proportion. 
3. RURAL NON-FARM PPPUIATION 
Virtually the reverse regional distribution applied 
i n the case of the r u r a l non-farm population t o that described 
above of the rural farm. The highest absolute awi 
proportional concentrations were located i n the East Central 
Lowland and i n the peripheral regions and an obvious 
s t a t i s t i c a l congelation between the distribution of urban 
fppulatlon and predominance of rural non-farm over rural 
farm i s inferred. 
The regional distribution of the major population 
groups on a basis of residence can be re-stated to advantage 
as catios of urban-rural and farm-non-farm as indicated 
i n Table 22 below. 
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TABIfl-: 22 
THE URBAN*ftURAL AIO FARM-NON-gARM COMPOSITION OP THE 
feOGSAPl^aCAL REOI^g OF THE CORN BELT I N T ^ 
Qeographloal Region 1 
Percent Percent 
URBAN RURAL FARM NON-FARM 
East Central Lowland 59.9 il0.1 16.0 8U.0 
West Oentral Lowland i+6.3 53.7 28.3 71.7 
Upper MlBsourl Valley 57.3 33.2 66.8 
Lower Missoxirl Valley ei.k 32.6 16.7 83.3 
Upper Misflaslppi Valley 55.i4 22.0 78.0 
Lower Ohio Valley 53.2 kB.Q 19.# 81.5 
Lower Great Lalces 60.8 39.2 1U.5 85.5 
TOTAL CORN HEIfl? 5U.5 U5.5 22.2 77.8 
Source; Calculated from Table 19 above. 
A. THE URBAN-RURAL RATIO 
There was an stosolute and proportional predominance 
of urban population over rural i n a l l the regions of the 
corn Belt but the West Oentral Lowland anSi the Upper 
Missouri Valley ^^^lile for the Corn Belt as a whole the 
urban population exceeded the rural by %* However, this 
urban predominance was essentially a feature of the 
Eastern Corn Belt, and throughout the much larger area 
of the Central and Western Corn Belt there was i n fact 
a rural predominance. 
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B. FARM - NON-FARM RATIO 
The overall predominance of the urban, population 
i s further strengthened when the rural non-fam element, 
which i n many ways i s more closely related to urban 
functions end not directly with agriculture, i s added 
to the urban group and stated as the ratio of farm - non-
farm, as i n column B. In fact i n 1930 almost 80^ of the 
population of the Com Belt did not reside on farms 
and only i n the ^ p e r Missouri Valley did the farm element 
equal one t h i r d of the t o t a l population. 
Finally, i n th i s brief description of the major 
regXmal contrasts i n the distribution of population, 
some re-statemsnt i s possible by reference to the 
agricultural regions of the Corn Belt. 
The Distribution of Population by Agricultural 
Regions. 1950 
The characteristics of the distribution of 
population by agricultural regions are suranarised i n 
Tables 23, 21* and 25 i n the Appendix. 
From Table 21* i t i s seen that i n terms of the 
proportion of the t o t a l Corn Beit population located i n 
each region three groups may be delimited. 
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l a . Hogs and Soft Winter Wheat 
b. Cattle Feeding and Hogs witti over 20^ of the 
t o t a l population 
2a. Cash Com, pats and Soybeans b* Livestock, Dairy, Soybeans and Cash Grain 
0. Livestock and Pasture each with 11% of the 
t o t a l 
3a. Hogs and Dairy b. Livestock and Cash Grain c# Livestock, Cash Grain and Dairy*..each with less than 
10?g of the t o t a l 
These groi^ )© may be further described with 
reference to Tables 23, 21* and 25. 
l a . Hogs aM Soft Winter Vgheat 
This agricultural region, one of the largest of 
the Com Belt occupies South Central Indiana and the 
central section of Western Ohio and therefore includes 
the industrial zones centred on Dayton, Indianapolis 
and ColuiribUB. Accordingly this region had the highest 
proportion of the urban population of the Corn Belt, 29*US^, 
and also had the Mghest proportion of urban population 
within the region, 63,3%> The rural farm siid rural non-
farm proportions were approximately equal i n the region 
but the t o t a l population not resident on farms, 66,3% 
was the highest i n the Corn Belt. 
1b. Cattle Feeding and Hogs 
This type of ffirmingf^ad two separate regional 
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components, the Upper Missouri Valley and the much less 
extensive Central portion of the West Central Lowland i n 
Western I l l i n o i s and Eastern Iowa. I n t o t a l population 
the Missouri Valley had alnost exactly double that of 
the lowa-'Illinois re^on. The Missouri Valley had an 
even more dominant proportion of urban population since 
i t contained many of the larger regional centres of the 
Western Corn Belt and following a pattern already 
observed, associated with this urbgn dominanoe was a high 
proportion of rural farm. The more rural Eastern lowa-
Westem I l l i n o i s region had the largest proportion of 
rur a l farm, 12.9% of the t o t a l rural farm of the Com 
Belt. Whereas the Missouri Valley oon^onent had 62% 
urban and only 11 f 9% rural farm the Eastern Iowa - Western 
I l l i n o i s eon^onent only 5h»3% urban, but 35.0% rural fann. 
I t i s apparent that the high urban proportion representing 
several very large c i t i e s i n the Missouri Valley distorts 
the proportionate distribution and points the need for 
detailed examination. 
2a. Cash Corn. Oats and Soybeans 
This type of farming also has two separate regional 
components, the Orand Prairie of I l l i n o i s and the lowan 
Prairie. The population characteristics of the two region* 
were con^arable i n 1950 with the ranch larger Grand Prairie 
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being approximately twice as populous. Moreover, a t h i r d 
of the urban population of the Xowan Prairie was located 
i n One town. Dee Moines, giving a high urban proportion 
for the region of 60.5%. I n both oases a low proportion 
of rwcel farm population was notable. This infers a 
relationship between agricultural economy and rural 
population characteristics i n tliat these prairies consist 
of large, but highly mechanised fams concentrating on 
cash grain production rather than livestock and where 
consequently labour needs are reduced to a minimum. 
2b. Livestock. Dairy. Soybeans and Cash Grain 
This region i s similar i n character to the Cash 
Corn, Oats and Soybeans regions i n that i t occupies an 
area of level plain supporting a highly mechanised 
agriculture devoted to pash grain production and the 
production of dairy produce. The urban proportion of the 
region was also con5>arable at 51*.3?S but the rural non-
farm element exceeded the rural farm substantially. The 
farm population was a mere 20% of the t o t a l population, 
one of the lowest proportions of a l l the agricultural 
regions. Again a relationship between the type of 
agrioultiure, the proximity to large tomns and the 
characteristics of population con^position i s proposed. 
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2o. Livestock and Pasture 
Despite their con^arable types of farming the 
two regional coH5>onents of Livestock and Pasture farming i n 
the Com Belt are contrasted physically and economically. 
The Northern Iraiiana - Southern Michigan coniponent was 
highly urbanised with 61.2% of i t s population resident 
i n urban centres while the rural farm population was a 
mere 14.6%. However, th i s was one of the most liis)ortant 
part-time farming areas of the Com Belt. I n the oase 
of the much larger component i n the South Central Corn 
Belt the urban proportion was much lower at 35% congpared 
with a rural farm proportion of 36.7%. 
3a. Hofus and Dairy 
This region represents the northern transition 
from Corn B e l t agriculture to the Hay and Dairy Belt* 
The urban and rural proportions were approximately equal 
and the region accounted for 7.3% of the t o t a l Com Belt 
populatlcm. 
3b. Livestock and Gash Grain 
5?he Livestock and Gash Grain type of farming region 
i s substantially the largest of the Qom Belt and marks 
the transition to the '6sttle and Wheat lands of the west. 
I n 1950 t h i s region had the highest rural farm proportion 
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of a l l the agricultural regions at 1*5^  and the lowest urban 
proportion at 1*1.992. I t provided the only instance where 
the r u r a l farm c l i e n t wae the largest proportion of the 
t o t a l populatioii and i t also had the highest r a t i o of 
f a m to nojl-^arm i n the Com Belt. Despite i t s enormous 
size of 70,000 square miles only B% of the t o t a l 
population of the Corn Belt resided i n this region i n 1950. 
The population characteristics were obviously related to 
the extensive nature of the agriculture and offered the 
complete antithesis to conditions i n the Eastern Corn Belt. 
3o. Livestock. Cash Grain and Dairy 
This region wae the smallest of the Corn Belt, 
and despite the location of Kansas City within i t s boundaries 
was the least populotis i n 1950 with only lu6% of the t o t a l 
population of the Com Belt* The high urban proportion 
of 56.7 indicates the exaggerated effect due to Kansas 
City. I n fact the region was predominantly rural with 
the farm and non-farm sectors approximately equal. 
Before summarising the characteristics of 
population distribution on a regional basis, i t i s 
convenient to indicate the major variations i n population 
density since the two phenomena are so closely related. 
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Density of Population i n the Com Belt. 1950 
As I n the oase of distribution of population the 
aim of this section i s to give a general framework for 
later detailed analysis. The concept of density Is i n 
I t s e l f a generalisation of more specific conditions i n 
that i t i s a r a t i o . 
Density of Population by Geofayaphic^ Regions 
(a) Density of Total Population 
Table 26 i l l u s t r a t e s the wide range of population 
density I n the Corn Belt i n 1950. The msan density for 
the entire belt ma 57*8 persons per square mile. However, 
the East Central Lowland had a density almost double 
th i s figure is^lle i n the Upper Missouri Valley the density 
was only half that of the Corn Belt average. 
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TABLE 26 
DENSITY OF POPULATION BY GEOCaAPHIGAL REGIONS 
Persons per square mile 
Geographical Region RURAL RURAL URBAN TOTAL 
A^RM NON-FARM DENSITY 
la s t Central Lowland 18.1* 26.0 66.1* 110.8 
West O^ntral Lowland 12.6 11.1* 20.7 W*.7 
Xjp-ger Missouri Valley 9.5 6.9 12.2 28,6 
Lower Missouri Valley 9.7 9.3 39.5 58.5 
ttpper Mississippi Valley 6.1 16.2 1*0.5 72.8 
Lower Ohio Valley .16.7 23.1 1*5.1 81*. 9 
Lower Great Lakes 11*. 1 21*. 1 59.6 97.8 
TOTAL CORN BELT 12.8 13.6 31.1* 57.8 
Source: Oalculated from U.S. Bureau of the Census, Census of 
Pop\ilation, 1950, V o l . i i . ••Characteristics of the 
Population". Table 12. 
The greatest density Wsw found i n the Eastern redone 
of the Corn Belt, the East Central Lowland, the Lower Gftiio 
Valley and the Lower Great Lakes. The lowest density was 
found i n the Upper Missouri Valley with only 18.6 persons 
per square mile. The remaining regions occupied an inter-
mediate position between these two extremes. The peripheral 
regions of the Upper Mississippi and Lower Missouri had mean 
densities rather higher than the average for the Corn Belt, 
while the West Central Lowland, the heart of the belt had 
a rather lower mean density tlian that of the entire Corn Belt. 
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( T D ) Penaity of Urban PoTJulatlon 
Jhe mean urban density i s an a r t i f i c i a l and 
fallacious concept i n that i t generalises a h i ^ i l y localised 
situation since the vast majority of urban population i s 
of 
located i n a small nunlbej^concentrations. Moreover, the 
iiielusion of one very large city i n an otherwise rural 
region gives a false impression of urbanisation* 
Accordingly, i t i s not proposed to consider urban density 
at this stage but defer this consideration u n t i l a more 
detailed analysis i s attempted. I t i s however relevant 
to indicate that the urban population influences total 
density and therefore distorts the reality i n any generalised 
density msgot 
(c) Sural Hon-garm Bensity 
Since the rural non*farm population i s closely 
associated with urban development the density tends to 
vary according to proximity to urban centres and the same 
localisation i s concealed by regional values. However 
since many rural non-farm people oomroite long distances 
this localisation i s not as extreme and the distortion 
i s accordingly less severe. From yable 26 I t i s noticed 
that the rural non-^arm density varied directly with 
urban density. 
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(d) Density of Rural garm Popiilatlon 
The mean density of rural farm populatieii In th« 
Oorn Belt was extremely low and In a l l 'but the moat rural 
regions wag lower than the rural noa-farm figure. The 
fact emerges from Table 2k that the h i ^ e s t densities of 
ru r a l non-farm occurred I n regions of high total density. 
This i s readily explained "by geogr^hical factors i n that 
although the eastern section of the Corn Belt contains a 
large amount of industry and urhan development i t also 
contains some of the "best agricultural land and : 
is; favoured - economically hy the proximity to tovma, 
consequently the agriculture i s intensive and the size of 
farms smaller than elsewhere. In the western sections 
vshere there i s no large urhan market nearhy and where 
environmental conditions are less favouraljle the density 
of agricultural population was much lower due to the 
extensive agriculture and large farm size. 
I t i s obvious that i n an attens>t to deaorihe the 
general features of variation i n population density a 
regional description i s useful t)ut not fully adequate. 
The chief reason for this i s the fact that since half the 
population of the Corn Belt was urhan i n 1950 the greatest 
single factor i n determining mean regional densities was 
the distrlTjution of towns. This urban influence resulted 
i n a completely unrealistic picture. 
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to ooirgplete this section i t i s proposed to attempt a more 
precise representation of the major contrasts in population 
density. 
!J?he major difficulty I s to eliminste the effects 
Of urban settlement from a considei^ation of general density. 
This may be att@n5)ted i n two ways at this stag<u« 
P i r s t l y , by using a county brealcdown the effect 
of a large urban centre oax^ i be restricted to the county 
i n vAii.cti i t i s laoated. Secondly, the m^ bsm pop\xlation 
can be eliminated s t a t i s t i c a l l y and the variations i n 
rural population plotted. I n some ways this second method 
i s the most r e a l i s t i c since the density of popiilation 
within most towns i s f a i r l y constant and their distribution 
and total population are of ii»re significance than their 
density of population, jtt i s proposed therefore to use 
both methods (Map 16 and 17} i n order to axuaoarise the 
general features of density of population. 
Density of Population by Oountlea 
From Map 1.5 a more detailed picture of the 
variation l a population density may be obtained. The 
density of population has been plotted for each of the l4.9i|. 
counties of the Corn Belt and from this a divisioii into 
density areas may be made f oj? descriptive purposes. 
M A P 16. 
IIID 
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Areas of Dense Population (over 100 persons per square mile) 
The overruling factor here i s the urban influence 
and accordingly the areas of manufacturing c i t i e s stand 
out* T'lese occur i n three main groirps, 
1, The Lower Great Lakes Margin 
The belt of very dense population extending from 
Toledo (Ohio) to Rockford ( I l l i n o i s ) , and including the 
c i t i e s of Toledo, ^ Kalamazoo, South Bend, Joliet and Hookford, 
represents the outer fringe of the Chicago conurbation and 
also forms an ingjortant part of the region of manufacturing 
extending from Detroit to Oliicago, 
2. Central Indiana - West Oehtral Ohio 
TMs belt of high density was orientated again 
east-west along an axis of large manufacturing c i t i e s , 
Columbus, Dayton, Springfield, Hamilton, Richmond and 
Indianapolis. 
Between the two axial lines of dense pop\ilatlon 
dominated by large c i t i e s was an area of North East Indiana 
and North West Ohio i n which thte population TO6 consistently 
dense and contain^dmany large manufacturing c i t i e s , as 
Fort Wayne and Terre Haute, In addition this area hsd 
a dense rural population including a large non-farm 
element connected with the urban centres. This however 
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was more exclusively agricultural i n economy* than the two 
zones described above. 
3. Central I l l i n e i a 
A further area of dense population though much 
le s s well-defined existed i n Central I l l i n o i s from the 
Wabash to the Mississippi but separated from the Chicago 
conurbation by an area of lower population density. 
Again this was due to the distribution of large towns on 
the I l l i n o i s prairie which are outliers of the manufacturing 
regions to tlie east but are more specifically regional 
centres for the agricultural prairie. The chief centres 
are Davenport, Rook island, Springfield, Peoria and 
Decatur. Here the map i s misleading i n that the urban 
population increased the density of the counties i n which 
they are located and between the prairie towns were large 
rural areas with a density of less than f i f t y per square 
mile. The situation was i n fact essentially a pattern of 
regional centres overlying a prairie area of low population 
density i n Central I l l i n o i s unlike the case i n Indiana end 
Ohio where a large number of small towns increased the 
overall density to above 50 par square iolle. The I l l i n o i s 
prairies ere i n fact a transitional stage to the contrasted 
conditions west of the Mississippi. 
h* Reginrial fiantrfln Wfiflt nf thfl MlnRlnRlppl 
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West of the Mississippi areas of dense population 
were restricted to the vicinity of the large regional 
centres, which occur at eve^ increasing distances apart 
westwards sand southwards from the Mississippi, Zn 
particular ^[ansas City and Omaha stood out with Des Moines 
and St, Joseph followed by a large number of smaller centres. 
Areas Low Population Density (less than 50 per square mile) 
Virtually a l l the area of the Oorn Belt west of 
the Mississippi had a low population density. In fact 
the same was true of large areas of the I l l i n o i s Prairies. 
Two ayeas of a relatively higher density (over 21) and 
two of a relatively lower density (under 21 per square 
mile) were notsible. 
The whole of Iowa and South West tlinnesota had a 
density of from 2 1 - 5 0 persons per square mile except 
where large regional centres increased the density i n 
individual counties. Secondly, the density of popiUation 
I n the Missouri Valley was less consistently higher tlian 
21 persons per square mile and also had regional centres 
which increased the population density I n isolated counties. 
I n contrast with this, the area north of the Missouri River 
i n Missouri, and west of the Missouri Valley i n Kansas, 
Nebraska and South DiaOcota had an incredibly low density 
Of under 21 persons per square mile. 
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I t i s obvious that the distribution of tB?ban 
population i s the chief determinant of overall density over 
large areas of the Corn Selt. Accordingly I n Msp 17 urban 
centres of more than 10,000 population have been excluded 
i n order to shov more r e a l i s t i c a l l y the variations i n 
density that exist beneath the urban net. Towns of 
less than 10,000 inhabitants have been Included as being 
agricuituTal centres rather than having significant 
industries and since their effect on overall density i s 
less significant. 
In Map 1*7 rather similar density zones appear 
though with an overall reduction i n values to a more 
r e a l i s t i c level* The influence, of large towns was s t i l l 
apparep.t and i t I s suggested that this Influence was exerted 
throu^ the rural non-farm population concentrated In tlie 
v i c i n i t i e s of the large towns* Essentially the samo density 
zones emerge but further detail can be added. In the 
relatively dense population zone of Western Ohio and Indiana 
two significant areas of low density, 26 - 50 persons per 
square mile, were prominent. F i r s t l y , the divide between 
the Miami and Scioto Valleys of Ohio and secondly the 
T i l l Plain of forth West Indiana. The map also suggests 
that the entire extent of Iowa and I l l i n o i s mig^t be 
considered as one density zone with a density of 26 - 50 . 
persons per square mile and only Isolated centres of 
higher density. Moreover the Missouri Valley belonged 
MAP 17. 
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to this same density zone with a rapid shading off westwards 
to less than 10 persons per square mile. 
SUMMARY AND CQNOLgSIGHB 
A consideration of the distribution and density 
of population with reference to the regions of the Com 
Belt i n 195Q has suggested the following conclusions, 
1, The population of the Corn Belt was unevenly 
distributed between the coraponent regions both with respect 
to the geographloal regions and also i n relation to the 
major variations i n types of agriculture. In particular 
there was a contrast between the heavy concentration of 
population i n the East Central Lowland^ Lower .Great Lakes 
and Lower Ohio Valley, and the much less numerous population 
of the Upper Missouri Valley, The West Central Lowlai^ 
occupied an intermediate position between a more populous 
eastern sector and less popiilous western sector. This 
general regional contrast i s readily explained i n relation 
to differing economic conditions. In particular the 
heavy concentration I n the East Central Lowland and Lower 
Oreat Lakes was related to the fact that located In these 
regions were parts of three major industrial belts,the 
Chicago Oomirbation, the South Michigan and the Indiana-
Ohio manufacturing zones with a consequent degree of 
urbanisation, Gsnaller amount of population i n the 
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I ^ e r Missouri Valley was related to a coiqparativs absence 
of large industrial towns and the existence of an extensive 
form of agriculture. 
2* As a oonsequance of this contrast between 
dn urbanised eastern sector i n which industry was significant 
and the more exclusively agricultural western and central 
Bectoii?s there was a stj?6ng tendency for the proportion of 
urban population to exceed rural population i n the eastern 
regions and a less pronounced tendency for rural population 
to predominats i n this central and western regions. The 
fact that the \irban proportion was s t i l l high i n the 
predominantly agricultural regions was due to the distribution 
o;f a small number of very large regional centres at considerable 
intervals i n these regions, as for instance, Des Moines in 
the West Central I.owland, Qmaha i n the tJpper Missouri 
Valley, aiKl Kansas ^ t y i n the Iiower Missouri Valley. 
3. There was a tendency for the rural farm 
and rural non-fam populations to be approximately equal 
i n each region. However the non-farm element varied i n 
significance directly with the size of the urban element 
while the rural farm population tended to have an inverse 
relationship. Thus i n general as the urban proportion 
decreased from east to west so the rural non-farm also 
decreased while the rural farm increased i n the same 
proportion* I t i s proposed that this reflected a 
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functional relationship between the rural non-farm population 
and urban centres of en5)loyment, 
A consideration of the distribution by agricultural 
regions added the following oonclusionB:-
k» Certain relationships between population 
characteristics and type of farming may be suggested. 
For instance i n the Northern Indiana - Southern Michigan 
Livestock and Pasture region a relationship between the 
proximity of large \irban markets and a concentration on 
dairy farming I s su^ested. Conversely, i n the Livestock 
and Cash Oz^n region of the Western Corn Belt margin 
there was an obvious relationship between an extensive 
agriculture and a low rural population density and a high 
proportion of rural fam population* A further relation-
ship i s suggested between a low proportion of rxa?al farm 
population and an intensive meohanised agriculture as for 
instance i n the Cash Corn, Oats and Soybeans region. 
5, I t may be suggested that a hlgbly oonqplex 
series of functional relationsMps exist within tbe 
population geography of the Com Belt, These require 
detailed analysis, 
6. The overall density of p^ulation was con5>aratively 
low i n the Corn Belt, especially when the urban populations 
were excluded from regional analysis. The overall density 
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was highest i n the Eastern Corn Belt even with the exclusion 
of urban centres, and lowest i n the Western Corn Belt, while 
much of the Central Corn Belt had a uniform density of 
2 6 - 5 0 persons per square mile. 
7« The distribution of urban popiilation was 
the chief Influence on population density as i t exerted 
a strong Influence on rural non-farm density also. 
8. The rural farm density was extremely low and 
was influenced by the characteristics of agriculture, though 
a more detailed analysis of these relationships i s necessary. 
I t may be suggested i n fact that there was a different 
distribution and density range for each of the three 
residential groups, urban, rural farm and rural non-farm 
and further detail i s necessary both to indicate these 
charaoteristies and the causative factors Involved. This 
i s attercpted i n a later chapter after the demographic 
mechanics concerned have been analysed. 
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S E C T I O N TWO 
THE 8TRUGTUBE OF THE POPULATION OP THE CORN BELT 
The f i r s t section has attempted to provide a 
control for the detailed study of the population of the 
Corn Belt by considering the implication and relevance of 
the appropriate census definitions and the provision of 
consistent sub-divisions for spatial analysis. The sub-
division into geographical regions was expanded i n more 
detail so as to form a comprehensive reference framework 
as well as to indicate the major contrasts i n the 
environmental and economic background. The evolution of 
the population geograpliy of the Corn Belt from the frontier 
period until 1900 was described. Finally, a brief chapter 
indicated the major contrasts i n population distribution 
and density at the latest census. 
I t i s the purpose of this second section to 
anisjyse the structure of the population of the Corn Belt 
from those standpoints which shed light on the qualitative 
and quantitative dmpoBition, Accordingly the detailed 
cultural composition has been suianarlsed i n relation to 
causative factors. Secondly, the employment structure lias 
been summarised and the spatial variations i n occupational 
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functions described. Finally the age, sex and marital 
structure has been analysed as a dynamic factor i n the 
evolution of the Corn Belt, 
I n particular these elements have been shown to 
be inter-related and w i l l be examined i n relation to the 
total pattern of population distribution and density i n 
the Corn Belt* In addition certain characteristics of 
population structure of an individual nature have been 
examined for their i n t r i n s i c interest. 
C H A P T E R F I V E 
THE CULTURAL 0QJ#03ITI0N OF THE CORN BELT POPULATION. 1950 
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C H A PT E R F I V E 
THE OULTimAL COMPOSITION OP THE CORN BELT POPULATION. 1950 
The oomplex cultural eon?)08ltion of the Corn Belt 
population i s a consequence of i t s history of occupation 
and population growth and especially i s a result of the 
se t t l i n g i n the Corn Belt of a large number of foreign 
iniQigrants.^  Something of th i s hackground has heen indicated 
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i n Chapter Three. I t i s the purpose of this present 
cliapter to analyse i n de t a i l the characteristics of the 
cultural composition of the Corn Belt i n 1950, to describe 
the diatrihution of the cultural groups and to assess the 
significance of the various cultural groups i n determining 
the overall pattern of population distrihution and density. 
As a starting point i t i s necessary to consider 
some of the relevant census definitions and to indicate the 
relationship hetvireen the foreign-horn cultural elements and 
past immigration into the Corn Belt. 
55* Vide Chapter Three. "The Peopling of the Com Belt", 
pp. 83-90 
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1* The Definition of Oultiiral Sroupa 
I n d e t a i l t h ^ <sultural composition of the Corn 
Beit i s 00 corapiex that aom generalisation i s unavoidable» 
and i n fact many of the census definitions are generalised 
to som© extent. I n general four niajor cultural groups, 
distinguished i n the census reports, nay be recognised. 
( 1 ) Vffiite Population 
(a) Native-Born 
Any persons "bom i n the United States or any 
of i t s t e r r i t o r i e s i s counted as a native, as i s any person 
"born ahroad "but of American parents. The smell number of 
persons for whom place of b i r t h was not reported were assumed 
i n the 1950 Oensus to be native born. 
(b) Poreig^-Born 
Persons l i v i n g i n the United States who were 
not born i n the United States and i t s t e r r i t o r i e s . 
(2) l^egro 
I n addition to full-blooded negroes this category 
includes a l l persons of mixed negro and white parentage. 
56. ffor f u l l definitions of cultural groups. Vide U.S. Bureau 
of the Census, Census of Population, 1950, Vol. ii. 
'^Characteristics of the Population". Introduction, 
section on 'fiace and Colour'. 
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(3) Other Races 
A l l persons who are neither white nor negro, 
irrespective of whether they were horn i n the United States 
or not, are included i n this category. No scientific 
meaning attaches to the word * race J i n the census i n terms 
of biological stock and some categories obviously refer 
to national groups. Similarly 'colour* i s not a scientific 
term but i s used to f a c i l i t a t e a meaningful division into 
'white* and honvrfiite* groups. 
These four basic groups can be further sub-
divided by c r i t e r i a of race, nationality and residence to 
give a r e a l i s t i c and cooiprehensive breaMown as indicated 
below:. 
THE MAJOR CULTURAL (glOUPS OP THE CORN BELT IN 1950 
TOTAL POPULATION 
OTHER RACES 
I 
RACE 
Urban""Rurai ^Rural Non-Pam Farm 
NEGRO WHITE 
Urban Rural Rural 
Farm Kon-Pari 
Urban' 
NATIVE 
Rural Rural 
Farm Non-f-Parm 
POREIfflT-BORN 
1 
Comtr.V of Birth 
I 1 \ 
Urban Rural Rural Non-
Farm Farm 
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Some further conanents are necessary concerning the 
•Poreign-Born White* group. Although our interest i s i n 
the 1950 situation the picture i s not static and the 
present characteristics must be viewed i n relation to 
causative factors of the preceding decades. I t must be 
remembered that the foreign-^born white element essentially 
represents Immigration into the Corn Belt of persons born 
outside the United States and the t o t a l foreign-bom white 
element reflects the scale of this iranigration over the past 
f i f t y or more years. The present t o t a l foreign-born white 
population does not represent the exact t o t a l inuiigration 
of the past f i f t y years since several significant elements 
are not enumerated. 
(1) Those inanigrants who died since their arrival 
i n the Corn Belt and who are therefore not enumerated i n 
the 1950 census. 
(2) Those immigrants to the Corn Belt who have 
lat e r migrated to other regions of the United States. 
(3) The children of foreigi-born whites born 
subsequent to their a r r i v a l i n the United States and therefore 
enumerated as Native Miite, although culturally they should 
more r e a l i s t i c a l l y be considered, i n the f i r s t generation 
at any rate, as a foreign element. 
Assuming a normal l i f e expectancy and the fact 
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that the vast majority of the foreign-born white would have 
been i n their early middle years when they emigrated from 
their home nations the t o t a l foreign-bom white population 
i n 1950 represented the nuniber of white people who were 
bom abroad who have migrated to the Com Belt since 
approximately 1900 with the exclusion of those who died 
before the 1950 enumeration* I t i s obvious that the 
addition to t h i s t o t a l of children born to foreign-bom 
white parents i n the United States (and therefore native-
born) would further increase this t o t a l . I t must also 
be appreciated that the descendants of some of the earlier 
19th century foreign immigrants s t i l l preserve their 
oult\iral characteristics often as communities, serve as 
fo c i for the current imml^fants of the same nationality. 
To summarise, i t I s apparent that the category of 
* foreign-born white* may well represent only part of the 
greater cultural group i n which individual national cultures 
may persist through three generations of ancestors, 
conten^oraries, and children^ of which only the middle 
generation i s enumerated as f o r t i ^ - b o r n white by the census. 
However, this does not invalidate the category 
since the * foreign-born white* category as defined i n 1950 
does include the vast majority of the ^ nblte immigrant 
cultural gpoxxp and I t i s l i k e l y that the children of 
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immigrants born i n the United States w i l l i n their l i f e tini8 
become assinillattjd Americans, thus justifying their 
categorisation as native-bom white. 
The population of the Com Belt i n 1950 was by 
no mesne equally divided between the main cult\iral groups 
as defined above. A l t h o u ^ there was a diversity of 
cultural elements to be foimd i n the Corn Belt, i n terms 
of relative prepondea?ance there was remarkable homogeneity, 
with 9k»^% of the t o t a l popiilation being native-bom wiiite. 
I n every region the native white element exceeded 90% and 
the highest proportion, 95*9% was found i n the heart of 
the Corn Belt I n the West Central Lowland. I t i s obvious 
that any discussion of the characteristics of the native 
white group would not d i f f e r from that of the t o t a l 
population and accordingly the emphasis i n this chapter 
i s on the characteristics of the 5.9^ of the t o t a l population, 
almost exactly one soillion persons, who were not native 
white and who con5>riBed the minority cultural groups of 
the Com Belt. The regional distribution of these groups -
foreign-bom white, negro and other races i s indicated i n 
Tables 27p 28 and 29 and il l u s t r a t e d by Map 18. 
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TABEB 29 
PROPORTIONAL DISTRIBPi'ION OF POPULATION BY QKOCgtAPHICAL REGIONS 
" ' BY INDIVIDUAL CULTURAL CmOUPS, 
Geoflgaphioal Regions Native Foreipin- Negro Other 
White Born White Races 
30.0 17.8 U3.5 11.5 
2U.5 21.7 11.5 13.9 
15.3 23.2 5.3 52.9 
8.8 7.5 22.4 11.4 
7.U 9.5 o.u 2.1 
2.9 0.6 4.2 0.5 
11.1 19.7 12.7 7.7 
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
East Central Lowland 
West Central Lowland 
Upper Missouri Valley 
Lower Missouri Valley 
Vpper Missouri Valley 
Lower Ohio Valley 
Lower Great Lakes 
TOTAL CORN BELT 
Source: Calculated from Table 27 above 
i* Regional Distribution of Foreign-Born White Population. 1950 
The Foreign-born white gcoMp numbered 453»059 
persons i n 1950, some 2.8^ of the t o t a l Cora Belt popoilation 
(Table 27 and 28). Table 29 showing the relative distribation 
iz»iioates that there was considerable variation i n the 
regional distribution of the foreign-born laMte element. 
The Upper Missouri Valley liad the highest 
nuniber of foreign-born white and had the highest proportion 
of the t o t a l population i n this group. 
In terms of the preponderance of foreign-bom 
M A P I8 . 
IT in U 
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white i n the t o t a l population, the Lower Great Lakes led 
with k*% in 1950. Moreover despite i t s relatively small 
size the Lower (llreat Lakes Region had almost 20^ of the 
t o t a l foreign-bom white population* 
The fact that this group i s * foreign-born' 
implies diffuse origins and often the caily a f f i n i t y i s 
r a c i a l . The treatment of the national groups within the 
foreign-bom white category i s more r e a l i s t i c , since 
language and cultures d i f f e r enormously and especially 
as there are contrasted distributions on a national basis. 
I n a later section therefore, the detailed analysis of the 
characteristics of the foreign-born white i s attempted on 
a nationality basis, by country of origin. 
2. Regional Distribution of Negro Population. 3950 
I n relation to the national distribution of 
negro population the Corn Belt was situated outside the 
major areas of concentration. Nevertheless the negro 
population of the Corn Belt exceeded half a million i n 1950 
and represented 3«1% of the t o t a l population. I n relation 
to the national proportion of 10% this figure indicates 
the lesser significance of the negro element i n the Com Belt. 57 
57. Vide Oalef, W.C., and Selson, H. J., »*The Distribution of 
Negro Population i n the United States". Qeopcraphical 
Review, Volume l|.6, 1956. 
131. 
Within the Corn Belt there were remarkable 
regional variations. A particular feature was the concentrat-
ion of negro population i n the East Central Lowland and 
Lower Great Lakes Regions, Mrt.th 43.5?5 and 12.75? of the 
t o t a l negro population (Table 29). A second concentration 
was located i n the Lower Missouri Valley, with 22,h% of 
the t o t a l negro population. 
I t i s necessary to draw attention to three 
other large concentrations of negro population a l l urban, 
and a l l peripheral to the Corn Belt, but which exerted an 
influence on the distribution of negro population within 
the Corn Belt. These were Chicago (590,000 negroes i n 
1950), Detroit (574,000) and St. Louis (205,000). 
The negro population I s , for racial and 
social reasons,', the most distinctive minority cultural group 
of the Corn Belt, and the economic and human implications of 
this are far-reaching. Accordingly the characteristics 
of the negro popxaation have been analysed i n some detail i n 
the f i n a l section of this chapter. 
3. Other Races 
This category v i r t u a l l y represents the remnants 
after the native v * l t e , foreign-born white and negro have been 
eliminated. I t i s essentially oriental but few details were 
132. 
given i n the census volumes. The only national groups 
indicated were Chinese, Japanese and Indian. I n t o t a l the 
58 •6ther races' category i s not significant i n the Com Belt. 
The t o t a l figure of 19,06U was only equivalent to that 
of a small Corn Belt town and was less than 1% of the 
t o t a l poptilation i n the belt i n 1950. 
Accordingly the category i s considered too 
insignificant to warrant detailed analysis and i n the 
remainder of this chapter the detailed cliaracteristies 
of the foreign-born white and negro elements have been 
examined. 
The Detailed Distribution of Poreign-Born White Population 1950 
The distribution of cultural groups has been 
shown to have two aspects; f i r s t l y the absolute distribution 
of a particular group, and secondly the proijortlonal 
d i s t r i b u t i o n relative to other population groups. These 
two aspects are examined separately below. 
(a) The Absolute DlstRibution 
Map 19 shows the distribution of foreign-bom 
white population by the dot method. A single dot represents 
58. I n fact the Corn Belt stands out i n the United States as 
an area of re l a t i v e l y honogeneous racial composition. 
Vide Hartdioi^M«, **Racial Maps of the United States". 
Geographical Review, Volume 28, 1938. A coii5)arison of 
the Com Belt. 
M A P 19. 
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100 persons while the shaded counties contained more than 
7,000 persons most of whom were resident i n one c i t y , as 
tabiaated i n Table 30 below. 
TABLE 30 
FOR I I ^ - & § % : ^ FOREIQH-BQRN WHITE IN "^^^ ^ ^OUNTIES CONTAINING OVER 7.000 
STATE COUNTY CITY TOTAL FOREIGN-BORN WHITE 9S OP 
IN COUNTY IN CITY TOTAL IN gjipy 
Ohio Lucas Toledo 23,116 22,592 96.2 
Ohio Franklin Oolunibus 13,750 12,740 92.7 
Ohio Montgomery Dayton 10,750 10,735 99*9 
Micshlgan Kalamazoo Kalamazoo 7,109 7,109 100.0 
Indiana St.Joseph South Bend 13,699 12,184 89»1 
Indiana Marion In^aan-
apolis 10,897 10,007 92.1 
I l l i n o l a Rock Rook Island 8,977 6,046 67.3 
Island (1) 
I l l i n o i s W i l l Joliet 10,218 4,893 47.9 
Iowa Polk Des Moines 7,481 6,728 89.9 
Nebraska Douglas Oraaka 18,695 17,304 92.9 
Missouri Jackson Kansas City 17,477 15,836 90.6 
Kansas Wyandotte Kansas City 5,598 4,731 84.8 
Source; Calculated from U.S. Bureau xst t l s Census, Census of 
Population, 1950, Vol. 11. Characteristics of 
Population. Tdble 34 and 42. 
(1) Including Moline Urban. Area 
Map 19 indicates that outside.the large 
c i t i e s there was a f a i r l y regular absolute distribution of 
foreign-bom white population througliout the Com Belt, with 
one ma;)or exception, the south-central portion of the Corn 
Belt extending into Kansas, but matinly i n Missouri. I n 
fact t h i s area had sm overall low density of population and 
the relative significsance of foreign-bom white population w i l l 
13U. 
be shown to be not unduly low. 
Prom Table 30 i t i s evident that the highest 
conoentrations of a l l were i n counties containing the largest 
p i t i e s of the Corn Belt, and i n fact i n most oases more than 
905S of the t o t a l foreign-bom MAiite was resident i n one 
large c i t y . The twelve counties enumerated i n Table 30 
contained lU7ti*03 persons, 32.5^ of the t o t a l foreign-bom 
^'yhlte. 
I n general terms the foreign-born wMte 
population was distributed more densely i n the northem 
than southern sections of the Corn Belt and a th i r d of the 
t o t a l was resident i n twelve cities* Individual concentrations 
i n 1950 were located i n the Lower Great Lakes Regions and 
i n the Bast Central Lowland and Central I l l i n o i s i n oounties 
containing large towns. A more even distribution occurred 
i n the Upper Missouri Valley and West Central Lowland with 
the exception of the lU'ban concentrations noticed, of 
which Omaha and Kansas City were the most significant i n 1950. 
(b) The Relative Distribution 
Map 20 indicates the relative significance 
of foreign-born white population as a factor i n i t s 
distribution. Porei^i-born white population i s shown as 
a percentage of t o t a l population, again on a county basis. 
M A P 20. 
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This ehows some contrasted features when coii?)ared with Map 19» 
Prom ife^ 20 I t i s apparwt that the relative 
dista?lhutlon of foreign-horn white population was extremely 
t^neyen. I n particular the Upper Miesouri Valley was 
prominent i n 1950 as the major relative concentration cf 
foreign-born white population* The majority of the counties 
i n t h i s region had more than h% and many more than 6% of 
th e i r population as foreign-horn white i n 1950. 
A second concentration took the form of a 
linear "belt extending east-w«»st from South Bend, Indiana 
to Rock Island, I l l i n o i e y including many of the large towns 
within the Chicago hinterland. South of these two zones 
of concentration there was a marked and almost uninterrupted 
decrease i n the proportion of foreign-horn white poptilation. 
Most of the southern and central sections of the Corn Belt 
had a proportion of less than Zi7% and much had less than 
1% of i t s population as forelgi-horn white. I t i s s i g n i f i -
cant that the Sast Central Lowlands and Lower Missouri Valley 
had the lowest proportion of foreign-horn white population 
despite the large absolute numbers of foreign-born white i n the 
to?ms« 
Summary of Distributional Characteristics 
1. Although i n terms of absolute numbers 
there was a high concentration of foreign-bom white 
136. 
population 2Ln the iirban areas of the East Central Lowland, 
Lower Great Lakes and I n the large citiea of the Corn Belt 
i n terms of the proportional dietrihutlon the most 
significant ooncentrations occurred i n 1950 I n the predomin-
antly rural Upper Missouri Valley. 
2. There were contrasts i n the significance 
of foreign-horn white population i n individual urhan centres. 
Whereas Zndianapolis» Dayton and GolucOnis have h i g ^ absolute 
figures hut low proportionate values, the c i t i e s of the 
Lower Great Itakes have high concentrations of foreign^horn 
white hoth ahsolutely and relatively. 
3. There was no consistent relationship 
between absolute and relative distributions. 
Two variables may be suggested as 
influencing the distribution of foreign-bom white population; 
f i r s t l y the contrasted distribution of individual national 
groups, and secondly, the concentration of foreign-born 
vThite population i n towns. These two conditions are 
therefore analysed i n further detail* 
National Origins of the Foreign-Born White Population. 1950 
A study of the national origins of the 
foreign-born white population i s desirable for three main 
reasons. 
137. 
f i r s t l y i t i s important to know from which 
countries the foreign-born white population has come from i n 
order tO appreciate the cultural intact of the diverse 
languages, religions and traditions involved* 
Secondly, the distribution of the individual 
groups i s a factor determining the degree to wMch coherent 
naticmal groups have survived. 
Thirdly, the d i f f e r e n t i a l distribution of 
national groups i s a factoj? influencing the overall regional 
variations i n the distribution of foreign-born white 
population. 
The regional distributions of selected 
are 
nationalities/shown i n Tables, 31 # 32 and 33« Table 3 i 
indicates the actual values. Table 32 indicates the 
regional values as a proportion of the t o t a l foreign-born 
v/hite,, and Table 33 shows the proportionate regional 
di s t r i b u t i o n of the individual nationalities. 
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From Table 32 i t i s obvious that the major national 
groups were Shiropean and especially, West European. In 
fact almost 60% of the t o t a l foreign-born white were 
natives of the B r i t i s h Isles, Canada, Germany, Scandinavia 
and the Netherlands. These groups had the widest regional 
dist r i b u t i o n and although other nationalities had local 
significance none were so numsrous or so widespread i n 
the Corn Belt i n 1950. 
(1) Germany 
I n 1950 there were almost 100,000 German-born 
persons resident i n the Corn Belt, the largest individual 
national group, forming 21% of the foreign-born white 
element. The highest proportion of this t o t a l was located 
i n the Upper Missouri Valley wlthaome 26%, and i n the 
West Central Lowland, 25*6%. The other major concentrations 
were 18.3% i n the East Central Lowland and, more ln5)resaive, 
13*3% i n the Great Lakes Region despite i t s enaller size. 
(2) Scandinavia 
i n 1950 there were over 70,000 persons resident 
i n the Corn Belt of Scandinavian origin, some 15.^ of the 
t o t a l foreign-bom vsMte. I n absolute terns the regional 
distribution was much more irneven than the German element 
and there was a heavy concentration i n the We«t Central 
Lowland, 27.8% of the t o t a l , and the Upper Missouri Valley 
with 39.6%. From ^ able 32 i t i s obvious that the 
1U2. 
Scandinavian eleiaent was dominant i n the northern and 
western regions of the Com Belt. 
(3) B r i t i s h Isles 
I n 1950, 11.2% of the foreign-born white population 
was of B r i t i s h Isles origin, with the Elnglish and Welsh 
proportion being roughly three times as large aa the 
Scottish and the I r i s h i n a l l regions but the Ohio Valley, 
where the Scottish proportion was rather higher. There 
was a consistent regional distribution of the four 
nationalitiesJ i n a l l cases there was a heavy concentration 
m the East and West Central Lowlands and i n the Lower 
Great Lakes with a marked decrease westwards and northwards. 
{k) Canada 
I n 1950 the Canadian element formed 6% of the t o t a l 
foreign-born white population. There was a f a i r l y regular 
distribution throughout the eastern and central sectors 
of the Corn Belt with the exception of a marked concentration 
i n the Lower Great Lakes Regions > that i s closest to the 
Canadian border, with 29«3^ of a l l the Canadian-born 
population and Sfo of the t o t a l foreign-bom white population 
of that region. 
(5) Netherlands 
The population of the Com Belt of Netherlands 
ori g i n i n 1950 amounted to 3»S% of the t o t a l foreign-bom 
1U3. 
white. There was a marked concentration i n the Upper 
Missouri Valley with U0»2% of a l l the Netherlands population, 
though this represented only 6.1% of the t o t a l foreign-
born white of that region. 
(6) CHher Nationalities 
The coiiplete l i s t of nationalities represented 
i n the foreign-bom liiMte population i s probably over 
t h i r t y , of which twenty f i v e were l i s t e d i n the-census 
vpluaes* From Table 32 i t i s apparent that the seven 
nationalities selected accounted for over 50% of the 
t o t a l foreign-born white i n a l l but the most urban regions. 
Accor-dingly two further lines of research have been 
followed. F i r s t l y , more detailed consideration of three 
most significant nationalities numerically, the German, 
i s necessary 
Scandinavian and B r i t i s h I s l e s / since these three groups 
exerted the greatest influence on the overall density of 
foreign-born white. Secondly there are obvious indications 
that the most complex distributions are associated with 
the larger iirban centres and this also w i l l be examined 
i n d e t a i l , 
Matribution of German-Born White Population. 1950 
I t has been noted that ^ he GermanTborn section 
represented the largest national group of foreign-born 
white i n the Corn Belt and i n 1950 niraibered 95,157 or 
2 1 . 0 ^ of the t o t a l foreign-born white population. Moreover 
i t must be remembered that the descendents of German parents 
represented a far larger number and many of these preserved 
a German culture and often fom^d significant cultural 
groups i n c i t i e s . Because of their numerical significance 
much research has been attempted on German inmiLgration 
and the moBt useful reference work on the Middle West i s 
• KQ.' 
that of H.B* Johnson and the reader i s referred to this 
work for a suoraary of the phases of German immigration and 
the detailed factors of iocation. However there have 
been significant changes since the publication of her 
research and a further analysis i s now called for and i s 
attempted below. 
ThemcwQtient of Qerraan^born popiaation into the 
United States was a feature of. the 19th century and 
especially of the l a t t e r half of the I9th century. I n 
1900 the t o t a l German born population i n the U.S. was 
2,666^990p the largest total, ever r e c o r d e d . O f this 
1900 t o t a l , 1,1+61,603 lived i n a crescent consisting of the 
Missouri and Mississippi Valleys, to the mouth of the Ohio 
Valley, the southern shores of the Great Lakes, Central 
59 . Joila55sca, H.B« , "The Location of German Immigrants i n the 
Middle West". Annals of the Associat ion or American 
Geographers, Vol. XU, 1951* 
60. The figure for 19i^0 was 1 ,237 ,772 , according to the 
"St a t i s t i c a l Abstract of the United States. 1950". 
Washington D. C. -) 95-), 
1U5* 
Wisconsin and back to the Mississippi and Minnesota 
valleys; that la i n the region of the Middle West 
and largely within the present Com Belt. The f i r s t 
German born moved into Ohio and Indiana after 1880, 
Missouri after 1820, I l l i n o i s i n the I830*s, Iowa and 
Micihigan i n the I8l4.0*e and Minnesota, Nebraska and Kansas 
i n the early years of the iSSOVs* The early movement 
was concentrated on the river valley^ partly because 
these were the established river and canal routes, and 
also because they were the location of existing towns 
i n which employment was available. The largest volume 
of German InBnigration was i n the l a t t e r l i a l f of the 
19th century when the railroad began to assume more 
significance. Essentially the bulk of the immigrants 
were farmers practising a corn-livestock economy on the 
better western lands cjf the Corn Belt. I n 1900 there were 
three major areas of concentration withlntliis Corn Belt. 
( 1 ) The Lower Missouri Valley, with i n particular 
concentration i n St. Louis (58,781) and Kansas City ( I | f 8 l 6 ) . 
( 2 ) South East I l l i n o i s , where Germans had 
arrived to work on the construction of the I l l i n o i s and 
Michigan canal and later settled as farmers on the new 
pr a i r i e lands. \ 
6 1 , Johnson, H.B., Op. C i t . 59 supra p. 4 . 
146. 
(3) The river counties of Eastern Iowa - again 
influenced i n i t i a l l y by anployment i n the towns but lateis 
vhen able to,the immigrants bought land and became farmers. 
Since 1900 there has been conaiLterable modification 
i n th© distribution of GemanHaorn population t h o u ^ i t 
must be emphasised that these areas of early concentration 
s t i l l remain as areas where Gterman culture i s strong. 
5?he detailed distribution of foreign-born white 
population of German origin i s shown by Map 2 1. Counties 
with over 1 ,000 are shaded and the detail of these counties 
i s indicated i n Table 3I+. Prom Table 3k i t i s seen that 
2 1 , 9 6 6 of the German-bom whit© {23*2% of the t o t a l ) was 
located i n sixteen citie s * The t o t a l urban proportion 
was probably very large. However frOm Toble 311 i t i s 
seen that the nuniber of German-born i n the c i t i e s has 
decreased since 1870 and more especially since the peak 
of 1900 when t^e f i v e selected citie s alone had more 
than double the German pc^ixlation of the sixteen present 
major concentrations* 
M A P 21. 
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The reason for this treM i s to be found i n the 
changing pattern of insnigration and the Impact of the two 
world wars. The quota restrictions had less effect than 
the wars i n r e s t r i c t i n g German immigration, but the result 
was a vast decrease i n the anraunt of immigration. However 
th i s does not imply a decrease i n the significance of th« 
German cultural groiQ)» . The children of the 1900 population 
wore registered as native-bom but s t i l l represented a 
continuation of German oultiui'o. I t i& noticeable that a 
comparison of the 1870, 1900 and 1950 figures shows that 
the major concentrations were i n the same urban centres -
Kansas City, Indianapolis, Dayton^ Coluslbiis ani especially 
Toledo. The predominance of theae ci t i e s l a i n part their 
situation i n relation to the routes of Im^gration of 
Germans i n the past and especially since 1900 the develop-
ment of engineering and meat paddLng industries that attracted 
German labour. 
Mjgp 21 indicates that the German-bom population 
of the Corn Belt was widely distributed and these particular 
patterns were apparent; ( l ) East of the Mississippi there 
was a marked concentration i n the towzis and a relatively 
sparse rural distribution. (2) West of the Mississippi 
and laore evenly distributed, though the counties ccaitaining 
c i t i e s stood out. ( 3 ) I t was noticeable that there was 
a sparslty i n the Lower Missouri Valley section of the 
149. 
Qorn This reflected i n part a lower population density 
(and tlierefore the r e l a t i v e significance of German population 
was s t i l l high) and also an absence i n t h i s region of 
large towns. 
The pattern contrasted with the e a r l i e r concentrat-
ions described "by Johnson. The Lower Missouri Valley was 
i n s i g n i f i c a n t i n 1950 with the exception of Kansas City, 
and the concentration of r u r a l German-born population was 
more s i g n i f i c a n t i n the Upper Missouri Valley and the lowan 
P r a i r i e . The concentrations i n South East I l l i n o i s , Eastern 
Iowa and the Lower Great Lakes remained, but w^e almost 
exclusively associated with urban centres. 
Sucaeaary and Ooncl\isions 
(1) Ihe German-bom was the largest national 
grot:^ of the foreign-bom white but was l e s s significant 
raimerically than i n 1900 or even 1870. 
(2) I t was widely distributed over the Corn Belt 
but the urban proportion was high - being i n 16 c i t i e s . 
(3) There have been chan^ps i n the distribution 
with a movement up the Missouri and Mississippi v a l l e y s and 
on the lowan p r a i r i e s , and greater concentration i n towns. 
(i4.) These changes are related to (a) the decrease 
150. 
i n inBiigratlon} (to) the changes i n avallahle employment; 
(o) th© old routes along waterways are no longer i i n p l i d t , 
(5) Howeveap the children of German parents of 
the e a r l i e r migration were registered as native-horn irtiite 
and the inclusion of t h i s gro^p would give a more r e a l i s t i c 
picture of the extent of German culture, 
i?he Soandinavians 
The t o t a l Scandinavian"^orn white popiilation i n 1930 
was 72,158 or 15«9^ of the t o t a l foreign-horn white 
population of the Corn Belt. This figure was l e s s than 
that of Qerraan-toorn hut ranked second i n significance. 
Like the Germans the Scandinavian imnigration has a long 
history and though lees numerous, i n proportion to the 
isopulations of t h e i r home countries the figures were 
extremely high. Moi'eover the contribution "by Soandinavians 
c u l t u r a l l y and the extent to v ^ c h national comnunity 
groups have survived i s also s i g n i f i c a n t . ^ ^ 
Map 22 shows the present distribution of Scand-
inavian-born i n 1950. The shaded counties again represent * 
counties with more than 1,000 persons and these again coincide 
with urban populations. The d e t a i l of these counties i s sliown 
i n Tahl© 35* 
62. Vide for^exanrole. Van.-C3.eef .,."Ihe Finn:in America". oeograpMcelRevlewTvoIume 6, 1914S; 
M A P 22. 
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TABLE 35 
80ANBIHAVIAH-BORH P Q P P L A T I ^ ^ OOONTIES OP OVER 1 .000 AMD IN 
GOtJHTY 
Uinnehaha 
Woodbtu:*y 
jDoug^as 
^adcson 
Polk 
Rock Islafid 
Winne'bago 
c m 
Sioox P a l l s 1U67 
Sioux C i t y 153U 
Okoaha 3183 
Kansas C i t y ( i ) 1235 
^es Uoines 1513 
Sock Isla n d 2219 
Roekford 6Qk7 
17,998 
TOTAL IN CQUHTY TOTAL IN CITY 
903 
1U28 
27U9 
1135 
1298 
1721 
6282 
15»516 
% CITY 
61.6 
93.0 
86 .5 
92.0 
86.1 
77*8 
92.0 
86 .2 
Souree; Calculated from U.S. Bureau of the Census, Census of 
Peculation, Vol. i i . "Characteristics of the Population" 
Tables 314a and k2 a. 
(1) Kansas C i t y i s based on the corrected S.H.A. figures, 
a l l others are figures f or urban places or urbanised areas. 
From Table 35 vpe see that the seven counties with 
more than 1,000 Seandinayian-born had a t o t a l of 17,998 and 
that of t h i s 8 6 . 2 ^ was located i n the seven chief c i t i e s . 
Altogether the 15,516 Scandinavians i n the c i t i e s represented 
21.5?^ of the t o t a l Scandinavian-born white population. Of 
individual c i t i e s Rockford> an outstanding a g r i c u l t u r a l 
engineering centre, had the highest nuniber with 6282 i n 
i t s urbanised area. 
152. 
fhe remaining 78*5% had a very marked distribution 
somewhat s^re wfll-^efined than that CKt the German element. 
The Vast proportion of the Scandinavian element was 
CQilc$»ntrated l a the north western section of the Corn Belt 
and thisr^ was a marked decrease southwards and to a l e s s e r 
extent eastwards* The following heavy concentrations were 
notable, 
1. The Bock r i v e r Valley p r i n c i p a l l y Vinnebago 
county centred on Rockf ord. 
2. The Chicago frixtge i n I l l i n o i s and to a l e s s e r 
extent i n Indiana. 
3. West Central I l l i n o i s e specially Rook Island, 
Molino, Galesburg and Peoria. An area of intensive agriculture. 
km The Korth West p l a i n s of Iowa. 
5* The Upper Uiaspuri Valloy especially the inter** 
fltives of the Sioux and Missouri Rivers. 
6o The tributary headwaters of the Mississippi, 
e s p e c i a l l y the Minnesota i n the South Dakota and Minnesota 
seotions of the Corn B e l t . 
153. 
Siirmaary and Oonclusions 
1. The Scandinavian element was the second most 
s i g n i f i c a n t national group and had 15»95iS of the t o t a l foreign-
bom white i n 1950. 
2. Unlike the German there was l e s s concentration 
i n the towns, especially i n the eastern towns. 
3. The d i s t r i b u t i o n was much more d i s t i n c t i v e and 
was e s s e n t i a l l y a northern and western dist r i b u t i o n with a 
secondary concentration i n the Upper Mississippi Valley and 
Chicago Fringe. 
The Scandinavian element was s t i l l related to 
irataigration history i n that the early Scandinavian settlement 
was i n the west and primarily a g r i c u l t u r a l dating from I86O 
when the eastern sections had been f i l l e d . Migration i n 
the past 50 years appears to have continued to these western 
d i s t r i c t s rather than to the more populous and i n d u s t r i a l i s e d 
eastern sector. 
The B r i t i s h I s l e s 
Foreign-born white of the B r i t i s h I s l e s numbered 
some 50,273 or 11.2^ of the foreign-bom white of the Corn 
Belt* I t i s therefor© the t h i r d largest group but considerably 
smaller than the German. The B r i t i s h element i n the Middle 
West has not been as high proportionately as further east 
and the trend has been for B r i t i s h nationals to decrease 
15k. 
proportionately i n r e l a t i o n to Qeman, and Scandinavian 
nationals, thou^ii t h i s i s l e s s true of I r i s h inmigrants. 
M£<p 23 shows the d i s t r i b u t i o n of foreign white of 
B r i t i s h origin. Counties with over 800 persons are shaded 
and the d e t a i l i s tabulated i n Table 36. 
Table 36 shows that these 13 counties li^d 18»103 
or 36.152 of the t o t a l British-bomt Moreover 86.^ 9$ of these 
l i v e d i n the twelve major c i t i e s - a t o t a l of 15»609 or 
31 #1^ of a l l the British-bom. Moreover examination of 
Map 23 indicates that the highest concentratioiy i n counties 
surrounding the 12 counties with large c i t i e s or with c i t i e s 
themselves,as* i n the Lower Wabash, Rock Island-Davenport, 
Topeka, Lincoln and Rockford. The B r i t i s h populatioh 
therefore tended to be more highly urbanised than the 
Scandinavian ai3& more widely distributed than both the 
Scandinavian and German nationals. I n general i t was 
concentrated i n the central and i^astern aections and the 
following aggloratjratlons were notable. 
1. The towns of Missouri Valley; Kansas City, Omaha, 
Lincoln and Sioux City. 
2. The lowan P r a i r i e centred on Des Moines. 
3. The Mississippi Valley centred on Rock Island. 
k. Central I l l i n o i s centred on Springfield and Peoria. 
M A P 23 . 
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5« tia L0««r Great Lakes aiad Chioago Fringe. 
6. The Loww Wahash Vall«y 
7* Indianapolis^ Dayton and Oolu^tia 
Smaaagy and Otmolusiona 
1. The B r i t i s h aloutnt «a« widely distributed but 
had large urhan ooneentx*ation.s, especiallly i n the Lower Great 
Lakes and l a s t Q^^ntral Lowland. 
Z» The d i s t r i b u t i o n was soere c(»Q>arable to the 
Genaen rathei* than the Scandinavian. 
5. There was a predoainsnt r a t i o of approximately 
two English (and tfelsh) to om each of Scottish ahd I r i s h 
and a consistent ossoeiatien of the th3:^e m t i o n a l groups, 
t h o t i ^ evidence w i l l be sliown below to indicate that the 
I r i < ^ proportion in«a?oased i n th© ux<ban centres. 
ThB FopeignHgogn White population of the Orhan Oeatree of the 
The aggaX-Urhan Distribution of yereijgn-Born lhite> . l 9 y 
The r e g i o m l d i s t r i b u t i o n of the foreign'^om white 
gopolation i n terras of residence i s indicated, i n Table 37 below, 
and i l l u e t r a t e d %s Map 2k* 
M A P 24 . 
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TABLE 57 
REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF FOREIGN-BORN WHITE POPULATION BY 
~ ~ RESIDENCE. 1950 
RURAL RURAL URBAN RURAL RURAL URBAN 
NOM-FARM NOI^ -^ ARM 
East Central Lowland 7,U03 ik,70k 58,673 9.2 18.3 72.5 
West Centsf-al Lowland 18 ,837 27,873 51,U86 18.3 28.1^ 53.3 
Upper Missoui»i Valley 25,U01 30,302 k9,k27 21^.2 28.8 U7.0 
Lower Missoiiri Valley 2,799 3,169 27,668 8.1^  9.5 82.1 
Upper Mississippi 
Valley 6,860 9,U91 26,818 16.0 20.8 63.2 
Lower Ohio Valley 317 6kk 1,881 11.2 22.6 66.2 
Lower Great Lakes 8,799 16,011.7 6k,kS0 9.9 18.0 72.1 
TOTAL CORN BELT 70,U16 102,230 280,U13 16.U 22. U 61.2 
Source: Calculated from U.S. Bureau of the Census, Census of 
Population, 1950, Vol. i i . C h aracteristics of 
•'^^opulation. Table US and U9. 
Table 37 Indicates that i n 1950 of the t o t a l 
foreign-bom white population of the Corn Belt, 619S was urban 
by residence and i n a l l but two regions the proportion was 
much Mgher. Moreover, of the r u r a l proportion of 38.895 
of the t o t a l population the r u r a l non-fam component 
represented 22*1+^  and i n every single region the r u r a l 
non-farm element exceeded the r u r a l farm. From t h i s i t 
deems l i k e l y that a large proportion of the r u r a l population 
was more intimately connected with urban rather than 
r u r a l functions. 
However, there were cert a i n regional variations of 
158. 
which th© following were the mosj notable. 
1. The high urban proportion of the Lower Missoxiri 
Valley was due to the influence of Kansas City and Topeka 
which had 7h% of the forelgh-born white of the region* 
2. The p r i n c i p a l influence on regional variations 
was the d i s t r i b u t i o n of large towns* This adds empliasis 
to the necessity for separate studies of the urban areas 
with large foreign-bom white populatiois since these groups 
vere often related to a p a r t i c u l a r l o c a l i t y rather than 
any regional pattern of distribution. 
3* The Upper Missouri Valley was prominent as 
having the highest r u r a l farm proportion i n i t s foreign-
born white element. Elsewhere the picture was one of urban 
dominance with the non*farm con5>onent dominant i n the 
r u r a l population. 
I n view of t h i s urban dominance i t i s necessary to 
consider the s i t u a t i o n i n the large c i t i e s of the Corn Belt. 
The Foreign-Born White Population of the Urbanised Areas of the 
Corn B e l t . 1950 " ~ 
The t o t a l urban foreign-born white popiilation i n 1950 
was 280,000 of which 186,899 persons were resident i n the 
Urbanised Areas. Detailed information i s only available 
for urbanised areas i n the census VO1UD»S and consequently 
159. 
the analysis i s r e s t r i c t e d to these largest c i t i e s where, 
nevertheless, the most numerous and varied concentrations 
were located. 
The aiDount of d e t a i l available for urbanised areas 
i s substantial and Boms generalisation i s f i r s t necessary. 
IhiB i s attempted i n Table 38 below. 
TeCble 38 i w i i c a t e s that i n terms of to t a l numbers 
Kansas Ci t y and Toledo were almost equal with over 22,000 
foreign-born v ^ t e s . Omaha ranked third with 19,000 but 
after that there was a considerable decline to Columbus, 
Ohio, with 12,000. 
However i n terms of the proportion of foreign-born 
white to t o t a l population Toledo and Kansas City ranked 
only 5th and 13th respectively. Of the towns with very 
large nurnbers of foreign-born white only South Bend and 
Omaha had a h i ^ proportion i n r e l a t i o n to their t o t a l 
population. The highest proportions were found i n the 
intermediate sized urbanised areas with large industries, as 
for Instance Rockford (1C^), Davenport, Rock Island, Moline 
(6.1?S), and Kalamazoo (6.3?S.) 
The detailed n a t i o n a l i t i e s i n the urbanised areas 
are tabulated i n Table 39 for 1950. Table 39, i n the Appendix, 
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i n d i c a t e s seventeen mador n a t i o n a l i t i e s and f a c i l i t a t e s a 
description of the coi^plex composition of foreign-born 
wbdte population and something can be inferred of the 
apparent group association of certain n a t i o n a l i t i e s . The 
major national concentrations are underlined and i t s u f f i c e s 
to summarise the more remarkable concentrations only. 
(a) Scandinavian 
Two remarkable concentrations were located i n 
Eockford with over 6,000 and Omaha with 3>500. 
(b) Netherlands 
There was a concentration of 2,172 i n Kalamazoo, 
a higher t o t a l than i n a l l the remaining urbanised areas combined. 
(o) German 
The l a r g e s t single concentration was 3,760 i n Toledo, 
though 2,000 was exceeded i n many urbanised areas. 
There was an outstanding concentration of 5,915 i n 
South Bend. 
(©) I t a l i a n 
Oolunibus, Rockford, Omaha and Kansas City a l l had 
over 2,000. 
( f ) Canadian 
The largest concentration i n 1950 was located i n 
162. 
foledo with over 2,000* tDhls was related to Toledo's 
situation olo6$ to the Canadian border and on a major route 
"betwe^ the United States and Canada* 
(g) Ozechoslovalcian 
C^ uaha had a t h i r d o^ the t o t a l Czech i n 1930 with 
2,281* 
(h) Hungarian 
South Bend had the highest number with 2,1ii9» Toledo 
had 1,771 and Dayton 1,151* 
(1) U*S*8*R* 
Kansas City had over 2,300 and Lincoln nearly 2,000. 
(3) ^aigoslavia 
Kansas City had 1,299 i n 1950. 
%n addition to the conoentratione of particxalar 
nationalities apparent from Table 39 certain groiQ> assoc-
iations may he inferred. I n particular: 
i* England, Wales, Scotland, Ireland and Canada. 
2* Germany, Poland and Austria. 
3* Gzechoslavalda, D. 3.S.H., Hungary and Yugoslavia. 
k» Scandinavia apd the Hetherlands. 
These s t a t i s t i c a l associations were apparently based 
on l i n g u i s t i c and cultural a f f i n i t i e s and were related also to 
163. 
migration hi3tox>y# 
^sAfle UO "below presdnte a simplication of the 
iafQiTOatlon i n 3?able 39 i n a form euitaljle for cartographic 
representation^ QB i n Uap 2k» 
Map 2k i l l u s t r a t e s the relative t o t a l foreign'4>orn 
white,populations Of the urhanised areas and the proportional 
l>reslEdown hy 4J3dividual nationalities. This forms a suitable 
framework for a suninary of the urhan distribution of the 
mador national groups. 
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SuBgnary of Urban Distribution 
(1) Brl,tish Xalea 
Pcjpulation bom i n ths B r i t i s h Isles was located 
especially i n the larger c i t i e s and more sspeclally east 
of the WfiLbash River* I n the citie s west of the Wabash, 
although the proportion of B r i t i s h to other nationalities 
remaltied hig^ » the actual nunfijers were nnich smaller than 
i n the eastern c i t i e s . The Br i t i s h element was most 
prominent i n these areas which were earliest settled but 
which are now the commercial and industrial nucleus of 
the Corn Belt and form part of an industrial zone extending 
much further east. 
(2) German 
The German element, as the B r i t i s h , was preponderant 
f t I 
i n the eastern sections ot the Com Belt I n 1950» but 
retained more signifioanoe west of the Mississippi than 
A " • 
did the B r i t i s h . 
(3) Scandinavian 
The Scandinavian element had a more localised 
ux^on distribution and there was no concentration of 
Beai^inavlana i n the oltles of the more heavily urbanised 
eastern seotlon of the Com Belt, east of an axis from 
Peoria to Rockford. However, west of this axis there 
were significant urban concentrations, Rockford, Sioux City, 
166. 
and Omaha, a l l located i n the area settled after 1860 and 
i n which Scandinavian immigration played a large part. 
(1^ ) I t a l i a n 
The I t a l i a n element had an irregular tirban 
distribution i n 1950 but was most significant i n the 
largest regional centres. 
(5) Other Western Europe 
This category includes a l l nations of Western 
Europe, with less than k% of the t o t a l foreign'^born white 
population i n a given c i t y . I t represented a small element 
i n a l l the c i t i e s i n 1950 with the exception of the 
significant Dutch concentration i n Kalamazoo* 
(6) Bast European 
The largest concentrations were i n the largest 
and moat industrialised c i t i e s , of which the most prominent 
were Kansas City, Omaha, Toledo and South Bend. 
(7) Canada 
The highest proportions were located i n the 
industrial towne close to the border, especially South Bend, 
Kalamazoo and Toledo* 
The Blstrlbutlon of Hegro Population 
The foreign-born white element has been analysed 
167. 
i n some det a i l since although less numsrous than the negro 
group i t i s nx>ro oos^lex i n view of the diffuse national 
origins* However, scsne attention mast be devoted to the 
d i s t r i b u t i o n of negro pcypulation since the Com Belt has 
some special characteristics i n this respect. ^ ^* 
I n 1950 there were some 515*765 negroes i n ths 
Corn Beit, 3*i% of the t o t a l population. Moreover the 
negro population to a far greater extent than the foreign-
horn whito was localised i n itsdistrihution* 
Map 25 shows the dtstributipn of negro population 
i n 195Q# I n general terms there were concentrations i n th© 
Lower Missouri Valley and to a lesaer extent i n the Lower 
Mississippi Valley, the Kentuolsy section of the Corn Belt, 
and eibove a l l i n the counties containing large cities i n the 
Sast Central Lowland especially i n the valleys of the White, 
Miami and Scioto rivers. With the exception of poUc County, 
Xowa (Des Moines)* and Bpuglas Co., Nebraska (Omaha), the 
whole of the central, nopthem and western sectors of the 
Com Belt were without large nunfljers of negro population. 
63. £Por a recent discussion of the national characteristics of 
Negro Papulation i n the United States, Vide, Taveber, I.B., 
"Migration. Mobility and the Assimilation of the Negro" i n 
"The American Negro at Mid Century'% Population Bulletin, 
XIV, No. 7. November, 1958* 
6k» E'er a more localised study of the social in5)lioations of 
negro mobility within the Middle West Vide Hart, J.P,, 
"A Rural Retreat f o r Negroes". Geographical Review, 
Vol. 50. No. 2. 1960. 
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The concentrations may be summarised separately* 
(1) The Lower Missouri Valley 
The character of the distribution here was 
contrasted between the large urban concentrations of Kansas 
City, St* Joseph and Topeka, and the wider distribution of 
the Missouri Valley below Kaneias City. The torusv concent-
rations were typical of the Corn Belt pattern of the 
concentrations of negroes i n the largest towns. The more 
scattered concentrations of negroes i n the Missouri Valley 
represented an area Of relatively dense negro population 
betwe^en Kansas City and St* Louis and south of the Com Belt 
into the Ozarks* I t i s an area of poorer farming and low 
population density and i n maiiy ways an Intrusion of the 
• south' into the Corn Belt* I t should be remembered also 
that Mlssoijrl was a 'slave* slate> 
(2) The Lower Ohio Valley 
The f i v e Kentucky counties together with the city 
of Evansville, Indiana, form another negro enclave i n the 
Corn Belt which again represents an intrusion of 'southern' 
conditions. The state of Kentucky as a whole had a much 
higher negro proportion and i s significant as an Interim 
abode of negroes migrating towards Chicago and Detroit and 
St. Louis and ^ansas City, and i t Is l i k e l y that Evansville 
and i t s v i c i n i t y i s implicated i n this movement. 
169. 
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(3) The Urban centres of the East Central Lowland 
and Lower Qreat Lakes 
There i s a marked coincidence of urban centres 
and ne^o population i n the East Central Lowland. East of 
the Mississippi every large c i t y had a significant negro 
element. The largest concentrations were found i n the c i t i e s 
of th9 Weibash, VWiite^ Mia^, and Scioto valleys and the cities 
of the Great Lakes margin where they form part of a belt 
extending from Chicago to i)etroit - the terminus of the 
migration referred to i n connection with Kentucky. 
Hhe main conclusion must be that the negro was 
predominantly urban dweller i n the Corn Belt. 899S ©f the 
negro population was included i n the urban classification 
of the census and moreover 63mk% of the t o t a l negro population 
w^ concentrated i n twelve counties containing large cities . 
$he d e t a i l of th i s urban concentration (the shfided counties 
i n Map 25) i s indicated i n Table 41 below. Over 9p^ of the 
population of these coxmties was i n the major c i t y . Two 
vast concentrations i n particular were noticeablej (a) 
l^aneae Qity with Q2g3k2 negroes, and (b) Indianapolis, 
Dayton and Colun3>us with a coizibined t o t a l of 151^069 negroes. 
65. Po? a detailed description of this movement of Negro 
Population end the role of Kentucky as a "clearing ifo^se". 
Vide Coleman, Pryer and Christienson, "Negro Popxalatlon 
of Kentucky at Mid-Century", Kentucky Agricultural 
Experimental Station, Bulletin 6U.3, Lexington, 1956. 
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Further significant features of the distribution of negro 
population can be gained from a consideration ot the relative 
distribution as shown i n Map 26* 
Map 26 indicates that over the greater part of the 
Corn Belt negroes constituted less than 1% of the population. 
This figure was exceeded only i n counties with large urban 
centres and i n two rural areas noted before, Kentucky 
and North Central Missouri. I t can be definitely suggested 
that these represent the cultural fringe of the Com Belt, 
and an Intriision of social characteristics from the 
states of the south* 
I'urther s t a t i s t i c a l evidence of the overwhelming 
urban residence of negroes i s stated i n Table ij2* 
MAP 26. 
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Table 1*2 indicates that for the Corn Belt as a 
whole the urban proportion was 89.09$ while i n a l l but the Lower 
Or^at Lakes the f a m pr(^prtion was less than k%* This 
Idienomenon i s to b© explained by the predilection of negroes 
for urhan ^loyroent with the possibility of higher wages 
than can be earned i n agriculture , the lack of capital 
i n the case of most negroes to finance com belt agriculture, 
and the preference of negroes for urban l i f e wiiere they 
f o m significant geographioal sectors of c i t i e s . 
Suninary and Conclusione 
(1) The negro element was almost exclusively urhan 
(2) The Com Belt l i e s between two areas of greater 
negro population, "between ishicjh there I s a raov^ent t h i o u ^ 
the Eastern Corn Belt. These are a source region to the 
south via Kentucky and a receiving area extending from 
Chicago to Detroit. A further line of movement i s via the 
Mississippi and Missouri Valleys terminating at St. Louis 
and Kansas City. Large nunibers of negroes have settled i n 
towns of the Eastern Corn Belt along these two routes. 
(3) Two: j?ural areas with significant r u j a l negro 
populations were found i n central Missouri and Kentucky 
representing the change over to southern c^iaracteristics. 
(I4.) conditions i n the Corn Belt were not vastly 
different from negro populations outside the south but the 
174. 
high proportion i n urban centres was higher than the national 
average.^ This i n part was due to the nature of the 
agriculture of the Com Belt which i s mechanised, technical 
and h l ^ i l y capitalised. Where conditions result i n a 
less technical form of agrlcultiu?e i n the Ozark Margin 
of Missouri and Kentucky the negro rural population was 
greater and the r u r a l farm element more significant* 
f i n a l l y something should be mentioned of the 
inter-^relation of forel^-bom white and negro groups 
althoiigh they aw separate culturally and dflraographically* 
I t was explained I n Chapter Three that I n the setting up 
of the new states slavery was forbidden except i n Missouri 
which i s the historical background to the relatively small 
nuniber of negroes i n the Corn Belt* I n later days the 
lack i n the labour foroe was f i l l e d with immigrants - that 
i s , foreign^born white. Since the quota restrictions of 1910 
this soiirce of labour has diminished and has been replaced 
by negroes from the south migrating along the routes 
mentioned to f i n d industrial employment i n the towns* 
THE CULTURAL COMPOSITION Off POPUIATICM - SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
1* I n 1950 the overwhelming majority, 91+* 1^. of the t o t a l 
population of the Com Belt was native-born wblte* Only 
987,888 persons belonged to other cultural groups, 3*9^ «f 
the t o t a l * 
66. Vide Calef and Johnson, Op. Clt. 57 supra. 
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2. Of the renaining cultural groups other than native-horn 
white only two were significantj negro with 3.1% and foreigi-
born white with of the total Corn Belt population. 
3. Despite the in f l u x of a large number of foreign-born 
immigrants into the Corn Belt during the early years ©f 
settlemsnt and the twentieth century incsrease i n negro 
aianlgration into the Com Belt i t remains remarkably 
homogeneous r a c i a l l y with over $0% nativeH)orn white i n 
each of the ma^or geographical regions. 
This homogeneity i s attributed to the fact that the 
b\ilk of the foreign immigration eccnirred early i n the 
settlement history, especially i n the twenty years I850 
to I870 so that the f i r s t generation i s now dead and their 
children have been enumerated as native-born white. To 
t h i s extent the r e a l numerical significance of foreign 
cultural elements i s under-enumerated "by the census. 
Secondly, the North West Ordinance prevented the introduction 
of slave l ^ o u r i n t o the Corn Belt and thus i n part accounts 
for the low negro proportion. This l a t t e r circumstanc^e 
was also favoured by the rapid development of a commerical 
agriciilture, highly mechanised and highly capitalised i n 
which there was l i t t l e opportunity for the negro as either 
owner or labourer. Negro concentrations were therefore 
r e s t r i c t s to the * slave* state of Missouri on the rather 
176. 
poorep lands» aM %n. Kentudiy wa&w similar conditions» 
anel, at a ^ 'atliej? latex* a^te* i n the ujftan centres. 
absolute dietribution of foreign-born white population 
has been shown to be quite regular i n the Corn Belt^ with 
BJ^ked concentrations i n the larger c i t i e s . Th» distribution 
i n relation to t o t a l population* however, showed marked 
areal variation i n the relative significance of foreign-* 
bOrn white. I n particular the Missouri Valley and Iowa 
had concentrations of r u r a l £o7?Qtgp.i%m!ft white* 
6» 3?wo factors were shown to be in f l u e n t i a l i n the 
distribution pattern of fdreignHaorn white* F i r s t l y , the 
d i f f e r e n t i a l distribution on a nationality basis and secondly 
the concentrations i n the more iisiustriallsed urban centres* 
7* yho most significant nations of origin were shown to be 
W6St European* IThls i s related to the overall trend of 
imnilgration to the United atates and the fact that the 
dinittigration into the Corn Belt was i n the early West European 
phase* Oerman, Scandinavian and B r i t i s h Zsles elenents were 
shown to be most significant numerically and had distinctive 
distributions which influenced the overall distribution of 
foreign-born istoite i n a small degree. 
8. ZB»3% Of the foreign-born ^ t e was located i n urban 
centres of ^viiXot. the majority was located i n the urbanised 
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areas of the Com Belt> and especially those with linportant 
ilidustriefi. There was opnelderahXe variation I n the 
slgnlfloanoe of the various national groups I n the urban 
eategory. I n particular the Qernian and B r i t i s h Isles 
groups were more urhanised than the Scandinavian and 
the vast majority of East European was urhan I n residence. 
There was also some evldaice of consistent national group 
relationships I n the urbanised areas. 
9f I n 1950 there were just over half a million negroes 
I n the Corn Belt, 3.19S of the t o t a l popxilatlon. The 
dlstr l b u t l p n was highly distinctive Involving two rural 
concentrations» North Missouri and North West Kentuc]<y» 
and concentrations I n the large cities of the Eastern 
Com Belt. Elaewhere the negro element represented less 
than 1% ©f the population of each county. 
10* The reasons for th i s dlstrlhutlon have been sunmarlsed 
already as hi s t o r i c a l and economic I n the case of the rur£il 
areas* Xn the case of the increasing urban concsntrations, 
th i s has been shown to involve a large regional ndgratlon 
of negroes from the south through the Com Belt end which 
appears to date from the Imposition of the Quota Regulations 
on foreign immigration. 
11 . The slgnlfioance of the minor cultural groups I n t o t a l 
d i s t r i b u t i o n and density lias been shown to be negligible, but 
178. 
because the tendency towards eoncentrationt especially i n 
urban centres the social lii5)lications can be of great 
significance, and t h i s i n particular Involves the negro 
66 
rather than forelgn-bom white elements. Zn the oase 
of the eii:^l03n!Qent comppeition however the spatial 
variations i n economic aptivity w i l l be shown i n the 
following chapter to be the major factor effecting 
contrasts i n population distribution, and density i n the 
Corn Belt. This i s eKamlned I n the following chapter 
with reference to the latest census. 
66. Ppr a recently pifbllshed desoription of the detailed distribution of negro p<5pulation and the extent of re-dletribution, vide Hart, J.P. *«The Distribution of Hecn'o 
Population i n the United States;^ Annals o? tJie 
ABBpoiatl^a of Ameripan Gteographere, Vol. 5 0 , Ho.3. 196O. 
C H A P T E R S I X 
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0 H A I* T B H $ I X 
THE EMPLOYMEHT CCaiPOSITION 
Spatial variations i n ea^jloymsnt congjosition exert a 
considerable influence on population siatters since essentially 
they reflect variations I n the characteristics of the economic 
base. Accordingly i t i s the purpose of this chapter to study 
the functional relationship between population characteristics 
and employment structure. I t i s note proposed to study the 
actual occupation structure since this would involve an 
impossible amount of de t a i l and would obscure the relationships 
that are sought. En^loyment conposition i s considered to refer 
to the major ootirponents of the occupational structure, that i s , 
the mam industry groups. The procedure followed was to 
67 . The "industry" groups referred to were agriculture, industry 
and services* This did not correspond exactly with a division 
into primary, secondary and ter t i a r y a c t i v i t i e s . In the case 
of the agricultural category, forestry and fishing occupations 
were Included as a matter of convenience but i n no coimty did 
these a c t i v i t i e s concern iiK>re than 0 . 1 ^ of the labour force. 
I n the industrial group a distinction was made between the 
coiii>rehensive category of industry i n a general sense a i ^ the 
more specific case of manufacturing industry. Accordingly 
"manufacturing" included a l l those activi t i e s concerned 
with the processizii; or manufacturing of durable and non-durable 
goods, whereas "industry" included a l l occi^atlons of an 
industrial nature, such as mining and construction as well as 
the purely fabrlcative industries. Finally "service" 
industry included a l l t e r t i a r y a c t i v i t i e s of which social 
services of administration, education, transportation and 
conaraerce were most significant. Pull details of the 
Introduction, "Occupation, Industry and Class of Worker". 
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provide an overall statement on the characteristics of 
employment status at the last census, iiidicating the major 
d i f f e r e n t i a l s , followed by a descriptipn Pf the spatial 
variations i n the three majpr industry groups, agriculture, 
industry and services and a relating of these distributions 
to variations i n pppulatlon characteristics, particularly 
overall density and distribution. 
1. Characteristics of Employment Status. 1950 
Tsble 1+3 indicates the en?)lpyment status Pf the 
labpur fore© of fp\ir selected Oern Belt states i n 1950. 
There was remarkable xinlformity i n that i n each state the 
t o t a l c i v i l i a n labour force represented between 52 - 5 ^ of 
the t o t a l population over Ik years, while the actually 
employed labour force was from 51 - 53^. 
Table 43 indicates that there were considerable 
variatipns i n emplpyment status pn a residential basis. I n 
particular the ccntrast was between the urbanised states of 
I l l i n o i s and Indiana and the predominantly rural Iowa and 
Nebraska. I n the former states the xirban labour force was 
substantially larger than the r u r a l , while i n the l a t t e r 
states the urban and rural labour forces were approximately 
equal. I t was apparent too that the rural non-farm labour 
force predominated over the r u r a l farm i n the case of I l l i n o i s 
and Indiana, while i n Iowa and Nebraska the ru r a l farm labour 
force was significantly larger than the r u r a l non-farm. 
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i n a l l cases this relative significance of the 
labomi' force by residence was a function ©f the t o t a l 
population of the three residential groups, but liien the 
labour force i s sub-divided pn a basis pf sex further 
cpntrasts emerge. These are shewn i n Table k5 and 
i l l u s t r a t e d by Diagram 8* 
Xn the case ef the t p t a l male labPur fproe the 
prppprtipn pf the tPtal pppulatiPn pver 14 i n the o l v i l i a n 
labPur fprce was cPnstant i n a l l the etates at 80^. I n 
the case of the female labPur force hpwever the proportion 
i n the c i v i l i a n labour force was h l ^ e r I n I l l i n o i s and 
Indiana than i n Iowa and Nebrjaska reflecting the greater 
^iiplpyment opportunities for female labour i n the more 
urbanised states. 
Con^iderlxig the iorban labPur fprce; the male 
prppprtlPii was f a i r l y unifprm at 77 - 81^ of the t o t a l 
male population over 1U, and the female proportion untform. 
at from 32 - 3k^ The major contrasts emerged i n the 
rur a l labour force, where the proportion of females employed 
was significantly higher i n the case of the nen-farm 
element than i n the farm i n each state reflecting the 
smaller ppportunities fpr female eii5)lpyment i n agriculture, 
thpugh related alsp tP the traditienal rple pf females i n 
a farming cprnmunity preoccupied with a larger amount of 
D I A G. 8. 
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domestic commitments. Moreover i f part-time and seasozial 
work were included the proportion of the female population 
emplpyed i n the labour fprpe weuld undoubtably "be higher. 
The characteristics of unen5>loyment can be stated 
b r i e f l y although a thprpugh study cannot be based en t p t a l 
annual figures er figures for ene year since seasonal 
and annual fluctuatlcns i n i^ieniplpyed can be lilgh. 
Hpwever the significance of \memployment and the major 
diff e r e n t i a l s can be Inferred for the selected Com Belt 
States. Map 27 shows the variation i n the unemployment 
rate for the Corn Belt on the basis ©f State Economic 
Areaa. The unemployment rate has been calculated as 
the proportion of the t o t a l c i v i l i a n Isbour force that was 
68 
unemployed i n 1;^ 50 as a percentage. 
Map 27 indicates that i n 1950 the unemplpyed 
rate over naioh of the> Gem Belt was belpw 2.59S, but that 
there was considerable variatlpn. These regloiial variations 
were misleading since, i t , w i l l be shown that i n the Com 
Belt i n 1950 imen^loyment was an overwhelmingly urban 
phenomenon^ and therefore a high urban rate i n a few 
large c i t i e s distorts the rate for the State Econowlui Area 
6 8 . Oalouiated from U.S. Bureau of the Census, Census of Pppulatlpn, 1950, Vplume I I . "OharacteriBtics ef the Populatipn". Table 43. 
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as a whole* Accordingly I t i s essential to study uneii?>loyment 
on a basis of residence i n order to avoid misconception. 
However certain situations do emerge tram Map 27» 
1. A h l ^ unemployment rate of over k^6% was evident i n the 
Lower Wabash Valley and exteming across Southern I l l i n o i s . 
This unemployment was related to a decline i n en^loyment i n 
the Eastern Interior Coalfield. 
2# Onenqoloyment rates were relatively high, 2.6 - 3»595, i n 
the urban centres of the Com Belt. TMs higher rate i s 
a constant feature of urban centres, reflecting especially 
the Influx of labour from rur a l areas seeking eniployment 
and also the greater seasonal and annual variations i n 
employment opportunities i n industry related to variations 
i n business conditloi^. 
3* I n general the Eastern Corn Belt had a h i ^ e r unemployment 
rate than the central and western sectors as a direct result 
of the greater proportion of urbanisation and industry. This 
general picture must be more specifically examined on the 
basis of both residence and race. This i s attenpted i n 
Tables U6, kl and i48 which are sunsnarised i n Diagrams 9 and 10. 
69» Vide Barton, T.P., "Oltiea with a Population Decline i n 
South West Indiana. 19U0 - 1950". ^^oceedings of the 
Indiana Acadenor of Science, 1952, Volume 62, Bloomington, 
Indiana, 1955* 
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D I A C. 9. 
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TABLE k7 
AMOUliT OF UHEMPLOYMEliT IH gEIEOTBD CORH BELT STATES. 1950 
9S Of Total Civilian Labour Force 
Unempl»yed 
I l l i n o i s Indiana Iowa Ifebraska 
Total Unemployed U.0 3.1 1.8 2 .2 
Urban Unemployed 3*5 2*5 1»3 ^•h 
Eural Kon-Parm Unen^oloyed O. U 0.6 0.I4. 0 .7 
Rural Farm Unemployed 0.1 0*1 0.1 0.1 
Source 8 Calculated from Table It6 above 
J^ rom a consideration of Dia£ram& 9 and 10 the following 
conclusions are suggested. Frcmi Diagram 9:* 
i* The absolute incidence of unemployment was much higher 
i n the ji^dustriallsed states of Indiana and I l l i n o i s , though 
the I l l i n o i s figure i s Increased by the inclusion ef the 
Chicago Conurbation outside the Com Belt. 
2« The imet!i>loyment rate was much higher i n the case of the 
urban labour force than the rur a l i n a l l four states. In 
the r u r a l sector the rate was h i ^ e r i n the ease of iaon-^ f arm 
than r u r a l farm. This i l l u s t r a t e d again the tendency of the 
rur a l non-farm to reflect urban characteristics rather than 
r u r a l . This suggests a functional relationship between wban 
and r u r a l non-farm whloh I s furtlier examined i n t h i s chapter* 
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Si ?h©re was a decline i n the m^ijpioyjnent rato froa 3 ^ h% 
i n iniaiana and l i i i n o i e to 2 >^ 2*3^ In Hebraska and Iowa# 
In aXU cases the urban conponent was the chief determinant 
of the t o t a l unen^loyment rate and i n a l l oaaes the rural 
farm unemployment rate wag low, less than 1»2?5* This suggests 
that r u r a l farm uneraployinent m an e;g)ulsive factor i n 
ru r a l soigration i n 1930 should not he overstated, though 
over the previous deoad© i t w i l l he shown i n a later chapter^^ 
that t h i s was very significant* yi©m Diagram 10$-
lu Coiow was an ixi^ortant d i f f e r e n t i a l i n unen5)loyraent 
rates t h o u ^ this was localised spatially and concerned 
especially the uPban centres of the East Central J^wlstA and 
the I(Ower Great l^akes regions» vrtiere nonwhite unen^Jloyment 
was excessively high i n 1950« In 1950 the nonwhite 
uneics^loyii^nt rate i n Indiana was over 9% and i n I l l i n o i s 
lOjS, This h l | ^ uneraployment rat© was related to the smaller 
nuu^er of employment opportunities for unskilled negro lahour 
a^pavated hy the h i ^ degree of In-migration of negroes to 
the towns* Secondly i t reflected the i n s t a b i l i t y of the 
negro lahour force i t s e l f , with a tendency for absenteeism 
and frequent change of e)]i)loyment together with intermittent 
unemployment* The rat© may also he increased hy the time 
delay between the a r r i v a l of negro migrants i n a town and 
70* ITide Chapter Eight, *^internal Migration i n the Corn Belt"i 
Dl AC. I O. 
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actually finding en^loyment. This may be a considaraljle 
influence i n view of the high degree of mobility ©f the 
negro noted already. 
2. Beglenal Variation i n the Ma.ior I i ^ u s t r y Qroups* 1950 
I t has been @ho^ that the enployment status of 
th0 t o t a l labour force oonoeals considerable variation 
spatially and on a basis of resldonc©* Accordingly these 
differentiale may be stated with reference to the major 
industry groirps i n selected states lAiich can then be 
followed by a detailed examination on a county basis* 
Table k9t i l l u s t r a t e d by Diagram 11 shows the industrial 
coc^oBition of four selected Com Belt states for the 
t o t a l labour force, enA sub'^lvided on a basis of residence* 
Considering the t o t a l labour force graph i t i s 
apparent that i n 1950 the service industry dominated the 
labour force of each state even i n the case of the predominantly 
agricultural states of Iowa and Nebraska. The proportion 
eii5>loyed i n Industry reveals a contrast between approximately 
i t f i ^ i n Indiana and I l l i n o i s but under 20% i n Iowa and 
Nebra9lca> an obvious direct relationship to the location 
of the major industrial centres i n the l^stem Corn Belt. 
Xt should be mted that i f the industrial labour force cf 
the Chicago conurbation were excluded as being outside the 
D l A C . 
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TABIE 49 
OOMPOaiTION Of INDTJSTRY CSOPPS BY TYPE OP RESIDENCE. 1950 FOR 
• ' ^ S S l ^ ^ b CORlJ to.T 8!CA.W ' 
% ©f t o t a l en5)loyed labour force. ^  
1* TOTAL liABOUR POfiCE HlDlAHA ILi>INQI3 lOM NEBRASKA 
Agriculture^ i t * 6 7.1 28*5 29*6 
Industry^ I4O.9 38*1 21*0 15*8 
Services^* 14.5*9 53* i+ U9.5 52.3 
2. OkBAIf LABQIiR FORCE 
AgPioultur© 0*7 0*5 2*0 1.8 
Industry 1^ 5*2 U0.8 31.3 23*5 
Services 52.8 57. i^ 65.2 73*0 
3. RUSAL KOK-PARM LABOOR 
FORCE ^ 
Agriculture 6.3 7f3 10*6 11.0 
Industry ii3.7 3Q»k 22.8 17.6 
Services U8.C 52.2 63.7 68.0 
¥ RtlHAL PARM LABOUR FORCE 
Agriculture 61.5 75.1 87.2 88.I4. 
Industipy 19.6 10*7 3»h 2.0 
Services 16.9 12.3 7.1 7.1 
Source: Calculated from U.S. Bureau of the Census, Census of Population, 1950* Volume ii, "Characteristics of the Population". Table 30, 
1. The discrepancy between the combined totals of the industry 
groups and 100^ consisted of the category "industry not 
reported". 
Z» "Agriculture" included forestry and fisheries which i n a l l 
four states occupied less than 0.1^ of the t o t a l c i v i l i a n 
labour force. 
3# 'industry" included construction and mining as well as manufacturing* 
I * . "Services"cong>rised a l l other occupations not l i s t e d i n 
3 and k above, including comsne^-pial occupations. 
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Oorii i e l t t the industrial proporticm of I l l i n o i s would then 
occupy an intermediate position between Indiana and the 
Ibstem Oovn Belt, i l l u s t r a t i n g the gc>adual decreasing 
regional aigpaiflcance of industry westwards i n the Com Belt 
and a corresponding increase i n the slgnifioanoe of 
agriculture, as the diagram IMloates. 
The urban labour force showed a distinct pattern. 
I n Indiana and I l l i n o i s the prtjportion i n Industry exceeded 
ZiO^  but decreased si&stantialiy i n Iowa and JJebraska. I t 
was noticeable that the decrease i n the industrial occupation 
group increased the proportionate significance of the 
services category rather than agriculture* I n fact the 
services category was dominant i n a l l four states. Tills 
situation, i s explained by the concentration of the industrial 
labour force i n the large industrial c i t i e s of the manufacturing 
belts of Indiajia and I l l i n o i s ^(diile i n the agricultural Iowa 
and j^ebraska the high prc^portlon of urban population i n the 
services category i s explained by the large number of much 
araaller c i t i e s and county towns with l i t t l e Industry but 
significant functions as service and administrative centres 
for extensive surrounding rural areas. 
The charaoteristics pf the ru r a l non-farm labour 
foroe corresponded very closely to those of the urban, fhe 
only discrepancy was a slight lowering of the proportion 
i n the services indiistry and an increase i n the proportion 
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©i^loyed i n agriculture. What i s shown very clearly i s 
that despite the rural context of their residence the 
proportion of r u r a l non*f arm en^jloyed i n agriculture did not 
exceed 11^ i n any of the four states* The rural non-fam 
element i s shown to b© en^jloyed predominantly i n the 
service indUstriae, viiiere a^toiittedly there may be an 
indirect connection with agriculture, and i n the case of 
the Eastern Corn Beit, i n manufacturing industry* 
l^inally, the rura l farm 0?aph indicates a more 
straightforward situation. I n Iowa and Nebraska the proportion 
eBS>loyed i n agriculture was almost 90^^ the remainder being 
predominantly i n service industries. I n Indiana and 
I l l i n o i s the proportion was rather lower at 60^ and 7 ^ 
respectively* This nay i n part be explained bjr the part--
time eiEployment of fawn dwellers i n industry and service 
occupations who returned their eaployment as other than 
agriculture* 
From t h i s general consideration of differentials 
i t i s now peseible to move to a detailed analysis i n the 
distr i b u t i o n ©f the ma^or industry groups on a basis of 
county units. However i t was apparent that two factors 
require further specific examination. F i r s t l y the engplojraient 
structure of the ru r a l mn-fam ^oup was obviously coi^plex 
Gjnd requires more detailed examination, and secondly the 
SISlSSHSi?" and significance of part-time ^^J^iing must be 
19i^. 
3* !Phe Distribution of the Industrial Labour Force 
The industrial labour force includes a l l those 
occupations of an industrial nature as well as manufacturing 
and therefore includes mining and construction. The 
detailed distribution of the Industrial labour force so 
defined i s i l l u s t r a t e d by Map 28.^^ 
Map 28 indicates the two major areas of Industrial 
concentration and several minor areas essentially east 
of the Mississippi Valley. The two major concentrations 
were located i n the Lower Great Lakes region, extending i n 
an arc from Joliet to Toledo and extending northwards out 
of the Corn Belt to Chicago and ^ t i ^ o i t , and secondly Central 
Indiana and Wrstem Ohio. I n these concentrations the core 
counties containing the largest c i t i e s had over k^% of their 
labour force en^loyed i n industry and were surrounded by 
contiguous counties with over 32^ of their labour force i n 
industrial occupations. The minor centres were essentially 
based on single large c i t i e s as for instance Peoria, Rockford, 
Rock Island-Bavenport-Moline and to a lesser extent Eainsaa 
City. Here the distribution was one of individual c i t i e s 
with in^ortant industries r a t l ^ r than industrial zones. 
Map 28 indicates that i n the vast expanse of the 
Com Belt west of the Mississippi industrial occupations were 
71. Calculated trom U.S. Bureau of the Census, Census of Population, 1950, Volume 11. "Characteristics of the Population" Table 1^ 3. 
MAP 28. 
i 
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r e l a t i v e l y inslgnifleant i n the labour force i being 13% or 
less i n the majority of the counties. I t i s obvious tliat 
the signifloanoe of industry as a factor influencing population 
characteristics through the en^loyment structiu'e was 
essentially e;}<pressed by the distribution and size of 
large c i t i e s i n the Corn Belt. McCarthy has attenpted to 
indicate the significance of industry i n the economy of the 
Middle West by p l o t t i n g the areas of concentration of the 
72 
labour foj^oe i n manufacturing. Sis method i s capable 
of greater refinement and i n particular t h i s i s necessary 
before a more precise d e f i n i t i o n of the major concentrations 
i s possible. This i s attei^pted i n the following section 
which describes the distributd^on of the labour foroe 
employed actually i n manuf actxu*ii^ industry i t s e l f . 
Secondary Industry^ the Distribution of Manufacturing 
The diistrlbution of the manufacturing labour foroe 
i n 1950 i s i l l u s t r a t e d by Map 29 showing the proportion of 
the labour force employed i n manufacturing on a county 
baslB^ Some general distributional characteristics were 
apparent* 
I n terms of i t s significance i n the labom* foroe 
manufacturing WES very unevenly distributed i n the Corn Belt 
72. Vide Garland J.H., Editor, Op» Cit> 23. Chapter 5» 
"The Structure of Industry". Fig. 29. page 55« 
MAP 29. 
• •••I .M 
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i n 1950. Even within the eastern states of I l l i n o i s , Indiana 
and Ohio where manufacturing was most significant there were 
vast extents where manufaotuj^lng occupied loss than 12% of 
the labour force, especially i n the case of the Crand Prairie 
of Central I l l i n o i s and North West Indiana. Essentially the 
manufacturing belts of these eastern states were discontinuous 
and represented a wide distribution of large industrial 
centres rather than coherent industrial regions. 
West of the Mississippi only scattered c i t i e s had 
signifioant manufacturing labour forces and represented 
regional centres superimposed on a predominantly agricultural 
economy i n ?^ch less than 12% of the labour force was 
enqployed i n manufacturing. West of the Missouri Valley, 
with i t s several large re^onal c i t i e s , manufacturing 
hardly existed and almost a l l the counties had less than 5% 
of their labour force enqployed i n manufacturing. 
Since manufacturing i s a highly localised activity 
and predominantly urban even the county basis generalises 
the distribution to some extent. Accordingly Map 30 
attempts to localise the major manufacturing areas by 
pl o t t i n g a l l the counties with over 30% of their labour 
foroe em£>loyed i n manuifaoturing and superin^ses a l l the 
^owns with a labour foptfe of over 5*000 i n 1950. Prom the 
magnitude of the t o t a l urban labour force and frcan the 
M A P 30. 
i 
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proportion of the labour force en?)loyod i n manufacturing 
industry i n the county containing the urban centre something 
ot the absolute and relative significance of manufacturing 
can be obtained and the major concentrations described. 
Map 30 strengtl^B the conclusion that manufacturing 
had essentially both an unev^ spatial occurrence and a 
^scontinuous xmture even i n the major areas of manufacturing* 
I t i s apparent that there were no industrial regions i n 
the Corn Belt i n the sense of a ocmiplex of predominantly 
industrial towns i n close proximity to each other. The 
olap also indicates that not a l l the large c i t i e s had 
significant amounts of industry i n terms of the proportion 
of their t o t a l labour force en?)loyed i n manufaotwing. I n 
particular the counties containing Kensas Cityj Dee Moines, 
Qmalrn and Columbus, Ohio, a l l with labour forces i n excess 
of 100,000 and another seven counties containing labour 
forces i n excess of 60,000, had less than 3P^ of their 
labour force en^oloyed i n manufacturing. I n fact no county 
west of Central Iowa had more than 30% en?)loyed i n 
manufacturing. 
By con5)aring the information on Maps 29 and 30 
the distribution of manuf act wing i n 1950 may be summarised 
end i n the case of the Eastern Com Belt, east of the 
{Mississippi, certain industrial zones may be delimited. 
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though i t I s understood that these zones represent a 
discontinuous concentration rather than industrial regions. 
1. The Lower Great Lakes 
This zone coaiprised chiefly the urbanised areas 
of South BendHUlehawaka, Kalamazoo and Toledo, together 
with the smaller industrial towns of J o l i e t , Battle Creek, 
Michigan City and Monroe. Included i n this same zone should 
be the steel centre of Gary, looated just outside the 
Corn Belt i n Northern Indiana. 
2.. Western Ohio 
This zone oon^r>ised the industrial centres of 
the Miami Valley, together with the c i t y of Colimfl)us, 
and included the c i t i e s of Hamilton, Dayton, Middletoim, 
Springfield and Colunfbus together with many smaller towns 
of which the chief was Lima. 
3. Central Indiana 
This zone was less well-defined and consisted 
of a large nuisiber of smaller Industrial centres of the 
Wabash azHl I h l t e River Valleys together with tlie larger 
centres of Indianapolis, Port Wayne and Muncie.^^ 
73. Vide Cut shall, A.D., "The Industrial Qeography of the 
Lower Wabash Valley". Eoonpmic Geography, Volume 17,191^. 
Vide also Preeiaan, 0. S. * "Ma.ior Cities of Indiana"^ Economic Geography, Volume- 31, 19*4^ 5. 
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ISvansyille was rather distinct ft-om this grouping and 
Ijelonged rather to the series <jf large c i t i e s of the Ohio 
Valley* No other concentrations of large manufacturing 
centres were ^parent i n the Corn Belt "but rather a 
widespread distrihution of individual c i t i e s with significant 
iMustries as descrilied below* 
it, ghe Industri^il Oentres of the Prairies of I l l i n o i s and Eastern Iowa 
The remaining industrial centres of the Corn Belt 
represent individual regional c i t i e s distributed at wide 
intervale but i n terms of the significance of industry 
some further distinction may be made* The industrial 
centres of tha Qom Belt of l l l i n o i a ^ ^ end Sastern Iowa 
werd located on the ISississippi and i t s ma;}or tributaries* 
Of these the major centres with more than 3095 of their 
labour force es^loyed i n manufacturing were those counties 
containing Peoriai Rock IslandHSSOline, Oeder Rapids, Waterloo 
and Dubuque* Other e i g ^ f i c a n t centres but with less than 
30% en^loyed i n manufacturing were the counties 
containing Springfield and Decatur. 
5* industrial Centres West of thg Mississippi Valley 
West of the Mississippi Valley there were no 
counties with over 30^ of the labour force en^jloyed i n 
75» Vide Lohmann, K*B* "Pities ard Towns i n I l l i n o i s " . University of I l l i n o i s Press, Urbana, 1951« 
nianiifaotiuring i n 1950. There were hewsver several c i t i e s 
wit^ 3.arge labour foroee of whloh 20 - 30^ was eo^loyeiii 
i n moQUfaoturing and these were chiefly the loador regional 
centres of the ifliasouri Valley,. Sioux City, Omaha, Lincoln, 
St* Joseph, Eanaas dity end 7opeka M^le Pes Itoines also 
helonged to this groi^« 
I n j^act the county figures as illustrated i n Map 
30 depreciate the significance 9t manufacturing hy the 
inclusion of a small amount of rural population and when 
the major c i t i e s are considered on their own the proportion 
employed i n industry was slightly h i ^ e r as indicated 
i n fa"ble 50 in the Appendix. However this does not affect 
the 1>asic distlcilauiion of industry susnarised ahove. 
O^ e detailed characteristics of the actual type of industrial 
eo^ioyment are not relevant to this chapter since the 
aim i s to desorilie the influence of the major industry 
^oups on total population distrihution end density r a t h ^ 
than the industrial geography of individual cities^ 
U. The Agricultural Lahour goroe 
The agricultural labour force of the Oorn Belt 
was pverwheliolngly rural f am i n residence i n 1950. Even 
i n the iBOst rural areas of the Ciorn Belt, the rural non-farm 
proportion ei^loyed i n agriculture was relatively small. 
I n lSQWs£s3s&i the most rural sector of the Oorn Belt, the 
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proportion of the rural non-farm labour force enployed i n 
agriculture was only 1 1 ^ 
Map 31 indicates the relative distribution of the 
agricultural labour force on a county basis in 1950. The 
major contrast was again east and west of the Mississippi 
River. Bast Of the Mississippi the proportion of the 
la'^our force es^loyed i n agriculture did not exceed 3k% and 
i n at least half of the counties was under 20^, wMle west 
of the Mississippi the a ^ i c o l t u r a l proportion of the 
labour force was almost universally over 359S and in widespread 
areas exceeded 51^. 
I t i s necessary that account be taken of overall 
variation i n population density since although the proportion 
engaged i n agriculture was much hi^ej? i n the central and 
Western porn Belt since the total population density was 
much lower than i n the eastern Com Belt this involved 
fewer workers. Essentially Map 31 indicates the degree to 
which agriculture dominated the economy i n terms of employ-
ment opportunities and i n this respect i t i s possible to 
distinguish three areas of predominantly agricultural 
employment which had over 51^ of their Isbour force enqc)loyed 
i n agriculture, 
1. The Upper Missouri iTalley 
The Upper Missouri Valley had the largest 
M A P 3 
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concentration of counties i n which the agricultural labour 
force was over 31^ of the total labour force and t h i s 
concentration coincided exactly with the location of the 
livestock and cash graiii type of farming. This high 
proportion i n agricultural oi3|ci?)ations thus coincided with 
an areas of low population density, few towns and an 
extensive torm of agricultiire offering l i t t l e variety 
i n econ<MQic activity or eQ3>loymsnt opportunities. 
2« The Iowa-Missouri Border 
The concentration of counties with a high 
proportion of the labour force en^loyed i n agriculture i n 
the Iowa-Missouri border area of the West Pentral Lowland 
coincided with the location of the livestock and pasture 
type of faraiing i n which grazing was jnore significant than 
cattle feeding or cropping* Again this coincided with an 
area of low pcrpiilation density, an absence of urban centres 
and a lack of variety i n the economic base. 
3. South Weft'fc.na.aconsin. North Eastern Iowa, 
North Western I l l i n o i B 
This was a lees well^efined concentration of 
counties with a high proportion engaged i n agriculture, 
coinciding with the hogs and dairy type of farming. 
I t i s in^>ossible to indicate the detailed 
relationship© between type of faiming and the characteristics 
203* 
Of agrioultural esagployment without information on th« 
absolute distribution of the agricultural labour force. 
This i s attei^ted i n Map 32 which indicates the density of 
population engaged i n agriculture per square mile of 
c r o p l a n d * T h i s ;eatio has been selected as being more 
r e a l i s t i c i n the case of the agricultural laibour force 
since i t excliides land uses unrelated to agricultural 
functions.^ 
Map 32 indicates the remarkable uniformity of 
the density of population enjoyed i n agriculture. 
Throughout almost a l l of the Corn Belt the range of density 
was from 5 to 12 persons per square m^le and over the 
ma;)ority of the area was i n the range of 7 to 7*9 persons 
per square mile. Lower densities than 5 per square mile 
of cropland occurred chiefly i n the western fringe i n the 
76* "Cropland" included cropland harvested, cropland used only for pasture and cropland not harvested and net pastured- The category therefore included a l l the potentially productive cropland* I t included land i n the s o i l bank or withdrawn from c T i l t i v a t i o n for conser-vation purposes,. but did mt include woodland or wasteland. For further details of definitions vide United States Census of Agriciiiture. Volume 1, introduction XV, Department of Comnierce7 Washington B.C. 1956. 
77* For an early application of this man-land ratio vide Hartshorn© S*, "Agricultural Land i n proportion to A ^ i c u l t u r a l Population"* oeograpnioal Review* Volume 29# 
M A P 32. 
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transition to the cattle and wheat belts. This reflected 
m overall decrease i n population density i n the area of 
largest farm size and most extensive type of farming. 
Higher densities than 3 per square mile of cropland 
occurred i n those counties containing large c i t i e s where 
the amouhi of cropland was consequently reduced and an 
a r t i f i c i a l l y high value registered, but more especially 
i n three distinct type of farming regions. These wore 
the livestock^ dairy, soybeans and cash grain region of 
North East Indiana and 17orth West Ohio, secondly i n the 
hogs and dairy region of the Iowa, I l l i n o i s and Wisoozuin 
tri-s t a t e areas, and thirdly I n the northern section of 
the livestock and pasture farming region of the Iowa and 
J^ssouri border. 
a. Livestock, dairy* soybeans and cash grain 
In this region pro^mity to large urban centres has 
enoouraged a concentration on whole milk production i n 
coidblnation with pig rearilsg* I t was the area of smallest 
farm size i n the Com Belt and with the b l u e s t recent 
growth i n mechanisation. 
b# flogs and Dairy 
This was an area of dairying on larger farms ot 
over 200 acres with a lower degree of mechanisation and 
therefore a hi^^er labour ina?ut which increased the density 
of the agricultiu'al population above the average for the 
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Ooim Belt. 
o. Livestock and Pasture 
The northern section only of this farming region 
had a density of over 8 per square mile of oropland. 
Here the engjhasis was on pasturing rather than cropping 
and the degree of mechanisation was lower than i n the 
southern section of the same type of farming region. This 
region w i l l be shown to have experienced a lower loss of 
rural population due to migration than i n the case of the 
Ozark margin to the eputh and this i n part accounted for 
the slightly higher density* 
Map 32 s i ^ o r t s the thesis that there was a 
basic Ooz^ Belt pattern of rural population distribution and 
density closely related to the agricultural economy and with 
a considerable degree of uniformity. @uperisQ>osed on this 
was an irregular urban distribution resulting i n a lack 
of tiniformity i n the overall distribution and density of 
population* However, before suoBnarlsing the characteristics 
Of the agricultural labour force and i t s relation to the 
total distribution of population reference must be made 
to two further ti&pics which tend to blurr a sin5>le 
distinction between agricultural and industrial functions. 
These were the tendency for some farm workers to work part 
time and derive part of their livelihood eff the farm, and 
secondly further detail on the functions of the rural non-farm 
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element i s relevant* 
The significance of off-farm ^aplo.vment by farm operators 
The significance of off-farm work by farm operators 
varied considerably spatially and i n I t s character and 
the motives coi^pelling i t . 
I t hes b e ^ found convenient to measure the 
significance of off-farm eii5>loyment i n two ways* F i r s t l y 
the amount of tli»s spent i n off-farm ^nplejfment was considered 
and secoMly the proportion of the income of the farm 
operator derived from off-farm en5)loymi3nt were considered 
as c r i t e r i a * These have been plotted i n Uap 33 on the 
basis of State Economic Areas. 
The immediate contrast i n 1950 was between the 
Western and Omtral Com Belt and the peripheral regions 
of the east eaSi south, Ths reasons for these contrasts 
were the differing conditions of the form of farming and also 
the distribution of alternative forms of «:?)loyment of a 
casual nature, especially i n industry. 
The farm of the cmitral Corn Belt, that i s i n the 
cattle feeding and hogs end the cash grain, bats ^ and soybeans 
regions I s e s & ^ t i a l l y a family contnerical enterprise i n 
^ i c h the labour force I s supplied by the family and ths 
farm tends to be a social and eoon«nic unit on a family basis* 
M A P 33. 
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I n thee© conditions opportunity for work outside the demands 
of the farm i s small.. Map 33 indicates that i n 1950 
off-fam csi^loym^mt was significant i n the case of only 
% of the farm operators tliough i n the oase of the arand 
Prairie with i t s higgler degree of mechanisation and 
^peater frequency of urban centres the proportion rose 
to 9 15^. 
Jn the case of the western Oom Belt fringe ©ff-farm 
enQplojnment was again insignificant. This reflected a mueh 
larger farm size and a concentration on com and livestock 
production requiring attention a l l the year round. More-
over i t was an area with few alternative eiBployment 
opportunities and high loss by rural migration suggesting 
that surplus labour brought about by increased mechanisation 
and increase i n the farm size had to leave the region 
altogether to obtain ^loyment. In Kansas and Nebraska 
off'^farm work had a slight significance but probably 
reflected oust an work on other farms rather thaSi enqoloyment 
outside agriculture. 
The niajoj? areas where off-farm work was significant 
were i n the East Central Lowland and the Lower Missouri 
Valley, particularly i n the poorer pasture areas of the 
livestock, cash grain and dairy farming of Western M|.88ouri 
and Eastern Kansas* 
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I n the ease of tho Lower Missouri Valley ths 
farm size was small and production I n terms of cash returns 
was stibstantlally lower than i n the West Central Lowland and 
the amount of subsistence fax^nlng hlgh^ I n this area off-farm 
work aocpuntsd for mere than half the annual Inooos of 
over 2156 of the farm operators. The nature of the off-farm 
work was varied,involving industt^y, work on other fams 
i n the area and seasonal work I n farming outsld e the Com 
Belt. The a»tiv© i n this case was the desire to supplement 
a low farm immm. 
Finally the urbanised section of the East Central 
Lowland* and Lower Great Lakes was the most signlfioaat 
area of off-farm work by farm operators. In this area 
of small tarns and an Increase i n mechanisation i n the last 
decad^ labour ia^ut per farm unit was relatively low. Here 
the nature of off-farm work ATBS related to the proximity 
to urban centres with Industrial and service en^loyaent 
Opportunities and frequently involved commuting* Moreover 
the significance of off-farm enployment was related to a 
contrasted social envlroninent from that elsewhere i n the 
Corn Belt* Hi£^ school attendance was the highest i n the 
Com Belt and 3*ural l i f e was nmre open to urban Izifluenoe with 
a consequent weakening of the family farm unit of the West 
Central Lowland and an attraction towards urban enqaloyment 
especially I n the case of the yo\inger farm operators* 
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loxfment charaeteristios Qf the Rural Non^ -ffarm Labour gorea 
tt h'lB been suggested freqtiently that the rural 
non-^farm p<^ulation i s more closely connected demographically 
with urban leather than rui?al population characteristics 
and i t i s suggested that this relationship i s often a 
functional one i n that a largo proportion Of the rural 
non-farm population i s engploy^ i n urban centres. With 
reference to four Oorn Belt states i t has been shown that 
' i n a l l oases the predominant ei%>loyjaBn* of rural non-farm 
laboui!» force jras i n the ee]?vio^s and manufacturing industries 
The ^r^loinaent characteristics of the ru»«Ii non-farm labour 
f or$e of the OoTn Belt sector of U l i n o i a may be described, 
i n more detail to i l l u s t r a t e the nature of this functional 
relatione^p« which i s so significant i n population matters* 
iPJLinoiS has been selected as including parte of four types 
of farming regions and having large areas of predominantly 
rural territory, while at the same time containing several 
l ^ g e urban centres with significant industries and a lerg© 
riuniber of smaller rural service centres, thus making i t a 
reliable san^l© of more widespread conditions. 
Map 3k indicates the proportion of the rural non-
farm labour force employed i n agricxzlture i n each county of 
t2ie Oom Belt sector of I l l i n o i s i n 1950. Superimposed on 
t h i s i s the distribution of a l l towns with a labour force 
exceeding 5*000 i n 1950. This labour force i s that which 
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was resident i n the towns and does not include rural non-farm 
labour from outside but i s sufficient to indicate the 
relative significance of the towns as centres of ei!?>loyraent. 
From Map 324. th^ following conclusions may be suggested: 
1, Throughout the Corn Belt i n I l l i n o i s the rural 
non-fam l a b o ^ force was predominantly engployed i n ecci^ations 
not directly concerned with a^piculture. In no county 
did the proportion of rural farm eu^ployed i n agriculture 
exceed 21^ and i n only three counties did i t exceed 16^. 
2 , There was a strong correlation between the 
distribution of the largest c i t i e s and the counties with 
the 3>owest proportion engaged i n agriculture. Wov instance 
i n the counties containing Joliet, Rockford, Peoria ahd 
Beoatur the proportion was less than 650. 
3 , The vast majority of the Com Belt i n I l l i n o i s 
had 9 " 12^ of i t s rural non-farm labour force eflQ>loyed 
i n agriculture - a very low proportion n^en conpared with 
that of the rural farm. Spatially this coincided with the 
distribution of a large number of smaller service centres. 
k* lUhe higliest proportion of rural non-fam labour 
eniployed i n ai^rioulture occurred i n the south west section, 
part of the livestock sdad pasture region with a lower overall 
population denaity and an absence of large urban centres. 
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th» lowest prppoptioa engaged i n agriciiltiipe occurred In 
th« nortK end central sections corqorlelng parte of tbe 
Qa@b oprn« oate and soybeans and oattle feeding and lu»ge 
type of farming regions* 
Two oonsifitent relationshipa may therefore "too 
proposed. F i r s t l y a direct relationaliip "between a low 
proportion of rural non-farm engaged i n agriculture and 
proxiiaity to urban centres of ocipioyment i n north and 
central I l l i n o i s , together with the existence of a form 
of agriculture "based on family farm unitSf often highly 
meclianised and offering few ©n^ oioyment opportunities to 
rural lahour outsidt the operator's familyt Secondly 
i n the siouthern and western seotions of the state a relat-
ively h i ^ e r porportion of rural non-farm labour engaged i n 
agrioulture was coincident with an a'bsence of large 
c i t i e s and an eo^phasie i n agriculture on more extensiire land 
use involving pasture rather than concentrated feedstuffs 
with a lower deg£>ee of mechanisation anS a higher labour input* 
> 
I t may "be sunmapised that the functions of tl» 
rural non^ferm lahour force were concentrated outside 
agricultom i t s e l f and on the evidence of distri"bution were 
more closely connected with ur'ban en^ployment i n close 
pro3Siroity to large towns and with servioc industries i n 
the predominantiy r u r a l areas* 
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So f&v thlB flliapt<9J? Ms desorlTjed the eharaoterlatioa 
of ermlQ^mnt i.n th© twO ma^ Jor indUBtry groups of agrloiature 
eniS. industry which were th© dOKcUiant ecpnondc functions 
i n tim Qojm. Belt. JSowever, i n terms of the actual proportion 
of the iahour foro© ©s^loyed tlje third ma^or industry group, 
the servio© lndustj?i©a| supplying the economio infra-
etiruotur* to a l l coonomio activity, was relatively siore 
Bignificant. AocOrdinfi^Ly, the f i n a l section of the chapter 
deaoril^es brie f l y the distrlhution of en^loymsnt i n the 
service industries of the Corn Belt i n 1950« 
5, ghe Service Xnduetriee 
Map 35 indicates the relative distrihutlon of 
the labour force ernplo^ed i n seryioe occupations i n 1950 
on a county hasis. From Map 35 i t i s apparent that there 
was a tendency for service occupation to preponderate i n 
the (^[j^loyment structure of the Corn Belt and i n only a 
few counties was the prfl>portion of the total labour foree 
le s s than In fact there were no strongly defined 
r e ^ o n a l contrasts i n the proportion engaged i n services 
cooparaihle with those defined i n the case of agriculture 
and industry. The distribution of the category of ^ *^om 
37 k5»9% doralnated the pattern, and had a regular 
diBtributio» throughout the Corn Belt. SuperiB5)0sed on this 
was a scattered distribution of counties with over of 
their letbour force enqoloyed i n service industries. Although 
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there were no a^ked regional contrasts i n the regional 
significance of the service industries, there were no 
localised contrasts and also contrasts of a functional 
nature within the services category. Counties with 
over 65^ engaged i n services coincided chiefly, though not 
exclusively, with the largest collecting and distributing, 
admisiJtrative and transport centres. Secondly the counties 
with a lower proportion of from 53 - 655^  i n services 
tended to coincide with the distribution of smaller regional 
centres and other towns with large populations. Finally, 
the vast majority of th^ remaining counties had a proportion 
within the range 37 5 ^ and reflected the dispersed 
distribution of small rural service centres throughout the 
Com Belt. 
A functional distinction i s therefore proposed 
between the high proportions engaged i n services i n the 
major and minor regional centres and a rather lower 
proportion involved i n services in the much more numerous 
end widespread small rural service centres. Zn this 
la t t e r case the function of the services was more directly 
related to the immediate rural economy r^ere&B i n the 
larger c i t i e s the function of the services labour force 
was related f i r s t l y to the regional significance of the 
city, i n such spheres as commerce, administration and 
transportation, and also reflected the demand for a greater 
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amount and rariety of services i n the larger regional and 
industrial c i t i e s "by virtue Of their greater population 
and oompleMty of economic actirity. Further detail of 
the lalJOur foroe engaged i n services i n the urhanised 
areas i s indicated i n fa'ble 51 i n the Applsniix. From 
7ahle 31 i t i s notal>le that the service function was 
relatively mv significant i n the regional c i t i e s than 
i n those concerned ohiefly with industry. In faot tlie 
primarily industrial c i t i e s of Dayton^ South Bend, Hamilton, 
Fort Wsyne and Hockford had lees than 53?S of their labour 
force employed i n services, while the regional c i t i e s 
of Tppeka^ Des lAoines, Omaha, X4ncoln and Sioux City a l l 
had oyer 70^ engaged i n service Occ\:^tions. 
Summary and Oonclusions on the EmployniBnt Oomposition 
On the evidence of seleoted states the ci v i l i a n 
leibour force represented between 52 and 55^ of the total 
population over 1i* years, of which the employed proportion 
was "between 51 - 53% . There were however marked 
contrasts i n this average situation on a "basis of type 
of residence. Unei^lo^mient was shown to be a predominantly 
urban phenomenon and nonwhite rates were consider^ly higher 
than white. I t was suggested that these higher urban 
unemployment rates were related to annual and seasonal 
fluottiations i n business activity and were aggravated i n the 
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large urban centres by the influx of migrant labour, 
especially negro. 
2* The services industry group predominated i n the 
labour force o^ each state, even i n the case of the predom-
inantly rural states. The industrial labour foree showed 
a marked concentration i n the eastern states and the 
agricultural labour force ocoizpied a higher proportion i n 
the central and western states. However as a result of the 
decrease i n the total population westwards the higher 
proportion engaged i n agriculture i n the western Com Belt 
involved a lower actual number than i n the eastern states. 
3* A consideration of the industrial labour force, 
ajid also of the proportion engaged i n manufacturing revealed 
a highly irregular distribution of industrSr but an over-
wtielming concentration east of the Hississippi Valley. 
Further analysis revealed that there were no major integrated 
manufacturing redone but that three in^ortant concentrations 
could be distinguished* These were Central Indiana, the 
Lower @reat Lakes and Western Gihioi « Elsewhere the pattern 
was one of dispersed industrial activity i n the major c i t i e s 
of the Corn Belt. 
U. The agricultural labour force was heavily 
concentrated i n the nu*al farm residential group i n 1950 
and i n the most rural state, that of Nebraska, the proportion 
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of the rural non?*>farm labour force eiqployed i n agriculture 
was <asily 115^ fhe detailed distribution of the agricultural 
laboiu? force was plotted and described as a proportion of 
the total labour' foree of each oountyi and yiaQ restated as 
the ratio of agricultural labour to cropland. The latter 
ratio indioated a marked regulairity and suggests the 
e^sietence of a basio pattern of rural population distribution 
and density closely related to the agricultural economy. 
Superiii^sed on this pattern was an irregular distribution, 
basically urbant i n whieh the predominant functions belonged 
to seoondary and tertiary: industries* The ces^lex integrat-
ion of these two contrasted enplo^mient patterns acoeunted 
fo]^ the ma^or oontrasts i n the population geography of the 
Oom %elt4 
5» fhe characteristics of the rural non-farm 
labour foree were ejqoanded and supported the contention 
that the rural non-farm element i s closely related to urban 
functions despite the rural context of i t s resid^oe. 
6 * ^ e distribution of part time farming was 
measure and was slu>iiai to be o^trasted spatially i n 
significanoe, character and motive* 
7* Finally the advices industry group was shown 
to be the predominant category throug^iout the Corn Belt* 
This reflooted the concentration of the labour force ^  both 
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urban and rural, i n the basic infra-structure of agriculture 
and industry. Oonsequen^jly the proportion i n services was 
highest i n areas of greatest economic cocqplexlty i n the 
major industrial, administrative and commercial centres. 
The spatial variation of the employment 
ooii3>ositiQ|9i essentially reflected the economic geography 
of the Com Belt and therefore coincided closely with 
variations i n the overall distribution and density ef 
population* To cODiplete this section on population 
structure the following chaptor indicates that the variations 
i n the age, se^ and toarital con^osition of the Com Belt 
population also reflected economic conditions and played 
a significant, and dynamic part i n the distribution and 
redistribution of population. 
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